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Abstract

Abstract
Simulation-based analyses of underhood compartments are proving to be crucially
important in a vehicle development program, reducing test work and time-to-market.
While Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations of steady forced flows
have demonstrated reliable, studies of transient natural convective flows in engine
compartments under thermal soak are not yet carried out due the high computing
demands and lack o f validated work. The present work assesses the practical
feasibility of applying the CFD tool at the initial stage of a vehicle development
programme for investigating the thermally-driven flow in an engine bay.
A typical vehicle underhood was reproduced in half-scale for laboratory
investigations. Surface temperatures o f components, airflow patterns induced by the
buoyant forces as well as the spatial distribution of the air temperature were
measured under both steady and transient thermal conditions. Temperature mappings
were obtained with thermocouples whereas airflow magnitudes and directions were
determined with Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) instrumentation. The detailed
measurements were used as reference for validating the corresponding CFD
simulations carried out with the software VECTIS. Experimental and numerical data
correlated well in steady state, both quantitatively and qualitatively.
A computation procedure that enables pseudo time-marching simulations to be
performed with significantly reduced CPU time usage, in comparison to traditional
fully-conservative transient simulations, was also developed. The methodology used
a unique combination of CFD solver parameters to overcome the computationally
challenging problem of solving for momentum transport in time-marching mode and
for a long period of physical time. The procedure was successful in providing a
detailed and time-accurate flow and thermal simulation of the underhood model
during transient cooling. Such simulation would not have been practically feasible
with a standard transient simulation. A reduction in CPU processing time in excess
of 90% was achieved with good correlation between the CFD predictions and the
experimental data.
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Nomenclature
Latin Symbols

units

Cr

Courant number

H

ca

Coefficient of dissipation, cp =0.09

H

Specific heat at constant pressure

[J k g 1K-1]

Time separation (between PIV pulses or camera exposure)
Spatial separation (PIV tracers)
Diameter
Error
Constant expressing wall roughness, £= 9.8 smooth wall
Gravitational acceleration

[Ms]
[pixel]
[m]

Grid spacing (cell size)

[m]

Gr

Grashofnumber, Gr = g p f a - TW)L3 / v 2

H

H

Absolute enthalpy, H

h

Heat transfer coefficient

[W m'2 K '1]

k

Turbulent kinetic energy, k - 1/ 2 •ux

[m2 s'2]

kf

Fluid thermal conductivity or diffusivity

[W in '1 K '1]

L

Characteristic length or length scale

A
/

Turbulent length scale

[m]
[m]

c p

dt
ds
d
e
E

g
gs

=c pT + j U lU l

H
H
[m s'2]

[J kg'1]

[m]

n

Length
Number o f items (measurements) in a statistical sample

N ul

Nusselt number, h L / k f

H
H

P

Pressure

[Pa]

P

Sublayer resistance factor, P

Pe
Ph

Peclet number, Re Pr
Peak height of highest correlation peak

PKm

Background noise level in correlation plane

H
H

Pr

Prandtl number, Pr - v / a = cp/j. / k

H

q

Magnitude o f value being compared

H

Qh
R

Heat flux

[W m'2]

Gas constant for air, R = 287.05

[J k g 'K '1]

Ra

Rayleigh number, gflATL3 / a v

Re

Reynolds number, Re = Ul / v

H
H

=9.0 •[(cr, / cr,) - 1] •(cr, / cr,)_1'4 H
H
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Nomenclature

r

Grid refinement ratio, rn = g S2 / g sl

St

Stanton number, St = Nu / RePr

H
H

Sample standard deviation

[-]

Sample standard deviation o f the mean

H

T

Temperature

[K] or [°C]

T+

Near-wall temperature profile, T + = cpp(T - T w)uT/q

H

t
At

Time
Timestep size

[s]
[s]

*s

Student’s t-distribution, ts =(x

u,

Local averaged velocity with (U, V, W) components

[m s '1]

u(t)

Flow velocity

[m s '1]

u

Tangential fluid velocity

[m s '1]

u

Dimensionless fluid velocity, u+ - u ! u x

[m s '1]

Turbulent velocity scale

[m s '1]

- jup )

I(s4 n )

Ur

Frictional velocity, uT -

V

Volume

[m3]

Vr<

Particle velocity (ref. flow tracer settling velocity)

[m s '1]

Spatial co-ordinate with ( x , y , z ) components

[m]

Sample mean

H

X

+

/p

H

[m s '1]

y

Mesh-dependent wall distance, y + = (y uT)/v

[m]

z

General empirical constant (zero-equation model)

H

•

Greek Symbols

units

a

Thermal diffusivity, a = k/ p ' Cp

[W m '1K '1]

P

Volumetric thermal expansion coeff, = -(1 / p) + (dp / dT)p

[K-‘]

Kronecker delta ( S ij= 1 for i=j\ StJ=0 for tej)

H

Rate o f dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy
General variable or scalar parameter

[J kg'1 s'1]

Diffusion coefficient for general variable, </>

[kg m '1 s '1]

K

Von Karman’s constant,

H

A

Wavelength

[rim]

M

Dynamic (molecular) viscosity

[kg m '1 s '1]

Turbulent or eddy viscosity (diffusivity)

[kg m '1 s '1]

e
*

k

» 0.419 in law o f wall

H
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Population mean

H

V

Kinematic viscosity, v = f i l p

[m2 s '1]

p
cr

Density

[kg m'3;

Standard deviation
Turbulent Prandtl number (=0.9 in VECTIS)

H
H

<*i

Laminar Prandtl number (user-supplied, crl =0.7 by default)

H

T

Relaxation time (ref. flow tracer)
Wall shear stress

[s]
[N m '2]

TU

Stress tensor

[N m '2]

a)

Turbulence frequency

[Hz]

Pp

Superscripts/Subscripts
+
0
/
FS
CFD
com
crit
EXP
H
i>j
max
min
P
Pt
rad
RS
w
oo

*

Overbar: mean value
Profile
Reference condition
Relative to fluid
Full scale
Corresponding to VECTIS solution
Convection contribution
Critical value
Corresponding to laboratory measurements
Relative to enthalpy
Covariant indices, i , j =1, 2, 3
Maximum or peak
Minimum or lowest
Constant pressure
Relative to particle (PIV tracer)
Radiation contribution
Reduced scale
Relative to wall or surface
Relative to surroundings (i.e. free stream)
Corresponding to general variable or fluid quantity, (j)
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Acronyms
A/C
AOI
ATF
CAD
CCD
CFD
CHT
cHTC
DDE
DNS
ECU
EGR
FFT
GCI
HTC
HVAC
IntWinS
LES
LRN
LSV
Nd:YAG
N-S
PAS
PID
PISO
PIV
PTFE
PTU
RANS
RMS
RNG
RPM
RSM
SIMPLE
STM
TTL
UTM
urf

Air Conditioning system
Area o f Interrogation
Automatic Transmission Fluid
Computer Aided Design
Charge Coupled Device
Computational Fluid Dynamics
Conjugate Heat Transfer
convective Heat Transfer Coefficient
Dynamic Data Exchange
Direct Numerical Simulation
Electronic Control Unit
Exhaust Gas Re-circulation
Fast Fourier Transform
Grid Convergence Index
Heat Transfer Coefficient
Heating Ventilation Air Conditioning
Interrogation Window Size
Large Eddy Simulation
Low Reynolds Number turbulence model
Laser Speckle Velocimetry
Neodymium: Yttrium Aluminum Garnet laser
Navier-Stokes equations
Power Assisted Steering
Proportional Derivative Integral
Pressure Implicit with Splitting of Operators algorithm
Particle Image Velocimetry
PolyT etraFluoroEthylene
Programmable Timing Unit
Reynolds-Averaged Navier Stokes
Root Mean Square
Re-Normalisation Group turbulence model
Recursive Projector Method
Reynolds Stress turbulence Model
Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations algorithm
System Thermal Model
Transistor-Transistor Logic
Underhood Thermal Management
under relaxation factor
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Chapter

INTRODUCTION AND

1.1

L

B a c k g r o u n d a n d M o t iv a t io n

The engine compartment of a passenger vehicle, also referred to as the underhood, is
most frequently located at the front and can house in excess of hundred elements
including powertrain, electrical, suspension and exhaust components. The tight
packaging of a typical modern underhood environment is shown in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1 - Tightly-packaged engine compartment of a modern passenger vehicle.
Cooling Airflow - All modern passenger cars require the cooling system to deliver
sufficient quantity of air to all the components/systems in the underhood at all
operating conditions. It is a common practice to let the cooling air enter the engine
compartment at a point on the vehicle body shell where high static pressure prevails
and to let it flow out at a location of low pressure (ram effect). The air inlets
(numbered as 1 and 2 in Figure 1.2) are usually located directly above and below the
bumper while the outlet apertures are placed underneath the car, where the static
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pressure is low. From the front apertures, the air flows through the air duct to the
“cooling pack” module that combines the AC compressor (4), the radiator (5) and the
oil cooler (7). Modern underhood designs have also a fan (6) placed downstream the
radiator to “draw” air through it. The air from the fan flows around the engine block
(8) before discharging to ambient near the front axle (9).

Upper air inlet
Lower air Inlet
Auxiliary fan
Air conditioning
com pressor
Radiator with
shroud
Radiator 1an
Oil cooler
Engine
Air outlet

Figure 1.2 - Cooling air system in a vehicle with front engine installation (section
along centreline) [Hucho 1998],
Figure 1.3 shows a schematic side view of the flow patterns in the engine bay for two
typical operating conditions. At high road speed the air flows uniformly through the
cooling pack and discharges through the outlet by blending with the flow underneath
the vehicle. If the ram effect is zero, such as during idling, the cooling airflow is
determined entirely by the performance of the fan and by buoyancy effects (due to
warm-up) within the compartment. Incoming air is drawn into the underhood from
the front or the bottom, depending if the fan is operating, with different effects on the
internal flow development and on its overall cooling performance.
b)

C irculation

Figure 1.3 - Underhood airflow during: (a) full-load operation and (b) idle
condition. Internal and external flow circulation [Hucho 1998].
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Underhood Therm al Management - Stringent engine emission requirements have
necessitated that catalytic converters be packaged within the engine bay. As a result,
exhaust system components have become the primary sources of heat into the
underhood with surface temperatures reaching up to 900K when the engine is at its
maximum power output. In addition, the combination of increased styling
restrictions, greater cooling requirements, additional electronics, noise insulation and
extra safety features has resulted in engine compartments more tightly packaged than
in the past. The closer proximity of temperature sensitive components to the
damaging heat has increased the likelihood of localised surface hot spots. These may
be above the permissible material limit and could compromise system durability,
especially when severe driving conditions are common.
Automotive companies commit large resources in identifying and resolving thermalrelated issues under the hood, such as cooling of engine, overheating of electronic
modules, heat transfer to auxiliary parts and airflow distribution. Underhood Thermal
Management (UTM) investigations allow engineers to improve the integrity and
performance of all the auxiliary parts in the engine bay, avoiding the need for major
changes in the final stages of a vehicle development programme.
UTM has become a topic of increased interest, as evidenced by the recent surge of
activities in the literature. The need to perform investigations on prototypes to
determine valid thermal strategies is increasing with each new generation of vehicles.
Currently, analyses rely heavily on expensive and time-consuming wind tunnel and
in-territory testing (Figure 1.4) and on the expertise of the engineers.

Figure 1.4 - Engine bay instrumented with temperature and pressure sensors for in
territory testing [Ricardo UK Ltd 2000],
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The common industrial practice is to investigate the engine compartment under
worst-case operating thermal conditions, such as:
• Vehicle at maximum velocity (Vtnax) (i.e. sustained high heat load with strong
inlet ram airflow)
• Idling (i.e. weak fan-driven airflow, potential re-circulation of hot air)
• Heat soak (i.e. engine key-off, fan-driven airflow limited to a short period or not
possible, natural convection)
• Hill Climb with trailer tow (i.e. high heat load, weak airflow mainly fan-driven)
Targets that must be achieved by successful underhood thermal management are:
fluid1 temperatures within limits to enhance component and system performance
while preventing fluid degradation; component temperatures below recommended
limit to avoid malfunctions or failure; cool air to engine intakes to maximise engine
power output. These can be met by optimising the airflow through the cooling pack
(i.e. cooling pack size, layout, sealing/shrouding, inlet aperture sizing), the airflow
over auxiliary components (i.e. location of components, enhancement of heat
rejection from exhaust system and catalysts, prevention of hot air re-circulation over
electronics and plastics) and the air intake system (i.e. location and size of inlets to
avoid ingestion of hot air and system over-heating). These are achieved by:
1) Insulation of components with internal heat source, e.g. braided fibreglass
sleeving on Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR) tubes [AEI 2000],
2) Insertion o f heat shields (aluminised reflective material) between components
and external heat sources. This option is usually adopted for parts that are
adjacent to the exhaust manifolds and for battery cables (particularly temperature
sensitive), and intends to provide protection from radiant heat.
3) Use of alternative materials for manufacturing the underhood components.
Advanced materials enable both to reduce the size of the parts, consequently
increasing the cooling flow paths, and to increase the components’ heat resistant
1 Coolant fluid, oil, Power-Assisted Steering (PAS) fluid, Automatic Transmission Fluid (ATF).
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capability [Kleet et a l 2000], An example is polyamide, which is currently being
integrated into engine bays especially for the manufacture of inlet manifolds
[Dutmer 2003]. Nevertheless, new materials are still at risk of degradation when
exposed to heat spikes or during thermal soak [AEI 2000]. They must therefore
be implemented together with other thermal protection measures.
4) Re-location o f the components. This is typically difficult to accomplish unless it
is performed early in the vehicle development cycle when the component
packaging is evolving and some flexibility is available. It is also possible only if
reliable information on the thermal environment and on peak operating
temperatures is available early in the design phase.
Computational Fluid Dynamics - To reduce the number o f prototype-based
physical tests and the associated costs, numerical analyses have been introduced in
the initial stages of development programmes. Underhood simulations with
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) software have proven an attractive alternative
to the empirical investigations for component design, selection and system
integration [Baker et a l 1997], They allow early identification of potential thermal
problems, and subsequent development of appropriate protection strategies and better
underhood packaging configurations. As an additional benefit, CFD simulations can
also act as a guide for instrumentation setup: when physical tests are carried out on
prototypes, later in the development cycle, the planning of the number and positions
of the thermocouples on the test property can be directed by the thermal maps
obtained from the numerical simulations.
Encouraging results were obtained in the past with steady-state simulations o f forced
flows in underhoods [e.g. Haidar and Draper 1998, Butler and Stevens 1999], These
replicated the thermal condition at Vmax, Idle and Hill Climb with trailer-tow.
Sample airflow and temperature predictions from a steady-state CFD analysis are
shown Figures 1.5 and 1.6.
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Figure 1.5 - Air velocity predictions in a typical underhood (top and side views
along centreline) [Ricardo UK Ltd 2000],

Figure 1.6 - Air temperature predictions [Ricardo UK Ltd 2000],
The CFD approach, however, has not yet been extended to model thermal conditions
such as the “Heat Soak” (or “Thermal Soaking”). In such operating condition the
engine bay is characterised by a strong interaction between the thermal state of
system components and the developing flow field. The flow patterns are buoyancyinduced and inherently unstable. Furthermore, the period of interest is generally long:
underhood environments are commonly investigated while cooling down for
approximately 30 minutes, with components experiencing high temperatures
especially during the first 10 minutes, as shown in Figure 1.7. Running a long
transient CFD simulation solving for mass, momentum and energy necessitates
extremely high computational resources and a long CPU processing time. The
increasing demands on automotive companies to reduce product development time
and respond to market trends more quickly makes such thermal conditions currently
unfeasible to be investigated numerically.
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Figure 1.7 - Underhood thermal state at different operating conditions followed by
heat soak [Schuster 2003],
Strong interest exists in reducing the processor time required for time-marching
simulations in order to enable the CFD technique to be implemented for underhood
thermal management analysis.
Scope of the W ork - The present work investigates the surface temperature
distribution and the thermally-driven airflow patterns within a vehicle underhood
under heat soak. A half-scale compartment containing heated metal blocks
representing the heat input of the engine, gearbox and turbocharger o f a typical
passenger vehicle is examined both experimentally and computationally and during
both steady and transient conditions. The laboratory investigations consist of
temperature measurements of surfaces and air planes, and optical measurements of
airflow magnitude and direction. The simulations are performed with the
commercially-available CFD software, VECTIS, which was provided by the
automotive engineering company sponsoring the work, Ricardo UK Ltd.
The first part of the study is aimed to establish the accuracy of VECTIS in simulating
natural convective flows by comparing experimental and computational steady-state
results. Subsequently, a methodology able to reduce the CPU runtime currently
required for CFD transient simulations is investigated. The proposed computational
procedure is developed based on a combination of solver and modelling parameters
and does not require the numerical algorithms of the software to be modified.
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Sta tu s o f R esea r c h

This section provides a literature survey and a further elaboration of the subjects
investigated in this study. It includes a brief theoretical description of convective heat
transfer, since buoyancy is the main flow driver during underhood thermal soak, and
a review o f relevant CFD-related research. The experimental techniques that are
available for the measurement of free convective flows are also examined. Finally, a
discussion on dimensional similarity, which justifies the use of an under-scaled
laboratory models for the present study, is given.

1.2.1 Convective Heat Transfer
In the diversity o f studies related to heat transfer, considerable effort has been
directed to the convective mode, in which the relative motion o f the fluid provides a
mechanism for energy and, for a concentration difference, mass transfer [Burmeister
1993]. Natural convection represents a limit on the heat transfer rate and this
becomes a very important consideration for problems in which other means for heat
rejection are neither possible nor practical.
Natural convective flows result from the interaction of the density difference with the
gravitational field and are invariably linked with and dependent on the temperature
and concentration fields. As such, the motion that arises is not known at the onset
and has to be determined from consideration of the heat and mass transfer processes
coupled with fluid flow mechanisms. Furthermore, the velocity magnitudes of free
convective flows are usually very small, in the order of 10'1 m/s, and therefore the
experimentation and the analysis o f processes involving buoyant fluids are generally
complicated. Special techniques and methods have been devised in the past by
researchers for obtaining valuable information on flow characteristics and on heat
and mass transfer rates. These are reviewed in the following paragraphs.
In convection heat transfer there exist thermal boundary layers where thermal energy
is transferred between regions of different temperature. For a thermal boundary layer
to develop, a temperature difference between the surface ( Tw) and the surroundings
(7 ^ ) must exist. By equating the heat conducted by the fluid away from the wall
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surface to the same heat transfer expressed in terms of a convective Heat Transfer
Coefficient (cHTC), h , the following relation is obtained [Lienhard et a l 2002]:

-k

(i.i)

r 8y

.v= o

conduction into the fluid

The cHTC is not a property of the fluid but it is an experimentally determined
parameter whose value depends on all the variables that influence convection, such
as the surface geometry, the nature and properties of the fluid and the bulk fluid
velocity. Based on Newton’s law of cooling, the dimensionless Nusselt number (ratio
of convection to fluid conduction heat transfer) can be determined. This is based on

f

rp

_

the characteristic dimension of the body under consideration:
rp

\

W
\

7W - 7

00

J

h L = Nu,
XT
=—
k,

d(y / 1)

( 1.2)

y /L =0

Nusselt number correlations are a valid method to estimate the heat transfer rate from
a surface. These are generally determined empirically and are available in most heat
transfer textbooks.
The equations describing the motion of natural convective fluids are conservation of
mass and conservation o f momentum. The heat transfer effects are described by
conservation o f thermal energy. The set of governing equations are generally
expressed in coupled elliptic partial differential form and are, therefore, of
considerable complexity. These are presented in Chapter 3 together with the
numerical approach used for the simulations documented in this thesis.

1.2.2 Com putational Fluid Dynam ic Research
A review o f the available numerical methods for the solution of flows characterised
by convection heat transfer follows. Past simulation studies that are relevant to the
present work are also discussed. Although the CFD software employed for this study
does not give complete freedom on the choice of the turbulence closure model for the
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calculations, a brief review of the relevant literature research is presented. This is to
aid the discussion of the computational results given in Chapters 4 and 6, where
alternative turbulence modelling approaches have been proposed to improve the CFD
prediction accuracy. Finally, previous attempts to reduce the simulation time for
transient analyses are reviewed.
Types of CFD Models - The governing equations of fluid motion are not amenable
to analytical solution in almost all practical situations due to the 3-D structure,
possible unsteadiness and often-complex boundary conditions. Numerical techniques
must therefore be employed; these have been developed in a wide variety.
Semi-empirical models based on the boundary layer and turbulence hypotheses with
mass, momentum and energy conservation have been derived to determine the
characteristics o f convective flow from heat sources and to predict the vertical
temperature stratification and contaminant distribution in rooms [Morton 1956].
These models yield relatively simple steady-state solutions, enabling broad
estimations of the thermal condition and contaminant dispersion in compartments to
be made.
The applicability o f the semi-empirical relations is often restricted to simple
geometries and the resulting flow field resolution is generally low [Loomans 1998],
For more detailed flow information the full Navier-Stokes (N-S) equations and the
equation for conservation of energy must be solved. Such numerical approach is
employed in CFD, which is based on the discretisation of the governing equations in
space (and in time). Different CFD numerical approaches exist. These are often
categorised according to the way in which the dynamics o f eddies in a turbulent flow
is addressed.
Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) fully resolve the set of N-S equations down to
the smallest turbulence scales and it is free from any modelling approximation [Moin
and Spalart 1987]. Such complete computation places severe requirements on the
temporal and spatial resolution of the vortex length scales of the flow field. Indeed,
the instantaneous range o f scales in turbulent flows increases rapidly in proportion to
the Reynolds number (in the order o f Re9/4 [Nieuwstadt 1993]). As such, DNS cannot
be currently applied to practical engineering flow problems (mostly turbulent), since
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an extremely fine grid resolution and a small timestep (DNS solves inherently in
time-marching fashion) is required [Stathopoulos 2002]. Two alternative numerical
methods have been devised to tackle more effectively the unsteady flow problems
associated with natural convection: Large Eddy Simulation (LES) and ReynoldsAveraged Navier-Stokes (RANS).
LES solves directly for the transient behaviour of the large-scale turbulence motion
but approximates the small-scale structures, which remain spatially under-resolved.
To distinguish small-scale and large-scale eddies, a filtering process is carried out on
the governing equations to preserve only the equations modelling the evolution of
large-scale turbulence [Peng 1998]. The fine-scale structures are indirectly accounted
for by a sub-grid eddy-viscosity model [Musser et a l 2001], This numerical method
is intrinsically time-dependent and its computing cost is not far from DNS since a
sufficiently fine mesh and a small timestep are required to capture all the essential
spatial and time-dependent turbulent scales. Within the capacity and speed of present
computers, the LES approach is mainly employed for the solution of simple
geometries and for specific investigations o f flow turbulent fluctuations [Emmerich
and McGrattan 1998],
In many engineering applications, such as the one examined in this study, it is often
of interest to detect mean flow properties rather than the instantaneous flow
fluctuations. The use o f statistical methods introduces a viable alternative approach
for calculating time-averaged flow quantities: the RANS numerical method. The
RANS formulation is based on the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations after all
stochastic turbulent fluctuations have been averaged out. Calculations are possible on
relatively coarse meshes and at steady state, with consequent savings in
computational processing time. If a transient solution is desired, quasi-steady
solutions can be calculated on a series of sequential time steps. The main drawback
of the RANS method is that the averaging process introduces unknown correlations
in the governing equations that must be numerically accounted for with a turbulence
“closure” model. Most notably, the inclusion of turbulence models in the fluid
dynamic computation leads to sources of error in the flow predictions, the assessment
of which requires experimental validation [Yang 2004].
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Underhood and Natural Convection Simulations - To date, only few studies have
fully investigated with CFD the vehicle underhood space and its component
packaging design with consideration to thermal development and cooling airflow
management. Jan et a l [2000] demonstrated the use o f an adaptive Cartesian mesh
for accurate front-cooling airflow predictions and the feasibility of building local
geometric models o f an underhood to understand its thermal environment. Schuster
et a l [2003] also discussed the application of “model-modularisation” and combined
the experimental and numerical practices in order to resolve the temperature
development in the exhaust tunnel o f a concept vehicle. More recently, Yang and co
researchers [2004] have modelled the cooling airflow rates and the hot flow re
circulation at idle, when only the cooling fans are operating. Bendell [2005]
investigated the thermal development of a production vehicle underfloor during
trailer towing conditions. Fortunato et a l [2005] have performed a full steady-state
3-D analysis o f a vehicle during the hill climb operating condition and correlated
successfully the surface temperatures with test data.
In general, the practice adopted by automotive engineers and researchers consists of
solving the complex flow patterns in an engine compartment with a 3-D steady-state
CFD analysis and of calculating the thermal condition with a 1-D system thermal
model (e.g. Butler and Stevens [1999], Stevens et a l [1999]). The steady-state
computations, only applicable to the solution of forced airflows, serve to determine
local heat transfer coefficients and air velocities. The data is then transferred to the
thermal model that provides a 1-D network description of the whole underhood
system environment by calculating the temperature of components and, given
pressure loss and flow rate data, the thermal effects from the internal flow of cooling
circuits. The information obtained has been used to rapidly assess thermal issues,
assisting packaging studies and the provision of heat shielding to sensitive
components (e.g. Skea et a l [2003]).
Other underhood-related CFD studies in the literature also only address forced fluid
flows. Examples are the simulations of the airflow through the heating-ventilation &
air-conditioning (HVAC) module (e.g. Cho et a l [1997], Chen [1997]) and in the
passenger cabin compartment (e.g. Ishihara et a l [1991], Aroussi and Aghil [2000]).
Only very recently, Weidmann et a l [2005] have investigated the buoyancy-induced
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flow field and the convective heat transfer in an engine bay, although with a
computational model having a very simplified geometry and boundary conditions.
The study consisted of comparing measurements of surface temperatures taken on
Teflon™ blocks representing the engine and auxiliary underhood parts with
numerical predictions obtained by coupling CFD with a 1-D code. The laboratory
model was immersed in a water bath to establish well-defined boundary conditions
and a heat source located below the modelled components was used to trigger the
convective fluid patterns. Although the agreement between simulations and
experiments was found to be satisfactory by the authors, it is deemed that the
experimental setup and the prescribed thermal boundary conditions were far from
being realistic.
With the exception of the work of Weidmann et al., a lack of CFD investigations on
buoyant flows for automotive applications was recognised. CFD studies of
convective flows in compartments with inlet/outlet openings are predominantly
related to building ventilation because of the practical difficulties that exist in
acquiring valuable experimental data in environments with large geometric scale
(e.g. Gosman et a l [1980], Nielsen [1998a], Gladstone and Woods [2001]). Even
though the final application is different, the past research on building ventilation was
found to be relevant to the present study, in particular with reference to the setup of
mesh grids and boundary conditions, and to the choice of turbulence modelling.
Building ventilation has the same governing features that characterise the cooling
airflow around an engine in heat soak state, namely: flow predominantly driven by
buoyancy forces (natural or mixed convection); continuous exchange between the
interior and the external ambient air; unsteady flow in most cases, with time-variable
boundary conditions; heat transfer transported simultaneously by conduction,
convection and thermal radiation; temperature field requiring the simultaneous
solution in solids and surrounding fluids (i.e. conjugate heat transfer problem). The
buoyant flows in engine compartments are however generated by much higher
temperature and density differences because of the intense heat sources.
Ramos et a l [2002] described a numerical procedure for analysing 3-D natural
convection in rooms. It involves the solution of the incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations, the equation o f state, the turbulence energy conservation and the
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dissipation rate o f turbulence energy. In setting up the boundary conditions, the
researchers did not extend the fluid domain outside the modelled room. The flow was
instead linked to the outdoor conditions using “free” boundaries, which prescribed a
constant pressure equal to the atmospheric value taken sufficiently far from the inlet
and outlet openings. The necessity of well-defined boundary conditions to obtain a
reliable account o f the natural convective processes was discussed also by Janssen
and Berckmans [1997], who performed simulations on test rooms.
The paper by Jaros et a l [2001] on a solar-heated room characterised by natural
convection proposes the use of the Oberbeck-Boussinesq approximation [Worthy
2003] to numerically treat the buoyancy forces. The algorithm simplifies the
treatment of density variation by replacing the density difference in the fluid model
with a linear relationship between density and temperature. Since the volumetric
thermal expansion coefficient, /?, is given by

/P [ d T )p

or p *
H

/P (T „ -T )

( 13>

the density variations can be transformed into temperature ones:
( p .- p ) « P - fiiT - T .)

(1.4)

Jaros et a l implemented the Oberbeck-Boussinesq approximation to re-formulate the
buoyancy source term in the CFD momentum equations modelling the fluid
transport. The source term was re-written as:
S v — P '- P iT - T ^ - g ,

(1.5)

The coupling o f momentum and energy equations became in this way direct and the
numerical solution less computationally intensive and more convergent, a key
consideration in CFD.
Mann and Haigis [2000] aimed to establish an efficient and a reliable procedure for
predicting the air circulation in the compartment of a commuter train. A full-scale
mock-up of a passenger compartment was built and experimentally examined.
Temperature and velocity profiles as well as the overall heat balance were simulated
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and then compared with experimental data. The occurrence of free and forced
convection demonstrated to be particularly challenging for the numerical simulation
and a completely converged solution could not be achieved with a steady state CFD
solver. Due to the moderate Reynolds numbers and the effects of buoyancy, the flow
field exhibited an unstable behaviour (velocity fluctuations in a range 0.1-0.2 m/s)
with ever changing large vortex structures. The authors concluded that the
fluctuations did not have a significant effect on the steady temperature field while a
time dependent solution did not provide significant additional information to warrant
the increased CPU resource effort.
Turbulence Modelling - Several studies exist that validate CFD predictions of
convective flows in ventilated indoor spaces (e.g.

[Nielsen et a l

1979,

Papakonstantinou et a l 2003, Posner et a l 2003, Lee and Awbi 2004]), but they
have been mainly carried out for simple geometries. Only few researchers (e.g.
Mistriotis et a l [1997] and Howell and Potts [2001]) have examined environments
containing flow obstacles. CFD software packages have exhibited limitations in
simulating complex indoor flows. In geometrically complicated compartments, with
shapes that favour flow re-circulation and obstacles that promote flow separation, a
detailed turbulence modelling is indispensable. It is the reliability, sensitivity and
validity o f the turbulence models that are the main sources of concern in literature.
The most widely used model to compute the dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic
energy is the standard eddy-viscosity ( k - e ) model. Robustness, CPU economy and
reasonable accuracy for a wide range o f turbulent flows explain its popularity for
industrial applications. However, turbulence closure models based on the s -equation
are known to predict the onset of flow separation too late and generally to underpredict its size [Rodi 1991]. As a consequence, the accuracy of the flow predictions
tends to reduce with increasing complexity o f the investigated geometry. A further
deficit o f the standard k - s model is that it is based on the assumptions of isotropic
turbulence (turbulent fluctuations are the same in all directions) and flow with large
Reynolds number; it therefore provides satisfactory accuracy when no regions of
anisotropy and relatively strong velocity fields exist in the fluid domain [Loomans
1998], The model has also shown in some cases to yield too a large turbulent
diffusivity (viscosity) [Taskinen 2004].
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An important issue for processes characterised by convective heat transfer is the
numerical treatment of the turbulence in the region close to solid walls. The near
wall flow formulation determines the accuracy of the wall shear stress and wall heat
transfer predictions and has a strong influence on the correct simulation of flow
separation. The k - s model does not fully solve the flow transport in the boundary
layer, which is instead approximated with analytical wall functions. The validity o f
the wall functions has been queried for flow fields as observed in rooms and
ventilated compartments [Baker and Kelso 1990, Weidmann et a l 2005].
Launder and Sharma [1974] developed the Low-Reynolds-Number (LRN) model for
improved prediction of turbulence localised on surfaces. Its main characteristic is
that the transport process in the laminar sub-layer is fully resolved in contrast to kepsilon models. On the other hand, LRN models require a finer grid in the near-wall
zone to capture the rapid variation of the flow variables [Gunnar and Hellstrom
2005] and, correspondingly, a larger number of grid nodes in the computational
mesh. Computer-storage and processing requirements are distinctively higher than
for solutions employing wall functions.
The k -c o turbulence model o f Wilcox [1988] also does not involve the calculation
of empirical functions to bridge the gap between the fully-turbulent region and the
viscous sublayer but it does requires the boundary layer to be discretised with a
denser grid mesh. The model has been validated for complex, three-dimensional
shear flows and has shown to be superior to s -type models for computing flows with
adverse pressure gradients [Sotiropoulos and Ventikos 1998].
The above two-equation models use the Boussinesq viscosity approximation to
simplify the governing flow transport equations. The turbulent stresses are assumed
equal to the product of an eddy viscosity and a mean strain rate (formulation given in
Chapter 3). The approximation is not valid when the turbulent transport or non
equilibrium effects are important. Reynolds Stress Models (RSM), possibly the
highest level o f turbulence closure currently feasible for CFD simulations, have been
developed with no such approximate relation. However, the larger computational
costs due to the solution o f six additional transport equations and the lower numerical
stability are the practical drawbacks when compared to eddy viscosity models.
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Literature is filled with tests and comparisons between different turbulence models
for various applications. Chen [1995] compared different versions of the standard kepsilon model to predict indoor airflow patterns. The RNG version (Re-normalization
Group k - s

model [Yakhot and Orszag 1986]) gives good predictions by

accounting with damping functions for the low velocities of the indoor airflows.
Muller and Renz [1998] demonstrated that the LRN model gives the best overall
agreement with measured data for displacement ventilation set-ups. However, the
work also showed that the standard k - s model and a simplified Reynolds-stress
model did not differentiate much in the quality of the final airflow predictions.
Similar conclusions were obtained by Nielsen [1998b], who established that the use
of alternative versions of the k - s model results in flow simulations very similar to
the ones obtained when employing LRN models. The higher computing demands of
LRN models, which translate to longer processing times, are therefore not always
justified. The use of computing-intensive models should be limited to specific studies
on flow transport close to solid boundaries and not generally extended to industrial
applications, which are often driven by time constraints.
Transient Simulation Strategies - Despite the continuous and steady growth in
computational power realised in the last three decades, the simulation of threedimensional unsteady flows is still, for most cases, a computationally intensive task.
Transient CFD analyses require computations to be carried out with very small
timesteps, of the order o f lxlO '3 second, to comply with the strict convergence
criteria that are necessarily set on the discretised Navies-Stokes equations for
solution accuracy and stability. Consequently, thermal processes with a long
timescale are currently impossible to simulate within a timeframe that is acceptable
for engineering product development programmes.
Strong interests exist to make time-dependent simulations more affordable. Previous
attempts to reduce the CPU runtime of transient CFD simulations have fallen into
three main categories. These focussed on:
1) Increasing the hardware capacity
2) Increasing the efficiency of the numerical algorithms
3) Simplifying the modelled problem
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The first approach is somehow implicit to the advances o f computer technology,
which embrace all aspects of modem engineering. The need for larger amounts of
computational power is in fact partially mitigated by the ever-increasing performance
capabilities of modem computers. Furthermore, the recent development of simulation
codes, which are now able to partition the investigated domain into an arbitrary
number of sub-domains, have led to the evolution of the parallel processing
technique (e.g. [Neves 1988] and [Nobile and Onesti 1995]). Code parallelisation
allows the distribution o f the CFD computation across multiple computer processors
(linked into hardware clusters) maintaining both CPU and memory scalability. Large
simulations that exceed the capacity of individual computers can therefore be
tackled.
The speed o f the parallel supercomputers that are nowadays available can in
principle handle any type o f transient simulation in a reasonable timeframe, provided
that the memory demands are met [Hucho 1998], However, such machines are
usually installed at national institutions and are not accessible for general use.
Researchers have been very much interested in the development of more efficient
numerical algorithms to solve the time-accurate Navier-Stokes equations. Pitkanen et
a l [1999], for instance, have succeeded in reducing the processing time of timedependent computations (applied to the simulation of centrifugal compressors) by
implementing the dual-time stepping scheme of Jameson [1991]. The developed
algorithm resolves the flow transport iteratively by explicit time stepping until a
steady state is reached at every physical timestep; this enables to carry out the
computations on relatively large time steps, thus increasing the temporal progression
of the solution. Gortz and Moller [2004] have further refined the algorithm by
implementing into the flow solver the Recursive Projector Method (RPM) devised by
Schroff and Keller [1993]. The RPM algorithm is a combined explicit-implicit
method that enhances the convergence of the steady iterative loop during the dual
time stepping computations. The overall processing time for time-accurate
simulations of turbulent unsteady flows was found to reduce by a factor of 2, but the
effects on the accuracy of the predictions were not reported.
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Despite the success of new numerical algorithms in reducing the computational
efforts for transient CFD simulations, the practical savings in the CPU turnaround
time are still far from practical requirements. This is why most of the time dependent
CFD analyses that can be found in the open literature have been focussed upon the
approach of simplifying computation itself. This was obtained, for example, by
reducing the geometric complexity of the investigated model (and of the
corresponding mesh grid), by implementing approximated or empirical expression as
boundary conditions, by adopting simplified numerical models or by employing 1-D
system codes for the solution of the thermal interactions o f solid models with the
flow field.
Asghari [2001] proposed the use of simplified heat-transfer-coefficient relations to
investigate the time-dependent thermal variations of an electronic module. The
method was based on the prescription o f approximated cHTCs values, expressed as a
linear function o f the wall temperature, as boundary conditions for the model. The
cHTCs were determined with various steady-state computations performed at
different power-dissipation levels and solving only for the energy equation of the
fluid domain. The method was found to reduce the time o f the computations by a
factor of 10 by sparing the need o f solving the heat balance on the walls. Only a 5%
loss in prediction accuracy compared with a standard transient simulation was
reported. However, the methodology required a significant number o f steady-state
runs upfront the transient simulation to determine the cHTCs quantities (for the
various boundaries and at different thermal conditions). Such procedure would
therefore practically cancel out any saving in CPU runtime gained during the
transient computations.
A similar technique was developed by Thermo Analytics Inc. [2003a] and integrated
in the thermal modelling software RadTherm™. Boundary information (convection
coefficient and film temperature) generated with multiple steady-state runs is
imported and interpolated at distinctive time steps during 1-D transient calculations
in order to yield a complete thermal solution with reduced processing time. The
result of the simulation is strictly a temperature distribution map at the wall o f the
investigated model with no characterisation of the flow field domain.
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An alternative approach consists o f simplifying the numerical formulation o f CFD
software, for example by adopting a less computing-demanding turbulence closure
formulation. Yazhuo [2002] and Srebric et al. [1999] implemented a zero-equation
turbulence model for the simulation of indoor airflows. The model was based on a
single algebraic function expressing the flow turbulent viscosity, without requiring
the solution o f additional differential transport equations. Mathematically, the eddyviscosity was calculated using the following empirical relation [Chen and Xu 1998]:
V, = Z pa,r - U L,

( 1.6 )

where Lt is a length scale taken as the mean flow distance from the closest solid
surface (e.g. mean boundary layer thickness), U is the local mean flow velocity and Z
is an empirical constant that depends on the air properties and on the compartment
geometry (Chen and Xu [1998] suggested a value of 0.03874 for indoor ventilation
airflows).
Equation (1.6) is based on a single length scale characterising the model under
scrutiny. Consequently, the algebraic function would grossly approximate the eddy
viscosity of turbulent flows in geometric configurations consisting o f more than one
solid element or heat source, such as in the engine bay investigated in this study.
Furthermore, the results obtained by Yazhuo [2002] indicated that the performance
of the zero-equation model was poor even for simple models when compared to the
k -e

prediction accuracy, although it may be acceptable for concept design

purposes. Srebric et al. [1999] reported predictions of air velocities and temperature
distribution acceptably close to measurements but empirical temperatures were used
as boundary conditions, thus greatly reducing, a-priori, potential modelling errors.
Both studies stated savings in computational time of the order of 50% compared to
solutions obtained with more traditional turbulence models.
In general, the literature survey indicated that no effective methodology yet exists to
perform in a reasonable timeframe detailed time-dependent simulations of complex
flow fields. The larger hardware capacity of modem computers has only recently
permitted to transiently investigate temperature and velocity profiles with CFD, but
only for short time periods (e.g. [Ghani et al. 2002]). Coupled flow and thermal
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fields have proven even more difficult to compute, unless a large CPU parallel
processing architecture was employed. Relatively accurate and efficient predictions
were at best obtained with the fluid dynamic solver linked to a 1-D thermal
modelling code (e.g. as tested by Negrao [1997] for natural ventilation in buildings).
All the attempts to reduce the CPU runtime have demonstrated relatively small
savings and often at the expense of marked losses in prediction accuracy. The need
for an alternative methodology, enabling time-accurate CFD simulations to be
performed with greatly reduced processing time, was identified.

1.2.3 Experim ental Research
A literature review was carried out to assess the experimental work performed todate by researchers in the field of natural convection, both to aid the choice of
appropriate experimental equipment/techniques and also to anticipate possible
technical difficulties during the measurements.
Empirical investigations on convective heat transfer have been primarily carried out
on geometrically simple enclosures. Scaled laboratory mock-ups have been
employed for easiness of manufacture, lower cost and because they allow meticulous
analyses to be performed. Representative literature is summarised below together
with a discussion on dynamic similarity for scaled test models. Different techniques
were utilised in the past, from investigations o f surface temperature distributions to
more demanding analyses of flow patterns and flow turbulence.
Natural Convection Investigations - The temporal development of convective
flows has been almost exclusively investigated in enclosures with simple geometric
configurations. These were often set up with horizontal or vertical walls
heated/cooled by constant heat fluxes or with isothermal boundaries (e.g. [Olson and
Glicksman 1991], [Khalifa and Abdullah 1999], [Vargas et a l 2002]). The main
objective of the studies was to determine the correlations of the mean convective
Nusselt number as a function o f the Grashof number. Very few researches examined
the influence o f inlet/outlet openings on free convective flow patterns. Detailed
studies were prevented by the difficulties in acquiring relevant quantitative data in
large scale (the research is predominantly related to building ventilation) and in
establishing dynamic similarity with scaled models.
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A difficulty generally recognised by researchers is the achievement of the idealised
boundary conditions traditionally sought for CFD data comparison and validation
(e.g. essentially adiabatic surfaces or constant heat fluxes). As pointed out by
Launder [2002], controllable boundary properties are particularly cumbersome and
usually do not correspond to the actual experimental requirements or do not match
the conditions set in the CFD test case. Ince and Launder [1989, 1995] managed to
improve the quality o f the comparisons between experimental and CFD results by
increasing the insulation on the external boundaries of their laboratory model and
specifying them as adiabatic walls in the computational representation.
Awbi and Hatton [1999] measured the convective heat transfer coefficients on
internal room surfaces and correlated the results with the corresponding data
available in literature for CFD boundary specification. The study demonstrated that
the use o f inaccurate heat transfer coefficients in CFD has a significant influence on
the calculated conduction losses/gains and on the heat transfer between surfaces and
air. The need to determine the coefficients numerically, rather than specifying their
values at fixed conditions, was recognised.
Dynamic Similarity - Investigations carried out on models with reduced scale
possess various advantages over a full-scale analysis. Examples are the possibility of
systematically studying the influence o f certain parameters isolated from all other
variables affecting the phenomenon or the possibility of observing rapidly varying
phenomena which elude actual observation [Jaluria 1998],
The problem that arises for scaled models is the legitimacy of extending the results
of the measurements to different geometric scales. The theory of similarity, based on
dimensional analysis, must be employed to determine the factors that govern a given
system and to establish dynamic similarity. This approach is widely used in fluid
mechanics and in studies o f heat and mass transfer. If dynamic similarity exists, the
results from the model may be applied quantitatively to determine the prototype
behaviour [Enquist and Earsome 1996],
Dynamic similarity requires that the forces acting on two models with different
geometric scale are in the same direction at corresponding locations and that their
magnitudes are related by a constant factor [Incropera and DeWitt 2001], Geometric
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and kinematic similarities must also exist. Thermal similarity demands the
temperature profiles of a thermal system to be geometrically similar at corresponding
times [Wosnitza 2002]. This is often complicated and involves a degree of
approximation since several different mechanisms usually arise in a typical thermal
system. Radiative transport, temperature-dependent properties o f the materials and
heat sources have been found to be difficult to model because of the often non-linear
variations with temperature [Jaluria 1998],
From the criteria of similarity for a viscid fluid in motion, the similitude condition
for natural convective flows result in the conservation of the Grashof and Prandtl
numbers, which are usually grouped together as the Rayleigh number, defined below.

Grashof number

Gr = g^ T°‘ ~
V

Prandtl number

Pr = —— = —
k
a

(1.8)

Rayleigh number

R a - G r Pr

(1.9)

(1. 7)

The Rayleigh number is commonly employed to characterise natural convective
flows and it is defined as the product of the Grashof number, which describes the
relationship between buoyancy and inertia forces in a fluid, and the Prandtl number,
which relates the viscosity of a fluid to its temperature. It should be usefully
recognised that a one-dimensional laminar flow persists when its Rayleigh number is
below a critical value, which mainly depends on the geometry o f the heated
component. Generally, when the Rayleigh number exceeds the value of 2000, the
fluid begins to “roll”. For Rayleigh numbers in the range of 105 to 107 the flow
becomes susceptible to small disturbances such as multiple stationary transverse
vortices: the fluid is characterised by instability or "soft" turbulence [South and
Witten 1998]. For Rayleigh numbers above 108-1 0 9, an aperiodic (chaotic) turbulent
motion exists. Such condition is usually denoted as "hard" turbulence because it is
characterised by gently flowing regions punctuated by small regions of violent flow
and temperature swings [South and Witten 1998].
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Buoyancy dominated flows have been studied mainly in sub-scale enclosures. In
order to match the Rayleigh number o f the full-scale counterparts, fluids alternative
to air have been employed because o f their different (much higher) density. Scaled
models have been reproduced with water [Bejan et al. 1981, Berlandier et al. 1989]
or gases, such as the R114 [Olson et al. 1990]. Nevertheless, it appears that none of
the works in literature was able to simultaneously match the Prandtl, Rayleigh and
Reynolds numbers of the reduced and full-scale systems. Even though some good
agreement has been possible for Pr and Ra alone, the lack of full dynamic similarity
has made the data from the investigated models difficult to extrapolate [Olson et al.
1990],
A group of researchers in Cambridge University developed scaling relations based on
experiments carried out utilising the density difference of salt in fresh water to
generate buoyancy forces [Linden et al. 1990, Baker and Linden 1991]. The “saltbath” technique allowed the researchers to match the full-scale value o f the Reynolds
and Peclet numbers to achieve dynamic similarity for turbulent flows. The modelling
technique and the related mathematical formulation were however questioned by
Howell and Potts [2001], who studied experimentally the temperature stratification
within an enclosure. The researchers demonstrated that the distribution of
temperature in a full-scale room could not be realistically described by the salt-bath
method since it neglects the heat diffusion and thermal radiation effects. In

ih

particular, as the kinematic viscosity of water is only about 1/10 that of air and the
tli

diffusivity of salt in water is less than 1/10,000 that of heat in air, the technique of
Linden et al. would be strictly suitable only for modelling flows where diffusion of
heat is insignificant: salt diffuses too slowly in water to represent the diffusion of
heat in air.
An alternative technique, using electrolytically-generated fine hydrogen bubbles to
replicate a buoyancy-driven fluid, was tested by Chen et al. [2001]. Experiments on
displacement natural ventilation induced by two types of buoyancy sources, a point
source and a line source, showed that the ventilation and stratification phenomena
could be successfully modelled with the “fine-bubble” technique. However, it was
also shown [Yang 2004] that hydrogen bubbles tend to accumulate in the
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experimental rig giving rise to unrealistic flow fields if reduced scale models are
used.
Boulard et al. [1999] investigated the air streams and the temperature distribution
generated by buoyancy forces in a naturally-ventilated and scaled greenhouse heated
by the floor (Figure 1.8). The relation between the geometrical and thermal
characteristics o f the reduced- and full-scale models was simply taken as the equality
in Rayleigh numbers. By equating RaRS to Raps the following relation was derived:

Lfs / Lgs = (AT^j / \T fs)°33

(1.10)

The researchers calculated that for a 2 degrees air temperature difference between the
inside and the outside of the greenhouse, a 16°C difference was required to be
established to reproduce the actual convective pattern in the scaled rig without
distortion (L FS / LRS =2). The results were however not compared with full-scale
measurements and the validity of the similarity criterion was therefore not proved.
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Figure 1.8 - Measured velocities in single-sided ventilated greenhouse model
[Boulard et a l 1999],
Baturin [1972] stated that there exist domains of auto-similarity within which a
thermal phenomenon is independent of the individual criteria of similarity. By
comparing the temperature and velocity fields in a building in realistic conditions
and in a model at 1/20 scale, the author established that for a Rayleigh number
ranging from 2 x l0 7 to 2 x l0 13, the free convective motion of a fluid is independent of
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its linear dimension and the temperature of the heat source. In other words, if the
Rayleigh numbers of the full- and sub-scale models are within the above range,
thermal processes can be studied on scaled models with the only requirements for
geometric similarity and identity of boundary properties. Baturin also stated that the
results of other researchers (not referenced in his work) established that the condition
of auto-similarity can be extended for Ra> 4 x l0 5, i.e. also for airflows in soft
turbulence regime.
Sase et a l [1984] and Mistriotis et a l [1997] referred to the above conclusions to
analyse the buoyant flow in a scaled greenhouse model with an electrically heated
floor. Since the Rayleigh number of the model was 6x 108 and the corresponding fullscale value was 6xlOu (width of the model taken as the characteristic length), the
condition for thermal similarity was considered automatically satisfied and only
geometric similarity was established between the models.
Based on the above results, the heated components in the underhood compartment
studied in this work were set at a temperature corresponding to the average condition
a full-scale engine-bay in thermal soak: engine and gearbox at approximately 130°C
and turbocharger/exhaust at 400°C. The Rayleigh number of the model, calculated as
the volume-weighted average of the Rayleigh numbers of the heated blocks
(Appendix B), was 1.8xl07. The thermal similarity of the laboratory model with its
full-scale counterpart (7to=1.4xl08) was taken as automatically satisfied since the
Rayleigh numbers were well above 4 x l0 5. Only similarity in geometry and boundary
condition was prescribed.
Alternative scaling solutions could arguably have been chosen. Water could have
been used as the working fluid, but buoyancy forces modelled by salinity differences
might have failed to correctly represent the airflow motion. Complete similarity in
Rayleigh numbers could otherwise have been attempted; however, owed to the cubic
relation between Ra and its characteristic length scale, the temperature of the
underhood components would have been unrealistically high (e.g. turbocharger block
temperature « 1000°C). Since the purpose of the experimental investigation was to
acquire data for CFD validation and not to accurately replicate the actual thermal
development o f the buoyant flow in a full-scale engine-bay, the scaling issues were
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not further examined. The laboratory model was therefore designed to be identical to
the computational model and set with identical initial thermal boundary conditions,
as required for a valid data comparison.
Temperature Measurement Instrumentation - Different experimental techniques
have been used in the past to measure the thermal state of solid bodies and fluids.
Infrared thermography has been widely employed for building ventilation studies
(e.g. [Wisniewski et a l 1998]). The technique consents to monitor the temperature
distribution of walls bounding the flow domain.
A differential interferometer was used by Ramesh and co-researchers [2001] to
determine the cHTC values across the surfaces of an enclosure from the fringe
deflections measured on the interferogram. The technique could not however provide
any quantitative information of the flow temperature stratification within the
enclosure.
Optical tomography, using data obtained from holographic or Mach-Zehnder
interferograms, is a technique that has received particular attention in the past (e.g.
[Zhang and Ruff 1994], [Soller and Wenskus 1994], [Mishra et a l

1999]).

Holographic-type interferometry has even enabled the reconstruction of the 3-D
temperature field in an enclosure via a tomographic spatial comparison of two
wavefronts, recorded as holograms at two different times. The application of this
technique to the measurement of convective flows in compartments faces however
specific challenges, as highlighted by Zhang and Ruff [1994], These include limited
view angle, which directly affects the accuracy of any reconstruction produced by a
tomographic de-convolution algorithm, and refractive index effects associated with
3-D flows, which generally prevent the use of a measured wall temperature as a
direct reference of the fringe order. Realising the potential of this experimental
method to obtain data with sufficiently high spatial resolution has also posed
significant practical problems.
Thermo-sensitive tracer particles (e.g. micro-capsulated liquid crystal particles) were
employed for the simultaneous measurement of flow velocities and temperatures by
Wozniak et a l [1994, Kobayashi et a l [1992] and Tanasawa [1995], Temperature
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distribution maps were obtained from the colour intensity of the particle images. The
images could also be used to determine the velocity distribution o f the flow by
comparing the space travelled by the particles in successive recordings. However, the
technique ideally suits only investigations with liquid as the working fluid.
A widely used experimental approach for measuring temperature is by means of
thermocouples connected to a data logging unit. Examples are the works of Rasmus
[1996] and Zhang et a l [1999], who determined the air temperature stratification in a
livestock building environment. By using a relatively large number of sensors, the
authors were able to fully characterise thermally the air plumes.
The use of thermocouples was deemed to be the most practical and feasible
temperature measurement method to investigate the underhood model and it was
thereby selected for the experimental analysis of this study.
Flow Measurement Instrumentation - Various methods exist for the measurement
of flow fields around heated bodies. A categorisation of the available techniques is
possible by distinguishing their operating principle [Loomans 1998]:
• Visualisation techniques - These techniques make part of or the whole flow
pattern visible (e.g. smoke wires, laser sheet, and tuft) enabling to resolve the
topology o f the flow field. However, quantitative data cannot usually be derived
or they are strongly dependant on the interpretation of the experimentalist.
• Heat-transfer techniques - They are based on the transfer of thermal energy from
a heat source to the flowing fluid. The quantity of transferred energy is a measure
for the flow velocity. Heat transfer techniques, an example being hotwire
anemometry, require the insertion o f a physical probe in the laboratory model.
Commercially-available sensors are also usually designed for single point
measurements and for air velocities higher than 0.2 m/s. They would not be
suitable, therefore, for the complete characterisation of a convective airflow in an
engine compartment.
• Time-of-flight techniques - Either the time interval between the upstream
injection of a tracer and its downstream detection or the displacement of a tracer
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during a time interval is measured. Sonic pulses, heat pulses, ions or solid
particles can act as tracers. Examples are sonic anemometry and particle
velocimetry. Apart from high instrument cost and low ease-of-operation, sonic
anemometry has a number of characteristics which render it less favourable for
the present research, the most important being the distortion of the flow caused
by the probe head itself [Mortensen and Hojstrup 1995],
• Doppler Effect techniques - Flow velocities are determined from changes in the
propagation of light waves through the fluid. The waves are scattered by particles
in the fluid causing a frequency shift (Doppler shift) of the emitted wave. An
example is Laser-Doppler Anemometry (LDA). Although non-intrusive, LDA
does not allow extracting extensive information on the spatial structure of the
flow as it is point-wise [Posner 2001], i.e. the flow velocity is only determined at
single spatial locations within the measurement volume.
An essential requirement for the optical measurements in this study was to obtain
accurate two-dimensional quantitative information of the airflow patterns without
any physical instrumentation intrusion. This is possible by illuminating and
measuring the fluid with a laser.
One of the laser techniques employed in the past for investigating natural convective
flows is laser sheet tomography (e.g. [Stickland et a l 1996]). Laser tomography
images are obtained by illuminating with a sheet of light the flow field seeded by a
fine powder (milk powder) or dye; since the intensity of the reflected light is
proportional to the concentration o f the seeding particles in the flow, a qualitative
impression o f the 2-D flow structure and turbulence intensity level can be derived.
Monochrome images, which are produced to obtain a false colour representation of
the concentration distribution within the fluid, allow graphical comparisons with
CFD to be carried out. Quantitative information is generally difficult to obtain
because o f the difficulty in calibrating the colour of the processed images with the
concentration of seeding in the fluid.
Laser Speckle Velocimetry (LSV) and low- and high-image-density Particle Image
Velocimetry (PIV) were developed to investigate complex flow structures. In LSV,
dense particles are seeded into the flow and are illuminated by a laser light sheet to
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form laser speckle images. By analysing the double-exposure images using Yang’s
fringe method of interrogation [Stetson et al. 1975], the speckle displacement
information is extracted and velocity data is obtained.
Pickering and Halliwell [1984] and Adrian [1984] established high-image-density
PIV as an improvement on LSV to overcome the practical difficulty of high-density
particle seeding. The PIV technique, essentially a time-of-flight method, is based on
the comparison o f two images, separated in time, taken of light-scattering particles
injected into the flow medium (Figure 1.9). A continuous or pulsed laser beam,
which is usually shaped by cylindrical optics, produces a sheet o f light that
illuminates a cross-section o f the flow field. Photographic film or a CCD camera is
used to capture two consecutive images of the light scatter through this plane.
Pathline lengths o f all the particle tracers in the flow field can be then calculated and
the velocity information derived from knowledge of the time separation between the
images. The recorded data is usually de-convoluted using a correlation function (auto
or cross correlation) that yields a complete two-dimensional velocity vector field
from the acquired images.
Cross-sectioD of the flow field
Illuminated particle

Laser sheet optics

Pulsed laser

Processing
equipment
Velocity vectors

Figure 1.9 - Schematic o f PIV operation [Chan 1999],
The requirements for the PIV tracer particles are to track the flow accurately (linear
system theory [Westerweel 2000]), not to contaminate the test chamber and not to be
hazardous. Zhao et al. [1999] conducted full-scale room measurements using helium
bubbles in air. Other tracers have also been used in the past, e.g. micro-sized liquid
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droplets or oxygen bubbles [Ma et a l 1995]. An extensive review of tracer and
seeding particles for image velocimetry is given by Melling [1997],
The main drawback of the PIV technique is that the size of the investigated area is
usually small (few centimetres squared), being limited by the velocity of the flow,
the speed and resolution of the camera and by the quality of the flow field
illumination. Measurements on a 1x1.5 m2 area were attempted by Muller and Renz
[1996] but required a very expensive instrumentation with a 23 W Argon-Ion laser.
Particle image velocimetry has been widely employed for instantaneous mapping o f
whole flow domains in compartments and modem developments in digital image
processing and optical instruments have made the image acquisition, process, and the
analysis automatic and quantitative. It was therefore deemed as the most appropriate
technique for the optical measurements of this study.

1.2.4

Summ ary

The following was established from the literature survey:
1. Numerical simulation is a valuable tool for engineering design and with the
continuous increase in computational power the reliance on numerical
simulations for airflow and thermal prediction will also increase. Despite recent
advances in CFD many issues remain unresolved. The specification of realistic
and well-defined boundary conditions for the accurate prediction of natural
convective flows in complex environments is one of them.
2. One of the main difficulties with CFD in its present state is turbulence
modelling. In particular, the application of wall functions to resolve boundary
layer flows limits the accuracy o f the simulations because of the approximations
in the formulation o f wall shear stress, average dissipation and generation rate of
turbulent kinetic energy. The accurate treatment of near-wall flows with lowReynolds number models and the increase of grid refinement are currently
restricted by the high computing requirements.
3. Very few CFD studies have concentrated on transient natural convective flows
related to automotive applications. With reference to the underhood space,
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interest in literature is recent and numerical studies have been mostly performed
with steady-state computations modelling forced airflows. The thermal state of
engine compartments has also been typically resolved with 1-D models rather
than with complete 3-D simulations. There is a general indication that
experimental validation studies on buoyant flows are necessary, together with
novel calculation methods able to reduce the computing time currently required
to perform transient CFD analyses. Processes characterised by continually
changing flows and with a long time period of interest (e.g. engine
compartments in heat soak) will then become feasible for simulation-based
investigations, reducing vehicle development times and costs.
4. Few authors have researched methodologies able to reduce the CPU runtime for
transient CFD simulations. The tested strategies were based on modelling
simplifications that noticeably affected the accuracy of the predictions. A strong
interest exists for novel and alternative methods/procedures enabling fast
detailed analyses of time-dependent processes.
5. Literature highlights a general difficulty in the construction of representative
scaled models o f ventilated compartments due to the range of physical driving
forces that govern the flow field. Buoyant, inertial and viscous forces all
contribute to the developing flow and complete dynamic and geometric
similarity with the full-scale prototype has not been successful. It has been
shown, however, that for GrPr> 4 x l0 5 a thermal phenomenon is independent of
the individual criteria of similarity. The condition of “auto-similarity” was
considered met in the present study since the Rayleigh numbers o f the
underhood model and its full-scale prototype were in the range 2 x l0 6 <GrPr<
2 x l0 8.
6. The use o f thermocouples logging onto a dedicated processing unit has proved,
in a wide range of past studies, to be a simple yet reliable quantitative thermal
measurement technique. Particle image velocimetry emerged from the literature
survey as the most suitable non-intrusive whole-field optical technique for
measuring convective flow patterns.
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R e s e a r c h O b je c t iv e s

The main objectives of the PhD research are:
1. Validate the CFD simulation o f a natural convective flow against experimental
measurements, while gaining a better understanding of the buoyant flow patterns
developing in a vehicle underhood under thermal soak.
2. Develop a numerical strategy to reduce the CPU processing time currently
required for fully conservative transient simulations.
The first objective will be tackled firstly by investigating empirically the buoyancydriven airflow patterns and the spatial temperature distributions within a simplified
half-scaled underhood model. The analysis will give a qualitative insight into the
airflow patterns induced by buoyancy in an underhood compartment. Quantitative
data will then be collected for comparison with the CFD simulations, which will be
performed in steady-state with the software package VECTIS [Ricardo UK Ltd
2004]. The comparison between experimental and computational data will quantify
the accuracy o f the CFD software and permit to address the reasons for discrepancy.
Such experimental characterisation and validation work on natural convection,
applied to a vehicle underhood compartment (even if simplified in its geometry) is
not believed to have been reported before in literature.
A reliable computational procedure able reduce the computing time of a typical fully
conservative transient simulation will also be researched. The methodology will be
tested on simple geometries and then employed to simulate the transient thermal and
flow development within the underhood model. The new computation methodology
will aim to provide time-accurate predictions in agreement with the experimental
data so as to be implemented with confidence by a typical engineering analysis
group.
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O u t l in e o f t h e T h e s is

The thesis is divided into seven chapters. The apparatus and techniques used for the
experimental investigation are presented in Chapter 2. The characteristics o f the
laboratory rig are described together with the procedures followed during the
measurements. Data uncertainty is also addressed.
In Chapter 3, the transport equations governing the convective airflow in a vehicle
underhood are formalised and their numerical implementation in CFD is discussed.
The geometry and boundary conditions of the modelled compartment are also
described. A sensitivity analysis is performed to optimise the CFD solver parameters
and the results are discussed in the chapter.
The main characteristics o f the natural convection flow patterns observed in the
laboratory model are documented in Chapter 4. The detailed comparison between
experimental and numerical data in steady thermal conditions is reported. The
accuracy o f the CFD predictions is assessed based on the agreement with the
laboratory measurements. Both numerical and experimental errors are accounted for
during the data comparison and are discussed in the chapter.
The second part of the thesis presents the work carried out to define a method for less
computing-intensive CFD transient simulations. Chapter 5 describes the numerical
tests performed with different methodology variants on geometric models with
different degrees of simplification. The results are examined against the baseline full
transient simulation data.
A comparison between the time-marching CFD predictions for the underhood model
during transient cooling and the transient data recorded from experimental
investigations is contained in Chapter 6. The underhood model proved a good
validation test case for the proposed “fast transient” methodology. The efficiency and
accuracy o f the calculation procedure is assessed.
The last chapter of the thesis contains a summary of the research and draws the main
conclusions. Necessary further work is also proposed.
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2 .1

P r e lim in a r y R e m a r k s

Experimental investigations were carried out to characterise qualitatively and
quantitatively the airflow pattern and the temperature field in the underhood
laboratory model and to provide data for comparison with CFD simulations.
Steady-state investigations were performed when the buoyant flow reached a quasi
steady condition within the compartment, i.e. when the time variation of the
temperature on the block surfaces was not significant (time-averaged temperatures
varied only with position). Repeated measurements were taken and the data was
averaged.
Transient measurements were taken while the underhood components were cooling
down from set thermal conditions. Temperatures were recorded continuously for 30
minutes while flow measurements were taken in replicates at pre-set time intervals
and successively ensemble averaged.
Particle image velocimetry emerged as the optimal non-intrusive optical technique
for mapping the flow velocities whereas temperature measurements required direct
instrumentation with thermocouples. The following paragraphs describe the
geometric configuration and the features of the laboratory model, the set-up of the
instrumentation and the procedures followed for recording the data. Measurement
uncertainty is also discussed.
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2.2

E x p e r im e n t a l S e t u p

L a b o ra to ry U nderhood M odel C onfiguration
An enclosure representing a vehicle engine-bay was constructed in a 1:2 scale
(compartment base of 0.57 m x 0.56 m, maximum compartment height of 0.40 m).
The scaling size was chosen compromising between the preservation of the thermal
and flow conditions in full-scale and the requirements of the PIV instrumentation.
The first requirement restrained from using a smaller geometric scale as it would
have hindered the dynamic similarity with a full-scale underhood (Rayleigh number
less than 4 x l0 5); the latter restricted the model to be manufactured in a larger size
because PIV observational areas are necessarily very small (few centimetre squares)
for a satisfactory vector resolution. A high image resolution was particularly
necessary for post-processing the PIV data of this study because natural convection
is characterised by very low flow velocities.
The overall geometry of the experimental model was simplified in its shape for
easiness of manufacturing but the characteristic geometric features, typical of a frontengine sport saloon vehicle, were conserved. Figures 2.1 to 2.3 depict the physical
boundaries of the model superimposed on the slice views of a typical underhood
environment (blue lines represent the outline of the compartment boundaries and red
lines define the boundaries of the engine, gearbox and turbocharger).
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Figure 2.1 - Top view of physical boundaries of laboratory model superimposed on
the slice view of a typical underhood configuration.
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Figure 2.2 - Side view of physical boundaries of laboratory model superimposed on
the slice view of a typical underhood configuration.
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Figure 2.3 - Front view of physical boundaries of laboratory model superimposed on
the slice view of a typical underhood configuration.
The model was designed and constructed as a slotted glass compartment
incorporating metal blocks in contact. The front slots, Figure 2.2, represented the
upper opening of the underhood to ram air, in correspondence to the location of the
radiator/intercooler system, and the lower opening beneath the vehicle’s front end.
The rear slot represented the engine-bay aperture at the bottom-rear end of the
undertray where the airflow exits into the underbody of the vehicle. The metal blocks
were sized and positioned to represent the engine, gearbox and turbocharger/exhaust
assemblies of a typical modem vehicle, and were electrically heated to different
temperatures. The sizing of the blocks also considered the dimensions of the
ancillary systems that are today standard in engine bays. In particular, the block
modelling the turbocharger/exhaust assembly was dimensioned considering the size
of a typical turbocharger with a close-coupled catalyst (Figure 2.4).
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Turbocharger
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Figure 2.4 - Reference CAD model of a turbocharger with close-coupled catalyst
used for sizing the simplified block in laboratory model (courtesy of Ricardo UK).
Two-dimensional technical drawings were prepared with the CAD software IDEAS™ [Electronic Data System 2003] and used to support the manufacture and
construction of the laboratory rig. A sample collection is shown in Figure 2.5.
Additional drawings are included in Appendix C.
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Figure 2.5 - CAD technical drawing of laboratory model (all dimensions in mm).
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The physical boundaries o f the laboratory model were manufactured with glass to
allow optical access. Robax® glass [Instrument Glasses]2 was utilised because of its
high thermal endurance (operating temperature range -200°C to 750°C), far
exceeding that of normal tempered glass and its low coefficient of thermal expansion
n

(1.6x10' /K). The glass surfaces were held in position by small brackets that also
fixed the compartment on an aluminium platform mounted on a specifically
constructed steel trolley. Data acquisition instrumentation and the controller units
were housed beneath the platform.
The blocks representing the engine and gearbox were made of cast iron (grey type,
grade 250) and had flat surfaces. For ease of manufacture, the engine was made of
three separate but geometrically identical blocks positioned one over the other. The
turbocharger block was cut into shape from an aluminium slag (aluminium alloy,
type 6082) and was positioned on the side of the engine block with screws. It was
however separated from the engine surface by a 5mm-thick insulating pad made
from Duratec750® [RS Components Ltd\.
Cylindrical stainless-sheathed heaters with glass-fibre insulated wires [Hawco
Direct] were used to elevate the temperature of the blocks to the desired levels.
These were internally housed in holes machined in the blocks. The required power of
the individual heaters was estimated by calculating the steady-state heat transfer
between air and blocks. The number o f heaters for each block, their size and their
position were chosen by considering the overall requirements in surface temperature
uniformity, market availability and simplicity of the overall heating system.
Ultimately, four 250W-heaters (3 inches long, 3/8 inches in diameter) were inserted
in the turbo block to raise its temperature to approximately 380°C. One 350W-heater
(6 inches, 3/8 inches) was inserted in the gearbox block and two heaters of
respectively 400W and 305W (5 inches, 1/4 inches) were housed in the engine to
give an average engine-gearbox temperature of approximately 120°C.
The power exerted by the heaters, and consequently the temperature of the blocks,
was regulated by two identical control units, one specific for the turbocharger, the
2 Henceforth, the companies that manufactured or supplied the materials or the instrumentation used
for the experimental study will be referenced in square brackets with italic font. A complete list can be
found in the Reference section of this thesis.
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other regulating the temperature of both the engine and gearbox. Figures 2.6 and 2.7
show respectively the diagram of the wiring circuit and a 2-D drawing of the control
unit box shown as constructed. The power controllers were of the configurable type
[BS-1000 Series, Hawco Direct] with Proportional-Derivative-Integral (PID) control
architecture, thus with system response amenable to fine-tuning.
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Cartridge heaters
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Figure 2.6 - Wiring circuit for heater’s power control unit.
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Figure 2.7 - Top view of custom-made power control unit box.
In order to maintain the thermal convection patterns stable and reproducible, the
underhood model was installed in a relatively large and still room (2.5 m high, 2.5 m
wide and 5.5 m long), as shown in Figure 2.8. No heating and cooling devices were
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employed for controlling the ambient air, which, however, was not expected to
significantly affect the thermal conditions in the compartment.

Figure 2.8 - Experimental apparatus as set-up in laboratory.
T e m p e ra tu re M easurem ents
The temperature of the turbocharger surfaces was quantified with nickelchromium/nickel-aluminium (K-type) sensors [Omega Engineering Ltd\ attached
with screws at regular spacing. The thermocouples were double protected with
abrasion-resistant nickel-alloy overbraid and had the electric terminals insulated with
high temperature ceramic fibre (temperature rating in continuous service of 980°C).
Small copper/constantan (T-type) thermocouples (diameter 0.2 mm) with welded tip
and glass-fibre insulation [RS Components Ltd\ were employed to measure the
temperature of the engine and gearbox blocks and to investigate the air thermal field
in their vicinity and at the inlet/outlet compartment slots. The T-type thermocouples
were chosen because of their superior tolerance class and the high sensitivity
(42pV/°C). Furthermore, their temperature limit range (-200°C to +350°C) was well
within experimental requirements. Self-adhesive pads in PTFE glass cloth
(temperature range -50°C to +250°C) were employed to attach the temperature
sensors onto the block surfaces, as shown in Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9 - Thermocouple and logging instrumentation.
Thin supporting rods, visible in Figure 2.9, were manufactured for positioning the
thermocouples across parallel planes within the compartment, thus providing
temperature readings of the fluid domain. The rods had a series of 0.2 mm holes to
allow fitting and protruding of the sensors at specific spatial locations. Above the
heated blocks, the thermocouples were glued to thin threads with their ends attached
to the upper glass boundary.
The sensors used to map the air thermal state were shielded to minimise reading
errors from heat radiation. Shielding was provided with tiny foils (approximately 2><2
mm2 area) positioned in front of the thermocouple tips. They were mounted parallel
to the flow direction, where possible, to prevent obstruction to the buoyant flow. The
measurements were also repeated without screening to check the effectiveness of the
shielding setup; if necessary the foils were re-positioned and re-oriented.
The measurement accuracy of the thermocouples was determined using the reference
value of a precision thermometer (accuracy ±0.5°C). The calibrated accuracy stated
by the manufacturer was confirmed to be ±1.5°C for the K-types and ±0.5°C for the
T-types.
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All temperatures were sampled at a frequency of 1Hz and recorded with a datalogger
before being processed. Data acquisition was performed by an external Datascan®
16-bit processor [.Measurement Systems Ltd\ with a sensitivity of 0.625 pV
(resolution of ±0.02°C for both K- and T-type thermocouples). The system was set
up in a multiplexer architecture providing a 48-channel capability by means of a
main unit connected to two modules through an expansion bus. The field wiring from
the temperature sensors was directly connected to the logger without external signal
conditioning; all the necessary linearization, cold junction compensation and noise
filtering were performed automatically by the acquisition board. The data acquisition
unit was allowed to stabilise in a powered condition for around one hour before
readings were taken.
Monitoring and recording of the thermocouple output was performed via a software
specific to the logging unit [Dalite Software, Measurement Systems Ltd\, which was
executed on a local PC (Pentium I, 64Mb Ram). The acquisition channels were
individually configured and the logging rate programmed (1 Hz). The software
allowed real time monitoring of the temperature condition in the compartment via a
Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) interface and stored the data in a file format suitable
for importing into a spreadsheet package. A sample of the processed recordings is
given in Figures 2.10 and 2.11.
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Figure 2.10 - Sample of processed thermal data for engine and gearbox blocks
during heating towards steady state.
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Figure 2.11 - Sample of processed thermal data for turbocharger block during
cooling (position of sensors on the block shown).
Each set of measurement consisted of approximately 40 thermocouple recordings at
different spatial locations. Several investigations were required to reconstitute the
complete temperature field in the underhood. The temperatures were recorded for
approximately 5 hours during heating up to reach steady state (Figure 2.10), for 1
hour at steady conditions and for 30 minutes during cooling down of the blocks.
H eater Pow er O u tp u t M easurem ents
The average power exerted by each cartridge heaters had to be determined
experimentally to provide realistic heat flux values as input for the boundary
conditions of the CFD model. A data-logging clamp power meter [TES-3063 model,
ATP Instrumentation Ltd] was employed for the measurements. The meter was used
to acquire in real-time, via a RS-232 interface, the true power, apparent power and
power factor of the heaters. The data was logged at steady thermal conditions with
the highest possible sampling rate of 20 readings per minute. The uncertainty in the
measurements was determined by comparing the rated power of each heater with the
actual measurements; the accuracy of the power meter was confirmed to be within
the limits stated by the manufactured, i.e. ±(2% + 5W). Table 2.1 summarises the
measured power levels and the calculated heat fluxes for each of the heaters used in
the underhood model.
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Table 2.1 - Average heater’ heat flux calculated from power meter reading.
H eater
L o c a t io n
(w r t B l o c k )

H eater
S u rface

M easured
Pow er

C a lc u la te d
H e a t F lu x

H e a t F lu x
A c c u ra c y

H e a t F lu x
A ccuracy

(m2)

(W)

(W/m2)

(W/m2)

<%)

T urbocharger

0.00228

145.57

63,800

±3,500

±5.5

E n g in e T o p

0.00253

95.58

37,700

±2,700

±7.2

E n g in e B o t t o m

0.00304

85.32

28,100

±2,200

±7.8

G earbox

0.00380

72.42

19,100

±1,700

±8.9

Flow V elocim etry M easurem ents
The PIV technique was employed to obtain spatial information and velocity
distribution of the buoyant flow in the laboratory compartment.
Figure 2.12 depicts schematically the typical arrangement of a PIV instrumentation
system. A particle-laden flow is illuminated twice by a sheet of laser light produced
by cylindrical optics and the displacements of the particles are recorded as either a
double-exposed image or a pair of single-exposed images. The recorded
displacement field is measured locally across the whole area of interrogation (AOI),
scaled by the image magnification and then divided by the known laser pulse
separation (fc - ti) to obtain the flow velocity from sub-areas of the image (or
interrogation windows). Statistical correlation techniques then evaluate the particle
image matching and the flow velocity vectors. The result is a complete 2-D velocity
vector field for the investigated flow region.

sheet optic

interrogation

window

imaging plane

Figure 2.12 - Typical setup of PIV instrumentation for 2-D flow analysis [LaVision
2002a].
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Figure 2.13 - Schematic diagram of PIV instrumentation as set-up for the laboratory investigations.
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A schematic layout of the PIV apparatus as assembled for this study is shown in
Figure 2.13. It consisted of a flashlamp-pumped solid-state Nd:YAG laser
[Continuum Surelite III, Photonic Solutions Ltd], a high-speed CCD camera
[LaVision GmbH] and a computer equipped with data-processing software [DaVisFlowmaster, LaVision GmbH]. A system of interlocks guaranteed a safe operation
during measurements.
Illumination System - The Nd:YAG laser (Figure 2.14a) was integrated in the PIV
system because of its compact size, completely self-contained cooling system and
high energy density with monochromatic light. The laser emitted light at a
wavelength of 532nm (via harmonic generator) for a maximum energy of 425mJ.
Laser pulses of approximately 5ns in duration were triggered with TransistorTransistor Logic (TTL) input voltages3 from a Q-switched4 oscillator; this was
interfaced with the operating software via a TTL/RS232 module5 that enabled
external control.

Wnuun)

Figure 2.14 - PIV equipment: (a) Nd:YAG laser with PTU box; (b) voltage input
unit and monitoring oscilloscope for TTL laser signals.
Although of single-head type (i.e. with only one oscillator rod), the laser was fitted
with a synchronisation Programmable Timing Unit (PTU) that provided the
necessary trigger signals to operate it in double-pulsed mode. The PTU tracked, in
order, the firing of the flashlamp in the laser head (at a discharge voltage 1.78kV),

3 TTL signals are widely used as communication interfaces for microcontrollers because of the
relatively high amount of current required to drive the logic levels (below IV for a logical ‘0’ and
above 3.5V for a logical ‘1’). They are therefore relatively insensitive to small voltage variations.
4 Q-switching is a method of controlling the laser energy by controlling the gain in the laser cavity
resulting in the emission of high energy pulses of very short duration; see [Raffel et al. 1998].
5 The TTL-RS232 interface converts the laser TTL signals into communication signals that can be
read by a Personal Computer.
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the Q-switch trigger of the first Marx bank6 at a pre-selected delay (i.e. first laser
pulse) and the Q-switch trigger of the second Marx bank at a pre-set time interval
(i.e. second laser pulse).
The time between the two laser pulses, d t , was adjusted manually by modifying the
timing of the Q-Switch triggers. The operation was rendered possible by displaying
on the screen of a 20MS/s-20MHz digital oscilloscope [1604-type, L&T Gould,
Figure 2.14b] the flashlamp optical pulse (acquired with a photodiode) and the Qswitch voltage signals, all plotted on a timescale. Every adjustment on the temporal
position of the laser flashes within the single flashlamp energy curve could therefore
be monitored, thus allowing for a precise setup and guaranteeing pulses with similar
power output.
The value of dt practically defined the separation between the two exposures of the
PIV image recording. Hence, for a given flow velocity and factor of magnification,
the selected pulse interval determined the spatial distance, d s , travelled by the
particles between the two successive CCD image exposures.
The optimum pulse separation for best image correlation depends on the desired
interrogation window size and on the mean particle image displacement in the PIV
recording [LaVision 2002a]. Keane and Adrian [1990] suggested that the spatial
separation (in pixel) of the particle position between the two successive image
frames should be larger than the accuracy of the reflected light peak detection and
smaller than a quarter of the selected interrogation window size (in pixel), i.e.
O.lpixel < ds < 1/4 IntWinS. As a guideline, LaVision [2002a] recommends a mean
particle image shift (i.e. tracer displacement) in the range of 3 to 5 pixels.
In this study, the Q-switches were triggered with a dt of 200ps to record images
with adequate particle displacement. The laser was therefore fired at the temporal
extremes of the flashlamp energy curve as shown in Figure 2.15.

6 Marx banks consist of a number of capacitors charging in parallel and switching in series to achieve
very high voltage pulses.
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flashlamp
trigger
envelope of
flashlamp
output,
ca.250ps
Q-switch
triggers
laser pulse
width,
ca. 5ns

Q-switch delay.
ca. 150ps

dt
200ps

trigger-laser delay,
ca. 100ns

Figure 2.15 - Double-pulse triggering within single flashlamp cycle (adapted from
[LaVision 2002a]).
The selected pulse separation was the best possible value that could be used,
considering:
• The generally very low particle mean shift that was observed, which was a direct
consequence o f the low velocities o f the natural convective flow.
• The limits in camera resolution, which restricted from investigating the flow on
larger interrogation areas. In fact, as the minimum pixel array required to
describe a single tracer particle is of 2-by-2 pixels in size [Chang et a l 2004],
the area of interrogation had to be necessarily small (average size was of 40x30
mm2) to ensure a satisfactory resolution. On the other hand, the size of the
particle tracers could not be increased, in order to guarantee that the flow
streamlines were followed with minimal slip (further discussed below).
• The intrinsic limits of the laser’s single-oscillator configuration, i.e. the time
between the two successive laser pulses could not be controlled independently as
it would be possible with a double-oscillator laser.
The chosen Q-switch trigger interval restricted the total energy available per pulse.
As shown in Figure 2.16 [Continuum 1995b], double-pulsing with a separation of
200ps (largest possible interval when firing during the same flashlamp discharge)
resulted in individual pulse energies 15% of the maximum energy available in single
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pulse operation. The total energy of both pulses was therefore 0.3x425mJ or
127.5mJ. Nevertheless, with the use of highly reflective laser sheet optics (to avoid
any additional energy loss from the laser beam), the power of the emitted light was
found to be satisfactory for illuminating the seeded flow: the intensity of the
reflections from the particle tracers was adequate for both image correlation and
vector processing.
1.1
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Figure 2.16 - Laser energy versus separation for double-pulse operation [Continuum
1995b].
The mean particle shift measured from the acquired images ranged between 1.5 and
2 pixels, depending on the investigated area (i.e. the image size and the velocity of
the illuminated flow). It was deduced that the "optimal" particle shift of 5 pixels
could be obtained using a dt of approximately 600ps. During the setting of the laser
triggering timing, an attempt in increasing the laser separation and hence the particle
shift was made by firing a single laser pulse in each of two successive flashlamp
discharges, as schematically described in Figure 2.17.
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Figure 2.17 - Single-pulse operation at 12.5Hz.
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However, since the laser had a set frequency of operation of 12.5Hz, the temporal
separation between two successive and identical flashlamp discharges was inevitably
of 80ms, i.e. 130 times larger than required (600ps). At the same time, the field of
view could not be increased by such a factor due to aforementioned requirements in
image spatial resolution. As a result, the recorded images did not correlate because of
a complete out-of-plane loss of tracers.
An electronic device was specifically constructed to double-invert the TTL laser
signals triggering the Q-switches. The circuit, Figure 2.18, was made with a Schmitt
transistor built on an electronic board and was effective in minimising the electrical
noise of the trigger signals, otherwise subjected to changes in the voltage amplitude
and thus at risk of false signals. The Schmitt transistor (SN74LS14 type) was chosen
for its greater noise margin with respect to conventional inverters and because it was
particularly effective in transforming TTL inputs into sharply defined, jitter-free
output signals.

Figure 2.18 - Schmitt-inverter circuit box.
Flow Seeding System - The tracer particles for a PIV analysis must satisfy two
requirements in order to assure a good tracking of the fluid motion [Stanislas et al.
2000]: they have to be efficient scatters of the illuminating laser light and they must
have a very small mass (which translates to a very small diameter for the commonly
used spherical particles). The two requirements are fundamentally in contrast since
the light scattering properties of a particle reduce with decreasing mass (diameter);
thus a compromise had to be sought in this study. The evaluation of the terminal
settling velocity of a particle under gravity enabled to determine if the tracers would
follow the air streamlines without excessive slip. The settling velocity is the
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minimum velocity the flow must have in order to transport (as a suspended load) a
particle. This should be ideally negligible compared to the actual flow velocity in
order to ensure neutrally-buoyant PIV tracers. Stokes’ drag law [Posner 2001] can be
used to calculate the terminal settling velocity of spherical tracers:

(2 . 1)

00

18
For measuring the underhood flow, vegetable oil droplets (organic com oil) were
employed as tracers because good light scatters, non-toxic, easily atomised and
cheap. Owing to the very large density difference with air, the oil was atomised in
droplets with diameter of approximately 1pm. The resulting settling velocity was
0.026 mm/sec (Appendix E), therefore, as required, of negligible magnitude.
The particles were produced using a liquid droplet seeder [LS-10 model, Scitek
Consultants]. The device (Figure 2.19a) was connected to an air compressor via a
control box (pneumatically operated) and utilised concentric baffle plates in its
reservoir to atomise the liquid. The microscopic droplets were released with
controllable and repeatable size by ten individually operated Laskin nozzles7.
The low flash point and decomposition temperature of the oil was found not to be a
critical factor because the seeded particles did follow the flow streamlines when
introduced in the underhood compartment and rarely came in contact with the hightemperature blocks.

Figure 2.19 - PIV equipment: (a) liquid droplet seeder with Laskin Nozzles; (b)
purpose-made inlet box connected to seeder.
7 Technical details on the design and operation of Laskin atomisers are given by Melling [1997].
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An “inlet box” connected to the seeder via a plastic tube (Figure 2.19b) was
incorporated into the overall PIV system and placed at the compartment air inlet
opening. The box ensured a stable seeding concentration aiming at creating a
uniform distribution in the compartment. This resulted in a higher statistical
correlation of the particle displacements within each PIV interrogation zone (i.e. high
signal to noise ratio). Moreover, the inlet box avoided introducing the particles
directly from the seeder at a finite velocity, thus minimising any disturbances to the
natural convective flow: the seeding firstly accumulated in the box and was then
“vented out” by the convective air motion developing in the underhood.
Image Acquisition System - The PIV imaging instrumentation was arranged with
the largest velocity component of the observed flow field parallel to the light sheet
(i.e. maximum flow velocity in the observed plane) and camera viewing direction
normal to the light sheet. Such arrangement minimised the occurrence of systematic
errors that would affect the flow mapping [LaVision 2002b].
The 12-bit CCD camera [3S-type, LaVision GmbH] was mounted on a tripod and
fitted with a gear head for fine adjustments and calibration. Care was taken to adjust
the light intensity during the recordings to avoid camera chip saturation: light
reflections from metallic parts in and close to the observed area (i.e. block and Ktype thermocouples sensors) were minimised by having the areas painted matt-black.
The camera was shuttered synchronously with the laser and the in-plane spatial
displacement of the seeded particles was recorded in two 1280x1024 pixel images
with single-exposure. In order to increase the spatial resolution of the images, and
consequently the particle displacements, a long-distance microscope [Model K2,
Infinity Photo-Optical] was fitted to the camera lens as shown in Figure 2.20a. The
microscope was used to optically magnify the field of view by a factor that ranged
between 1.25X to 3X, depending on the flow velocities in the investigated area.
Besides the focusing ring, the microscope also had a built-in iris diaphragm, which
allowed for depth of field and light attenuation control.
The dimension of the light sheet was regulated through the choice of optical lenses
(shape and characteristics focal point) and by changing their relative distance. A
combination of two plano-concave lenses (one at 45°) with 25 mm focal length,
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placed in parallel with a positive cylindrical lens with 156 mm focal length [Photonic
Solutions Pic], was used. The first lens was effectively turning the projected laser
beam by 90° and had a reflectance of 99.5%. The lenses were mounted on a
traversing system that allowed for their easy displacement to the required position
(Figure 2.20b). The dimensions of the light sheet were modified in relation to the
required size of the investigation area, which varied among the different observed
regions. It was however always focused into a 1 mm thickness at the control area.
This value was found to give the best compromise between maximum droplet
illumination and minimum out-of-plane loss of particles.

Figure 2.20 - PIV equipment: (a) long-distance microscope; (b) arrangement of
lenses for laser light sheet.
Image Processing and Data Analysis - The evaluation of the flow structures
essentially depends on the way the images are recorded. One possibility is to record
the scattered light of both illuminations in one frame and then to evaluate the two
exposures with auto-correlation. The other possibility is to record the scattered light
from the illuminations in two separate frames (double frame/double exposure) and
use the cross-correlation algorithm.
The information from the auto-correlation is ambiguous and not conclusive unless
some a-priori information about the observed flow direction is available [LaVision
2002a]. With auto-correlation it is impossible to detect the sign of the particle
displacement because it is unknown which particle is illuminated by the first and
which by the second laser pulse. On the other hand, the cross-correlation is able to
resolve both flow directions and intensities. However, a double-shuttered camera
with a frame transfer faster than the delay between the laser pulses is necessary to
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record the two separate images. This requirement has restricted its use in the past as
recordings were almost exclusively performed with photographic film.
The fast electronic shutter of the CCD camera employed in this study and the
relatively large pulse separation that was specified enabled the recording of the
illuminated underhood flow with two separate images and thus the evaluation of the
air velocities with cross-correlation. Because the second frame acquired by the
camera could not be shuttered (as the first frame was being transferred to the camera
register), a bandpass filter was used in front of the lens to avoid different background
light intensities in the images.
When evaluating/processing the PIV recordings, the fields of view are necessarily
divided into interrogation windows. These should be small enough for all of the flow
structure to be statistically sampled, i.e. each window should ideally have particles
moving uniformly in the same direction and by the same distance (Figure 2.21).

a)

b)

Figure 2.21 - Interrogation window size: (a) size too large to permit statistical
sampling of particles; (b) correct size for evaluating flow vectors.
The cross-correlation algorithm operates on the light intensities inside each
interrogation window. The procedure consists of computing the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) of a single window, squaring it and performing the inverse-FFT.
The highest correlation peak found is then taken as the displacement vector, d s .
Consequently, only one vector per interrogation area is evaluated. Figure 2.22
illustrates schematically the spatial cross-correlation of two particle images with the
displacement vector being calculated between corresponding interrogation areas.
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Figure 2.22 - Cross-correlation evaluation procedure: (a) double-frame/doubleexposure; (b) images subdivided in interrogation windows; (c) windows evaluated
with FFT-based algorithm; (d) highest correlation peak (shown as a dot) taken as
displacement vector [LaVision 2002a].
The selection of an adequate size for the interrogation windows is a critical factor in
PIV data processing. In this study, the velocity vectors were evaluated using an
adaptive multi-pass algorithm with decreasing size. The algorithm performed a first
evaluation pass with an initial interrogation windows size of 64x64 pixels and
calculated a reference vector field; the cross-correlation was then performed on a
32x32 pixel mesh and the vectors calculated in the first pass were used as the bestchoice particle shifts for the second pass. In this manner, the particle displacements
were adaptively improved and more accurate and reliable vectors were determined.
The production of erroneous (or spurious) vectors was also significantly reduced
when compared to evaluations performed on windows with fixed sizes.
The images were processed on a dedicated PC unit (Intel® Xeon™, 2GHz) through
the PIV software package DaVis [LaVision GmbH]. In addition to light intensity
peak detection and localisation, algorithms were utilised for vector post-processing,
i.e. to eliminate spurious vectors, fill up holes in the measured velocity field and to
smooth measurement noise in the data. In particular, three numerical techniques were
implemented in the data analysis to refine the velocity plots:
1) A 3x3 kernel median filter was applied to the two-component velocity matrices
to discard estimates showing abrupt changes in velocity magnitude. The mean
vector velocity augmented by two times the standard deviation was chosen as
the cut-off value. Vectors with higher and lower velocities were therefore
recognised as spurious and deleted. A Q-factor was also used as a post
processing criterion for eliminating questionable vectors below a pre-set ratiothreshold of 1.5. The Q-factor is the relative ratio between common image
correlation backgrounds and it is defined as [LaVision 2002a]:
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where P h ^ is the lowest peak value in the correlation plane while Phx and Ph2
are the peak heights of the first and second highest correlation peaks. It is easily
inferred from Equation (2.2) that the higher the Q-factor value, the higher would
be the confidence in the vector.
2) An interpolation function was implemented at the post-processing stage to
replace the spurious vectors by filling the gaps with a weighted average of the
surrounding vectors. The algorithm also estimated velocity vectors in the drop
out regions. It was in fact observed that, due to the model geometry and the flow
conditions, the tracers did not always completely fill the field of view, even after
their concentration in the compartment was significantly increased. Interpolation
errors were reduced by testing the effect of different algorithm parameters on the
processed vector plots, such as reducing the threshold of velocity gradient.
3) A 3x3 vector-smoothing filter was employed to reduce noise in the final
processed plots and improve the graphical presentation for CFD comparison.
Figure 2.23 shows the result of implementing the post-processing functions for the
flow region investigated in the vicinity of the turbocharger block.

Figure 2.23 - PIV image post-processing: (a) flow field vector plot; (b) post
processed vector plot.
Appendix F contains the results of a sensitivity analysis carried out to assess the
effects of the post-processing algorithms on the final vector plots and the
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consequences of using different data-handling procedures. The sensitivity analysis
was performed on the first 10 images acquired under steady-state conditions for two
representative flow regions: at the outlet of the compartment (Figures F1-F4) and
above the turbocharger (Figures F5-F8). The quantitative data presented in Figures
FI and F5 clearly demonstrates that the interpolating and smoothing functions had
only small effects on the final plots: the mean image vector velocities were almost
identical. On the other hand, the algorithms eliminating the spurious vectors were
considered essential to obtain a reliable representation of the flow structure and
accurate maximum flow velocity values.
Figures F2 to F4 and F6 to F8 in Appendix F compare three different methods for
averaging the vector data:
1. The images were averaged into a single one that was then cross-correlated into a
vector plot and finally post-processed.
2. The images were singularly cross-correlated into separate vector plots and then
averaged. The resulting vector plot was then post-processed.
3. The images were singularly cross-correlated and separately post-processed. The
resulting post-processed vector plots were then averaged.
No substantial and consistent (jifference was observed in the computed velocity
results when using the above three procedures. This is because the post-processing
algorithms were based on “conservative” parameters, which resulted in little
manipulation of the vectors. The third option was however chosen for processing the
PIV data because it could be more easily integrated into a “batch” type of analysis,
enabling a fully automated vector calculation and image post-processing.
Finally, quantitative information was extracted from the post-processed vector plots
allowing the subsequent comparison with CFD predictions (Chapters 4 and 6). The
data consisted of minimum, maximum and average flow velocity. The software also
evaluated the standard deviation from the mean velocity after averaging the data.
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The experimental observations and the computational simulations were carried out
simultaneously and each of them was used to refine the set-up of the other. This
course of action allowed modifications/corrections of the geometry and boundary
conditions to be made throughout the testing timeframe to both the laboratory and the
computational models. An example was the measurement of the temperature of the
underhood base that consented to identify an incorrect boundary condition specified
in the CFD model. The base of the compartment was initially approximated as being
isothermal (at ambient conditions) but VECTIS predicted in its vicinity a lower air
temperature than measured (i.e. the surface was behaving as a “heat sink”). The issue
was resolved by refining the approximation using adiabatic thermal conditions at the
boundary. The use o f the power meter during experimental investigations also was
beneficial as it enabled the actual laboratory heat flux values to be prescribed as heat
sources in the CFD model. On the other hand, the results of early simulations made
possible both the identification of “interesting” flow patterns within the compartment
volume, allowing the planning for effective PIV observations, and the strategic
positioning of the thermocouples.
Tables 2.2 and 2.3 summarise the thermal tests and the PIV measurements
performed. Schemes showing the position of the temperature sensors and of the areas
investigated with PIV are presented in Appendix D.

2.3.1 Therm ocouple M easurem ents
Measurements with thermocouples were carried out to obtain the surface temperature
distribution of the three blocks in the laboratory model, the airflow temperature in
their vicinity and the air temperature stratification at the inlet and outlet apertures of
the compartment.
A data-handling program was written within Matlab™ [Mathworks 1999] to
facilitate quantitative comparisons with CFD simulation results. The program
interpolated between measured data points and produced 2-D contour maps, as
further described in Chapter 4.
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Table 2.2 lists the set-up and objectives sought for each set of measurements.
Investigations denoted as Test A and Test B were aimed in characterising the surface
temperature of the blocks. As shown in Appendix D (Figures D l, D2 and D3), the
thermocouples were located at regular spacing (distributed on all block surfaces in
Test A and located so as to obtain a higher resolution in the proximity of the
interfaces between the blocks in Test B). The co-ordinate position of the temperature
sensors was recorded and inputted into the Matlab™ data files for post-processing
the corresponding contour plots. During Test C (Figure D4), 38 thermocouples were
spread within the compartment volume in order to measure the overall thermal state
of the solid surfaces and the air planes. The sensor used in Tests D and E mapped the
thermal state around the blocks and at the compartment openings.
A number of thermocouples were kept fixed to the surfaces of the blocks throughout
the recordings to ensure that the heating conditions were consistent among the
various tests. Moreover, the measurements in tests A and C were repeated to verify,
and thereafter guarantee, instrumentation repeatability and preservation of the
sensors’ accuracy.
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TEST NAME

UJ

1l%#Wi

NUMBER OF THERMOCOUPLES

TEST OBJECTIVES

HEATER OPERATION

THERMAL - TEST A1

Blocks - Overall
Thermal State
(Steady)

THERMAL - TEST A2

Blocks - Overall
Thermal State
(Transient)

As Test A1

THERMAL - TEST B1

Blocks - Thermal
State Engine-Turbo
(Steady + Transient)

7 K-type on turbocharger, 30 T-type on
engine upper surfaces (7 of which fixed as
Test A), 2 T-type for ambient air

Localised temperature distribution
Heater ON to fixed
on upper surfaces for comparison temperature and then OFF for
with transient CFD data
cooling down the blocks

THERMAL - TEST B2

Blocks - Thermal State
Engine-Gearbox
(Steady + Transient)

7 K-type on turbocharger, 30 T-type on
engine lower surfaces and gearbox (7 of
which fixed as Test A), 2 T-type for ambient

Localised temperature distribution
Heater ON to fixed
on bottom surfaces for comparison temperature and then OFF for
with transient CFD data
cooling down the blocks

THERMAL-TEST C1

Airflow - Overall
Thermal State
(Steady)

7 K-type on turbo, 7 T-type on eng/gbx (fixed
as Test A), 6 T-type on glass, 17 T-type on
rods (air temp), 1 T-type for ambient

Overall air temperature
stratification within compartment
for comparison with steady CFD

Heaters ON and controlled to
fixed temperature
(steady-state)

THERMAL - TEST C2

Airflow - Overall
Thermal State
(Transient)

As Test C1

Air temperature stratification within
compartment during cooling for
comparison with transient CFD

Heaters OFF.
Blocks cooling down

THERMAL
- TEST
1 I 1 Im
I %mm% 0 I D1
Wmf •

Airflow - Inlet/Outlet
Thermal State
(Steady)

7 K-type on turbocharger, 7 T-type on
eng/gbx blocks (as Test A), 23 T-type at
inlet/outlet slots, 2 T-type for ambient air

Air temperature stratification at
inlet/outlet openings for
comparison with steady CFD

Heaters ON and controlled to
fixed temperature
(steady-state)

THERMAL - TEST D2

Airflow - Inlet/Outlet
Thermal State
(Transient)

As Test D1

Air temperature stratification at
inlet/outlet during cooling for
comparison with transient CFD

Heaters OFF.
Blocks cooling down

THERMAL - TEST E1

Airflow - Temperature
Stratification (Steady)

THERMAL - TEST E2

Airflow - Temperature
Stratification
(Transient)

Record the overall steady-state
Heaters ON and controlled to
7 K-type on turbocharger, 28 T-type on
surface temperature distribution for
fixed temperature
engine and gearbox, 2 T-type for ambient air
comparison with CFD data
(steady-state)
Overall transient (during cooling)
surface temperature distribution
for comparison with CFD data

7 K-type on turbo, 7 T-type on eng/gbx blocks Air temperature distribution next to
(as Test A), 23 T-type on rods around blocks the block surfaces for comparison
(air temp), 2 T-type for ambient
with steady CFD data
As Test E1

Air temperature distribution next to
the block surfaces during cooling
for comparison with transient CFD

Heaters OFF.
Blocks cooling down

Heaters ON and controlled to
fixed temperature
(steady-state)
Heaters OFF.
Blocks cooling down
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Table 2.2 - Test plan for the temperature measurements.
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Figure 2.24 depicts a sample of the processed experimental results at selected
locations within the underhood during transient cooling. As shown, the natural
cooling of the blocks was recorded from steady conditions. The observed cooling
rates are similar to the ones depicted in the highlighted area of Figure 2.25, which
represents the in-territory (field) test results of a typical full-scale engine-bay under
heat soak condition, followed by a hot start to idle. The thermal data of Figure 2.25 is
to a certain extent complicated by the operation of the cooling fan, the speed of
which was controlled by the Electronic Control Unit (ECU) depending on the engine
o

coolant temperature . As a consequence, the data plotted in the figures cannot strictly
be compared in quantitative terms, even if only the portion of the field measurements
with fan off is considered. Moreover, the laboratory underhood geometry was
simplified and various typical engine-bay elements, e.g. the heat exchangers in front
of the vehicle, were not modelled in the analysis presented in this thesis.
Nevertheless, the temperature trends shown are indicative of the thermal similarity
that was realised.
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Figure 2.24 - Selection of laboratory underhood thermal data at steady-state
condition followed by transient cooling.

8 During key-off soak, the cooling fans come on generally at half speed if the temperature of the
engine coolant rises above a pre-set value and run until the ECU “live time” expires, which is a
function of the battery energy consumption.
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Figure 2.25 - Full-scale underhood in-territory thermal data. The operation of the
cooling fan is indicated (courtesy of Ricardo UK Ltd).
P article Im age V elocim etry M easurem ents
The testing plan of the PIV measurements is presented in Table 2.3. The table also
lists the size and location of the fields of views, the temperature of the engine and
turbocharger blocks during the steady and transient analyses (as measured by the
feedback thermocouples of the temperature-controller units) and the number of
measurement repetitions carried out.
The airflow was studied on perpendicular planes where the maximum air velocity
components parallel to the light sheet were expected (x- and y-axis with respect to
local origin, with z-axis taken as the elevation) as illustrated by Figure D7 in
Appendix D.
The image acquisition and averaging procedures for both the steady-state and the
transient analyses are presented in Tables G1 to G3 in Appendix G. For each
investigated plane, 60 images were taken at a rate of one image per second (1Hz) in
steady conditions; the measurements were repeated at four different times. The final
processed steady-state vector plots represented therefore the average of the 240
images recorded per plane.
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PLANE

LOCATION

AREA
(mm2)

STEADY-STATE
TEMPERATURES
Turbo/Engine (°C)

STEADY -STATE
TEST
REPETITIONS

TRANSIENT
TEMPERATURES
Turbo/Engine (°C)

PIV-TES T 1X

N
I
X

Above Engine, edge

29.97 x 22.60

365/123

4

365-350/125-124

10 (T1)*

PIV - TEST 2Y

Y -Z

Above Engine,
centre

38.87 x 30.13

365/135

4

365-350/130-129

10(71)

PIV - TEST 3X

X -Z

Above Turbo, edge

37.20 x 27.40

365/130

4

365-350/130-129

10(71)

P IV-TEST 4Y

Y -Z

Above Turbo,
centre

38.87 x 30.13

365/123

4

365-350/125-124

10(71)

P IV-TEST 5X

X -Z

Top of Rig, above
turbo

35.75 x 27.00

360/125

4

360-165/125-117

3 (72)#

P IV -TE S T 6X

X -Z

Below Turbo, edge
(3 areas)

32.72 x 24.72

364/125

4

----

----

PIV-TEST 7X

X -Z

Above Gearbox

32.86 x 24.83

362/129

4

360-190/120-105

3(72)

PIV - TEST 8Y

Y -Z

Above Gearbox

41.80 x 31.58

360/125

4

360-160/130-115

3(72)

PIV-TEST 9X

X -Z

Outlet, centre

46.69 x 35.28

360/125

4

360-153/100-90

3(72)

PIV - TEST 10Y

Y -Z

Outlet, side

50.32 x 38.02

360/120

4

360-150/110-90

3(72)

PIV-TEST 11X

X -Z

Inlet

31.16 x 27.32

360/125

4

360-160/130-105

3(72)

TRANSIENT
TEST
REPETITIONS

# 77 and T2 refer to the measurement procedures followed during transient investigation. These are presented in Tables G2 and G3 of Appendix G.
00

Os

Experimental Setup and Procedure

TEST NAME

Chapter 2

Table 2.3 - Test plan for flow velocimetry investigations.
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For the transient analysis, two different data acquisition procedures were adopted.
For the areas investigated with the T1 method (Table G2), 12 images were taken at
5s intervals for a period of 1 minute and the measurements were repeated for a total
of 10 times. The PIV results consisted therefore of 12 ensemble-averaged flow field
vector plots obtained at regular intervals from steady condition for a total cooling
time of 1 minute. On the other hand, the cooling of the underhood was studied for 30
minutes when the T2 procedure was employed (Table G3): images were taken at
every second within five 15s-windows at pre-set time intervals. The measurements
were repeated 3 times (sets A, B and C in Table G3) and the results were then
averaged.

2 .4

E x p e r im e n t a l E r r o r s a n d U n c e r t a in t ie s

An important aspect of the experimental design was to recognise potential sources of
measurement error in order to devise strategies that minimised their impact on the
results. Table 2.4 summarises the sensitivity, resolution and the accuracy of the
temperature and flow velocimetry instrumentation employed.
Table 2.4 - Accuracy of experimental instrumentation.
INSTRUMENTATION FOR THERMAL INVESTIGATIONS
S e n s it iv it y

R e s o l u t io n

A ccuracy

K -t y p e T C

41 pV/°C

0.25 #C

±1.5°C or ±0.0065T

T -ty p e T C

42pV/°C

0.10 °C

±0.5°C or ±0.0045T

Da ta lo g g e r

0 .6 2 5 | jV

16 bit-0.02 °C

—

T em p C o n tro ller

0.625pV

0.02 °C

±0.02% rdg + 0.01%range

P o w er M eter

—

10W

±(2% + 5W)

INSTRUMENTATION FOR FLOW VELOCIMETRY INVESTIGATIONS
S e n s it iv it y

R e s o l u t io n

A ccuracy

I m a g e S c a l in g

—

0.5mm

±3.6% of mean velocity

PIV P ro c e s s in g
(A ppendix F)

—

—

±6.3% of mean velocity
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On average, the temperature recordings were affected by an error of approximately
±5%, mainly due to the relatively poor accuracy of the thermocouples at high
temperatures. The accuracy of the power controller, which indirectly regulated the
steady temperature of the blocks, was not critical for the quality of the
measurements. On the other hand, the relatively high uncertainty affecting the
measurements with the power meter would have influenced the accuracy of the
steady-state CFD predictions as the simulations were based on prescribed heat flux
boundary conditions.
A relatively high measurement uncertainty also affected the PIV data. However,
most of the potential sources of errors were difficult to quantify, being o f systematic
type and functions of both the experimental conditions and of the algorithms used for
the particle-displacement detection. Indeed, many researchers (e.g. Huang et al.
[1997] and Bolinder [1999]) have indicated that the determination of the
measurement errors is one of the main challenges in the application of PIV. This is
owed to the generally complex instrumentation and to the large effort that is required
for a “piece by piece” validation of the flow field results.
The sources of error potentially affecting the PIV data recorded in this study were:
• Random errors due to noise in the recorded images
• Bias errors arising from the process of computing the signal peak location to
sub-pixel accuracy
• Gradient error resulting from rotation and deformation of the flow within an
interrogation spot leading to loss of correlation
• Tracking error resulting from the inability of few particles atomised in larger
diameters to follow the flow without slip
• Human errors in the calibration of the scaling of the images
Some of the errors were minimised by careful selection of experimental conditions.
For example, consideration was devoted in the setting o f the parameters reducing the
correlated signal to noise ratio, e.g. lens choice, camera set-up, image intensity
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distribution variation and surface reflections. Other sources were inherent to the
nature o f the correlation in PIV and could not be eliminated. For example, although
the flow field was homogenously seeded, the location of the correlation peak could
be influenced by random correlations between tracer droplets not belonging to the
same pair of frames. In addition, bias errors could have resulted from a phenomenon
called “peak locking” [Prasad 2001]. Peak locking occurs when the size of the tracer
is too small (<1.5 pixels) and a sub-pixel curve fitting is employed to determine the
location of the correlation peak in sub-sample areas (interrogation windows). Such
curve fit causes a bias of the signal peak location towards discrete values of
displacement (i.e. the magnitudes of the evaluated particle image displacement
translate to integer values) [Chen and Katz 2005, Gui and Wereley 2003].
The field of views were scaled manually using a ruler bar focused in the plane of the
light sheet. The potential systematic error affecting the calculated flow vector
magnitudes due to wrong calibration of the flow images was quantified by carrying
out a sensitivity analysis. It emerged that a ±1 mm deviation in the size of the field of
views translated in a ±3.65% error for the mean air velocity calculated in the region.
Although the overall uncertainty actually affecting the PIV measurements could not
be exactly quantified, a better confidence was established on the accuracy of the data
by statistical sampling and averaging. This procedure, further discussed in Chapter 4,
permitted the reduction of the random errors associated with the measurements.
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C lo su r e

The features of the experimental investigation carried out on a simplified half-scale
laboratory underhood model have been presented in this chapter. The investigations
aimed to characterise the natural convective airflow pattern and the temperature field
in order to:
• Gain a better understanding of the thermal processes during thermal soak
• Provide data for comparison with CFD simulation results
The experimental model constructed has been described together with the
instrumentation employed for the investigations. Thermocouples were used for
measuring the temperature of block surfaces and air planes. The data was recorded
using a bespoke logging unit and was processed using a specific program written in
Matlab™. A power meter was also employed to determine the power exerted in the
blocks by the cartridge heaters in order to provide realistic boundary conditions to
the computational model. Particle image velocimetry enabled to obtain spatial
information about the velocity components of the buoyant flow. From a combination
of different measured regions, qualitative information on the three-dimensional
structure of the flow in the compartment could be obtained. The sources of errors
potentially affecting the measurements have been discussed.
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3.1

P r e lim in a r y R e m a r k s

In order to realise a numerical simulation for fluid flow and heat transfer in a
compartment, such as the underhood of a vehicle, three aspects must generally be
accounted for. These include a mathematically well-posed numerical method, a
suitable turbulence model and physically well-defined and consistent boundary
conditions. The basic physical governing laws of convective fluids can be described
by a set of non-linear partial differential equations, expressing conservation of mass,
momentum and energy. These are not amenable to solution by analytical approaches
and thus require the adoption of a numerical method in order to obtain a discrete
representation of the continuous solution in space and time.
The simulations presented in this study were carried out with the CFD software
VECTIS using a Conjugate Heat Transfer (CHT) calculation procedure. The thermal
state of the heated elements and the characteristics of the airflow patterns inside the
compartment were predicted by taking into account all three modes of heat transfer.
The present chapter describes VECTIS’s numerical formulation and solution
algorithm, the turbulence model employed, the characteristics of the computational
underhood geometry and its associated mesh, and the boundary conditions that were
specified for the analysis. The selected solver parameters for the steady-state and
transient computations are also discussed. Finally, potential CFD numerical errors
and uncertainties are addressed.
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D e sc r ip t io n o f

CFD S o f t w a r e VECTIS

VECTIS is a computational fluid dynamic code developed by Ricardo Software Ltd.
[2004a, 2004b]. The software calculates the velocity vectors of three-dimensional,
time-dependent, compressible or incompressible flows by solving the governing
transport equations via numerical differencing schemes. It also determines the
thermal state o f any solid components within the fluid domain by solving the energy
balances. The structure of the software package, e.g. the links between the individual
program modules that govern a simulation in VECTIS from domain discretisation to
data post-processing, is described in Appendix A.
This section contains a mathematical description of the equations and numerical
algorithms employed for the simulations of this study. The governing equations are
given in a differential Cartesian tensor notation with covariant indices9. Any variable
or mathematical sign that is not specifically clarified is defined in the nomenclature
of the thesis. The formulation of the two turbulence models available in VECTIS is
also presented in order to aid the discussion of the CFD results given in Chapter 4
(steady-state results) and Chapter 6 (transient results). Finally, the simulation
procedure for a CHT-type computation is described.

3.2.1

Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) Equations

The unsteady RANS conservation equations, describing the flow transport
phenomena and governing the heat transfer of the investigated CFD model, can be
written in a generic conservation form [Ricardo Ltd 2004b]:

M
dt
Time Derivative

+±p^).±. V& +
dx<

Advection

* dxu

dx

s,

v—
J

(3.1)

Source Term

Diffusion

where $ is a generic variable representing a fluid quantity, the upper-case Ul is the
local mean velocity vector that has components (U, V, W) in the Cartesian directions
x, (j-1,2,3), r , is the diffusion coefficient and

is the source term affecting the

9 An index (/ orj ) runs from 1 to 3, a single index implies a vector component (i.e. U, = U, V, W), two
equal indices implies summing over the indices (i.e. Ttl = t u + t 2 2 + t 33) and two different indices
denotes a matrix (i.e. = A in matrix notation).
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fluid properties (e.g. an external force or internal heat generation). Equation (3.1) is
based on the advection-diffusion balance with the terms representing, respectively,
the transient, advection, diffusion and physical source transport phenomena.
Fluid properties, such as velocity and pressure, are conveniently time-averaged in the
RANS formulation by Reynolds decomposition [Nieuwstadt 1993]. The mean
component and the time-dependent fluctuations of the fluid quantities are separated;
since the fluctuations (or perturbations) can generally be considered truly random
(i.e. with their time-average equal to zero), they are neglected in the numerical
formulation of the flow governing equations. Figure 3.1 shows the instantaneous
turbulent airflow velocity, u(t), separated in components by Reynolds decomposition.

«'(£)

U

Figure 3.1 - Velocity in a point for a turbulent flow, u(t); mean component, U,
separated from fluctuating component, u'(t) [Hemph 2003].
Continuity Equation - In the total mass balance (continuity) equation, <f>
corresponds to the flow density, p , and both diffusion and source terms are equal to
zero. The equality between the time rate of change of density in the modelled region
and the net flow of mass into the region is written as [Ricardo Ltd 2004b]:

(3.2)

Momentum Equation - The momentum conservation equation equates the change
of momentum of a particle to the sum of forces acting on it. In the RANS
formulation, <j> represents the three components of Ui , and Equation (3.1) becomes
[Segal et al. 1996]:
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where p is the mean pressure, k is the turbulent kinetic energy, the buoyancy force
is

added

as

a

source

term

(i.e.

SBi = - p p • AT • gi , from

Boussinesq’s

approximation), and the diffusion term is characterised by the Reynolds stress (for
turbulent flows), p u tU j, and the stress tensor rtJ, which is calculated from

Energy Equation - The temperature field in the modelled fluid domain can be
described by solving the thermal energy transported in the flow. The variable (j)
equates to the absolute enthalpy, H, which includes both thermal enthalpy and kinetic
energy ( H = cpT + \ U fJt ). The energy equation relates the rate of change of energy
within a fluid region with the rate of change of energy received by heat and work
transfer. It is written as [Ricardo Ltd 2004b]:

where VH is the turbulent diffusivity, qw and qrad are, respectively, the heat flux
through the wall and the energy contribution from radiation, and - pu\H is the
turbulent scalar flux for the enthalpy, which is a diffusion term that results from the
time-averaging process.
Equation of State - In total, six dependent variables (U, V, W, p , p and T ) are
contained, before averaging, in the above five transport equations. The equation of
state for an incompressible fluid is added to close the set. Assuming perfect gas
behaviour, this is written as:
p = pRT

(3.6)
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Turbulent scalar fluxes, such as the Reynolds heat-flux vector, are solved by the
eddy-viscosity models with the gradient-diffusion hypothesis of Daly and Harlow
[1970]. These are formulated as:

(3.8)

where T, is the turbulent scalar diffusivity (also expressed as //, / cr,, where <rt is the
turbulent Prandtl number).
The unknown quantity in Equations (3.7) and (3.8) is the turbulent viscosity, /ut .
This can be described, from dimensional arguments, by the characteristic velocity
scale, Vt , and the characteristic length scale, Lt , of the turbulent fluctuations of the
modelled flow [Peng 1998]:
/“, =c„V,L,

(3.9)

where cM is the coefficient of dissipation.
Different turbulence models provide different formulae to define the two scales of
fluctuation. The two-equation models available in VECTIS define them by the
turbulent kinetic energy, k , and its dissipation rate, s :

and Vt = k
£

,/o

du d u ,
, where e = v — '■-----dXj dxi

The turbulent viscosity is thus taken as an isotropic property of the flow that changes
with time and position and it is calculated from:
k2
U = c»P—

(3.10)

£

with cH —0.09 [Launder and Spalding 1974].
The computation of the turbulent viscosity requires two additional equations in the
RANS formulation to express the transport of both k and s (e.g. as given by
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Launder and Sandham [2002]). The turbulence energy and dissipation transport
equations comprise several empirically-determined coefficients which take different
values in the standard and in the RNG formulations of the k - e

model. The

coefficients physically regulate the responsiveness of the model to the effects of flow
strain, streamline curvature, flow separation, re-attachment and re-circulation
[Ricardo Ltd 2004b]. The RNG version further differentiates from the traditional
k - s model for a non-linear source term contained in the transport equations that
has been shown to improve the prediction of turbulence kinetic energy in regions
characterised by large strain rates [Zhou et al. 1997].
Wall Functions - Eddy-viscosity models are effective in calculating the turbulent
transport of a free stream flow, in which the inertia forces are much greater than the
viscous forces (high Reynolds number). However, at wall boundaries, where
velocities approach zero, the viscous forces will be equal in order of magnitude to the
inertia forces, or even larger. Therefore, the near-wall effects (wall shear stress,
convective heat transfer coefficient, turbulence energy, etc.) must be modelled
separately. VECTIS adopts the wall function method, also known as the logarithmic
Law o f the Wall [Tennekes and Lumley 1972].
Experimental and mathematical 2-D analyses have shown that the near wall region
can be sub-divided into three layers [Gunnar and Hellstrom 2005]. The innermost
layer, the so-called viscous sub-layer, where the flow is almost laminar and where the
(molecular) viscosity plays a dominant role in momentum and heat transfer. The
logarithmic or outer layer, further away from the wall, where inertia forces are
dominant and the turbulent flow is considered being fully developed. Finally, there
exists a region between the viscous sub-layer and the logarithmic layer, known as the
buffer or transition region, where both viscous and inertia forces are effective and of
equal importance.
The Law of the Wall uses empirical formulae to efficiently bridge the gap between
the viscous and the fully-developed layers of the boundary layer (the latter is
modelled by the k - s

transport equations). Its formulation is based on the

dimensionless fluid velocity at the first grid node next the boundary, i.e. u+ = u /u T,
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where u is the tangential fluid velocity, uT =

is the friction velocity and rw is

the wall shear stress. The value of u+ is assumed to be purely a function of the
dimensionless wall distance y +, which is defined by:
y* = p u ,y /fi

(3.11)

where y is the distance of the first grid node from the wall and is equal to half the
size of the corresponding mesh cell (since all flow variables are assumed to be
located at the cell centre).
The value of the y + practically informs the CFD software what equations to use to
resolve the flow velocity and heat transfer at the surfaces of the model. The velocity
profile in near-wall cells is in fact expressed by [Tennekes and Lumley 1972]:
(3.12)

(3.13)

where

k

is the von Karman’s constant (= 0.419), is is an empirical constant

expressing the wall roughness (= 9.79, in VECTIS, for smooth walls) and y*v
represents the edge of the viscous sub-layer (= 11.6 in VECTIS). Accordingly, if the
y + values are lower than 11.6, the velocity profile is determined from the laminar
stress-strain relationship of Equation (3.12), otherwise the flow is assumed to be in
the transition sub-region and the velocity calculated with the logarithmic function of
Equation (3.13).
Given the Reynolds’s analogy between momentum and energy transfer, as found in
the Stanton number (S t = N u /R e P r), the temperature profile at the wall is
calculated in VECTIS with an analogous formulation [Ricardo Ltd 2004b]:
T* = ct,(u* + p )

(3.14)
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where T + = cpp(T - T w)uT/ q , cr, is the turbulent Prandtl number and P is the “sub
layer resistance factor”, which is a function of both the laminar and turbulent Prandtl
numbers of the flow (defined in the nomenclature).
In local equilibrium, where k = u 2r /

, the wall shear stress is expressed by

pk^c^m
xW \Ai — — -

- ----------------------____

(3.15)

and is added as a source term in the momentum equations for near-wall cells. The
heat flux for near-wall cells is entered as the source term in the energy equation and
is calculated from (for y + > y>y):
Mcpy ' ( T - T j

(3.16)

The local heat transfer coefficient at a wall is then computed from h = q/(T - T w).
The use of the wall functions removes the need o f employing a fine mesh to
explicitly resolve the flow profile in the boundary layer and it is therefore
computationally efficient. However, the formulation is based on a set o f implicit
assumptions about the flow and the accuracy of the solution depends on how well
these are met in any particular application. The assumptions are [Ricardo Ltd 2004b]:
• The flow is essentially one-dimensional, such that gradients of velocity and
scalar quantities are normal to the wall.
• Shear stress in the boundary layer is uniform and equal to the value at the wall;
the effects of pressure gradients are therefore small.
• Turbulence is in local equilibrium (the production of turbulence balances its
dissipation).
• The turbulent length scale varies linearly with the distance from the wall.
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Furthermore, a great care is required from the user when allocating the mesh nodes
next to the walls of the computational model. The size of the near-wall grid cells is
indeed the main factor affecting the value of the y + and thus the accuracy of the
numerical solution of the boundary layer effects. The cells should not be too large
(e.g. y*> 60) or the software will be including viscous effects in the flow regions
outside the transition boundary layer; on the other hand, they should not be too small
(e.g. y +< 5) to avoid modelling the transient sub-layer with the k - s formulation,
i.e. as being fully turbulent. The acceptable size of the near-wall cells is not fixed as
it also depends on the Reynolds number of the flow: the minimum allowable y +
value decreases as the friction velocity decreases. A sensitivity analysis was carried
out in this study to investigate the effects that different wall mesh refinements had on
the flow and thermal underhood predictions. The results of the analysis are presented
and discussed in Section 3.4.1.

3.2.3

Radiation M odel

Simulations in VECTIS can include the effects on temperature distributions due to
not only convection and conduction, but also radiation. Thermal radiation between
different surfaces in a flow domain is calculated in VECTIS via a separate program
module, which is based on the diffuse radiation theory formulation [Mahan 2002].
The distribution of the radiated heat to surrounding surfaces is derived from the value
of view factors, which are calculated on selected “patches” discretising the surfaces
of the modelled solid elements. Only wall-to-wall radiation is calculated in VECTIS,
with the air between the surfaces assumed to have no interaction. The mathematical
formulation of the radiation module and the coupling of its calculation procedure
with the CFD solver are described in Appendix A.

3.2.4

Num erical Scheme and Solution Algorithm s

The fundamental equations governing the conservation of mass, momentum and
energy are firstly discretised by VECTIS on a structured Cartesian mesh defined by
the user and then solved fully-implicitly, with the coupling between variables and
non-linear effects incorporated using iterative or predictor-corrector algorithms. The
calculations are iterated at each timestep until a specific convergence tolerance is met
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by the transient solver or iterated towards a steady state from the input conditions for
steady computations. This section summarises VECTIS’s numerical scheme and the
specific solver algorithms implemented for the simulations carried out in this study.
Discretisation - The Finite Volume method [Chung 2002] is used in VECTIS to
obtain a discrete representation of the continuous solution in space, and, for transient
computations, in time, from the set of differential equations governing flow motion
and heat transfer.
Fluid and solid domains are divided into a contiguous set of non-overlapping control
volumes (cells) with the influence of external factors specified at the boundaries. The
grid is of non-body-fitted structured Cartesian type, which greatly simplifies the grid
generation and reduces computing stored memory in comparison to the body-fitted
alternatives of either structured hexahedral or unstructured tetrahedral grids [Ye et al.
1999]. All the variables are stored at the geometric centre of each cell (collocated
variable distribution rather than staggered) and any transport variable is integrated
over the neighbouring cell centres. The Gauss Divergence Theorem [Kreyszig 1999]
is used to express the convection and diffusion terms as a balance of the net in-flux
through the cell surfaces [Ricardo Ltd 2004b].
Differencing Scheme - A bounded high-order scheme is used to determine cell face
values from the properties at neighbouring cell centres. The scheme operates by
blending a first-order hybrid scheme [Spalding 1972] and a second-order oscillationfree scheme [Watkins 1989], which guarantees higher approximation accuracy
[Ricardo Ltd 2004b]. In order to avoid locally non-limited10 solutions, typically of
oscillatory character, the hybrid scheme, in turn, is set to switch between a central
differencing scheme with a second-order accuracy if the Peclet number (=Re Pr) of
the flow is less than 2 and an Upwind differencing scheme with a first-order accuracy
for an higher Peclet number.
Solver Algorithms - For time marching calculations, all the discretised equations
are solved at each time step to a pre-set convergence margin. All the mesh values are
10 The solution is said to be non-limited when the solution value in a computational point is non
bounded by the solution values in the surrounding points, which influence the point. A central
difference discretisation may, for cell Reynolds numbers or cell Peclet numbers exceeding 2, lead to
solutions increasingly non-physical and/or diverging [Michelsen 1995].
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solved simultaneously, for each equation, in an implicit solution fashion, such that
the timestep size is determined by the coupling between the variables and nonlinearities rather than by a Courant type limit on the solution propagation speed
through the mesh, as with an explicit scheme [Anderson 1995]. The calculation of
steady-state solutions follows the same procedure, although the variables are under
relaxed between iterations to control stability and convergence.
An iterative approach, from an initial guessed flow field, is necessary to determine
the separated but coupled flow field variables from the governing equations. The
numerical solution is in fact complicated by the pressure source term in the
momentum equation since the pressure field cannot be determined from a separate
equation. A pressure-velocity algorithm, which couples the solutions of the
momentum and continuity equations, is implemented in VECTIS. The momentum
equation is solved with the existing pressure field to yield a predicted velocity field
that, in general, does not satisfy the continuity. The predicted velocity field is then
used to determine the mass flow imbalance in each cell, which in turn is used to
solve either a pressure or a pressure-correction equation. The velocity field is finally
updated explicitly via the momentum equation for a combined pressure-velocity
solution that represents an improved solution to the coupled continuity-momentum
system.
Two different algorithms were selected in this study among those available in
VECTIS for coupling momentum and continuity equations. The SIMPLE (SemiImplicit Method for Pressure Linked Equations) scheme [Patankar 1980] was chosen
for the steady computations. The algorithm iterated the transport equations until
convergence was reached and it was supplemented with a relaxation technique to
stabilise the solution (user-controlled parameters). For time-marching calculations,
all equations were iterated at each timestep using the PISO (Pressure Implicit with
Splitting of Operators) algorithm [Issa 1986]. The scheme was based on an additional
pressure and velocity correction equation, which was computed before updating the
momentum predictor. A more consistent approximation to the final solution before
the successive iteration, was thus obtained during the transient simulations.
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Convergence - The stability of the numerical solution was monitored during the
computations through several criteria: the mass and heat conservation had to be
balanced, the residuals of the discretised conservation equations (difference between
the left- and right-hand sides of the equations after substitution of the approximate
solution from the iterative coupling) had to steadily decrease and the change in field
values between iterations had to be very small. The procedure allowed the
identification, early during the analysis, of any incorrect solver parameters or
boundary conditions.

3.2.5

Conjugate Heat Transfer Com putations

A coupled fluid-solid heat transfer simulation performed with a single CFD software
is today the requisite for accurate flow and thermal simulations. In VECTIS, this type
of simulation is possible by implementing the Conjugate-Heat-Transfer (CHT)
calculation procedure. The basic mode of operation is as follows:
1. Separate computations, or processes, are set up for each modelled CHT domain
(solid or fluid). Each domain is set up with an individual mesh structure within a
global co-ordinate system that is common between all the CHT processes.
2. A hierarchy of processes is established whereby one CHT model starts up other
models participating to the CHT computation, and each can in turn start up other
processes (a parent-child relationship).
3. The wall boundaries of each model participating to the CHT computation are
identified in their respective input file as “external” boundaries; these exchange
temperature and heat transfer coefficient values with the boundaries of the
conjugated models.
4. The CFD computations are started and each process exports its boundary
information to an external global file that establishes all the CHT thermal links.
Thereafter, the solution of the temperature fields proceeds at a time-step level (or
per iteration number with the steady solver), with the conjugated models
exchanging the thermal boundary data through geometrically-linked surface
patches until a solution convergence is reached.
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C o n s tr u c t io n o f CFD S im u la tio n

C om putational Model and M esh

The geometry and dimensions of the underhood laboratory rig were exactly
reproduced using the CAD software I-DEAS™ [Electronic Data Systems 2003]. The
holes in the blocks housing the cartridge heaters were also precisely replicated in
their location and dimension, as shown on the right hand side of Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2 - Underhood CAD geometry
The underhood compartment was modelled in a computational chamber (Figure 3.3)
to obviate the need of applying specific boundary conditions in the regions of the
openings to the ambient environment. The chamber had the same dimensions of the
experimental room, thereby large enough to minimise possible temperature and
pressure influences on the convective flow inside the engine bay.

Figure 3.3 - Computational chamber prescribing the air domain of the investigated
geometry.
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The column shown in Figure 3.3 between the underhood model and the chamber
bottom surface was added to the model as an expedient to avoid ambiguities during
the mesh generation process. By joining the solid domains, the volumes of the solid
underhood elements were prevented from being meshed in VECTIS as fluid by
default.
The computational processes participating to the conjugate heat transfer simulation
consisted of five separate solid models, representing respectively the engine,
gearbox, turbocharger, insulating pad and the compartment glass boundaries, and one
fluid model for the airflow domain, as indicated in Figure 3.4.

Air
Domain

Engine
Block

Co-ordinate System
Origin (0, 0, 0)

Insulating
Turbo
Pad
Block

Gearbox
Block

Glass
Compartment

Figure 3.4 - Underhood model as imported into VECTIS: (a) global view of
computational chamber (fluid model); (b) inside view of underhood geometry with
indication of the separate solid models prescribed for CHT computations.
It is emphasised that the engine model was computed as a single solid block,
although it was actually constructed with three separate metal parts. This was
necessary to reduce the complexity of the CHT computations and, in turn, the
processor requirements. However, discrepancies were expected when comparing the
predicted temperature gradient of the blocks with experimental data (correlation
presented in Chapters 4 and 6).
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A structured Cartesian mesh was constructed for each CHT domain after the
underhood CAD model was imported into VECTIS in a triangulated surface format
(Figure 3.4). The mesh density was primarily controlled by defining the size of the
“global mesh”, which is shown in Figure 3.5. The spacing of the mesh lines in each
of the three co-ordinate directions was defined to be non-uniform in order to
concentrate more cells in the regions where higher flow and thermal gradients were
expected. Consequently, the outer regions of the computational chamber were
discretised with relatively larger cells. The same global mesh that was defined for the
air domain was employed for discretising the solid domains, in order to enhance the
CHT mapping (i.e. the grid cells coupling of the different CHT domains at the
boundaries).

Figure 3.5 - Structured global mesh of underhood model defined for generation of
Cartesian grid.
The mesh cells are generated in three stages by VECTIS: firstly, all global
hexahedral cells that lie entirely outside the CFD model are eliminated; then the
remaining cells are sub-divided, or “refined”, near the boundaries in order to
approximate the shape of the modelled domain; finally, the refined cells are truncated
to conform exactly to the original boundary. The amount of cell refinement near the
boundaries is controlled by the “refinement depth” parameter, which dictates how
many times a global cell is cut into 2 during the mesh generation.
The level of cell refinement defined for the boundaries of the underhood model
varied according to the specific CHT domain being discretised and the thermal
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gradient expected on each surface. Overall, the amount of refinement that was
prescribed ranged from a value of 1 to 3, where depth 1 sub-divided the global cells
into 2x2x2 refined cells, depth 2 into 4x4x4 cells and depth 3 into 8x8x8 cells. The
refinement algorithm also enabled the control of the cell size gradation towards the
boundaries through the “blending distance” parameter. In this study, the parameter
was either set equal to 0 at the surfaces of the solid CHT domains (no cell refinement
propagation from the boundary to the surrounding cell layers), or -1 at the surfaces of
the fluid domain (refinement depth of surrounding cells taken by VECTIS to be 1
unit lower than that specified for near-wall cells), where higher definition was
required to calculated the wall heat transfer and to resolve the boundary layer
turbulence. Figure 3.6 presents a slice view of the air domain mesh that evidences the
level of refinement imposed to the cells adjoining the underhood boundaries.

Figure 3.6 - 2-D view of mesh for air domain as generated by VECTIS. The cell
refinement next to the glass boundaries is magnified (depth = 3, blending = -1).
After several attempts with different mesh densities (determined from the
combination of global mesh sizes and cell refinement depths), the simulations were
based on approximately 740,000 cells for the air domain and a total of approximately
230,000 cells for the solid models (15,907 cells for the engine block, 5,542 cells for
the gearbox, 5,852 cells for the insulating pad, 7,152 cells for the turbocharger and
191,560 cells for the compartment). The mesh density was investigated as presented
in Section 3.4.1 and was regarded as the optimal compromise between a denser grid,
associated with a longer CPU runtime, and a less dense grid, associated with a
marked deterioration of flow and thermal predictions (and also of graphical
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resolution, which would hinder the data correlation with PIV measurements). The
final size of the cells (side length) ranged from a minimum of 2.5 mm, for the refined
cells at the walls, to 20 mm, for the cells discretising the air domain outside the
underhood compartment.

3.3.2

Boundary Conditions

The thermal natural ventilation under the hood depends on the spatial distribution of
the sensible heat sources and on their intensity. The accurate modelling of the
thermal convective process required that the characteristics of the heat sources as
well as the properties of the materials in which heat propagates were precisely
defined. Moreover, appropriate inlet and outlet flow conditions had to be specified to
correctly model the actual condition of the investigated flow field and to avoid
undesirable external disturbances to the buoyant flow motion. The following
paragraphs describe in detail the boundary conditions that were prescribed for the
simulations.
Heat Sources - The cartridge heaters were modelled by holes in the blocks with
prescribed constant internal heat fluxes. The values of the heat fluxes were specified
as measured with a power meter in steady thermal conditions during laboratory
testing. Early computations were however performed without solving for thermal
radiation since a suitable radiation module was not available in VECTIS at the time.
In order to account for the effects of radiation heat transfer, the prescribed heat fluxes
were initially reduced based on the estimated radiation heat losses from the blocks,
which were determined with the software RadTherm™ [ThermoAnalytics 2003b].
RadTherm™ is a thermal analysis program that allows multimode heat transfer and
one-dimensional fluid flow simulations. In this study, a CAD surface description of
the underhood was entered in the code with prescribed material and surface
properties; these were assigned to various groups of surface elements and then
combined into thermal nodes by the program. RadTherm™ computed the
temperature of the model surfaces (Figure 3.7) with an implicit solution to the finitedifference equations derived from the thermal properties of each node and their
radiation exchange. The calculations for radiation heat transfer were based on the
area, emissivity, temperature and on the view factors of the surfaces, which were
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assumed of diffuse-grey type. The view factors were calculated using a single-plane
variant algorithm of the hemi-cube method [Cohen and Wallace 1993, Curran et al.
1995]. Heat transfer by conduction and convection were also predicted.

Modal s » innV
X -8S0
Y « 700
Z -3 9 4

Figure 3.7 - Sample of steady-state thermal mapping for underhood model as
simulated with RadTherm™ (part of the glass surfaces removed for clarity).
Preliminary calculations were performed to determine the net conduction, convection
and radiation heat transfers of the underhood blocks and their resulting average
temperature. The simulations were setup so as to replicate the experimental
conditions: the heat load in the blocks was specified as measured in laboratory, the
emissivity of the block surfaces was assumed equal to 0.9 (black painted surfaces)
and the emissivity of the glass surfaces was set to 0.95. The results of the
computations are presented in Table 3.1. The proportion of heat lost by each block
due to radiation is tabulated as a percentage of the heat input.
Table 3.1 - Prediction of heat transfer and temperature of blocks based on heat input
as measured by power meter.
TURBO

ENGINE

GEARBOX

Heat Input into Blocks (W)

582.28

180.90

72.42

Predicted Net Conduction (W)

-89.53

26.25

44.06

Predicted Net Convection (W)

-125.39

-79.73

-49.91

Predicted Net Radiation (W)

-367.31

-127.40

-66.56

Percentage Radiation Loss from Blocks

63%

70%

92%

Predicted Average Block Temperature (°C)

372.67

129.43

125.87

Calculated Net Convection (W)

-127.87

-80.34

-45.91

Difference in Convection data

-1.98%

-0.76%

8.02%
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In order to assess the validity of the numerical calculations, in general, and the
accuracy of the underhood model as it was defined in RadTherm™, in particular, the
convective heat loss from the model surfaces was also calculated analytically (see
Appendix B) and compared to computational predictions. The two sets of data
correlated well, as demonstrated by the small discrepancies shown at the bottom of
Table 3.1. Furthermore, the average block temperatures predicted by RadTherm™
(shown in red) provided a good agreement with the laboratory measurements.
Additional computations were performed with the assumption that the block surfaces
had zero emissivity, which can be considered equivalent of carrying out a CFD
simulation without modelling radiation (i.e. zero radiative heat exchange between
boundaries). By leaving unaltered the amount of heat input into the blocks,
unrealistically high temperatures in the underhood enclosure were predicted. When
the heat load in the blocks was reduced by the previously predicted amount of
radiated heat (“percentage radiation loss” in Table 3.1), the blocks were instead
predicted to remain approximately in the original temperature state.
The results of the simulation are presented in Table 3.2. As a consequence of setting
the emissivity of the blocks to zero, the average temperatures of the underhood
elements were calculated to closely correspond to the values given in Table 3.1. It
was therefore inferred that the effects of radiation heat transfer could be satisfactorily
approximated in the underhood model by reducing the heat input in the blocks. More
generally, the heat load approximation could be implemented in any similar CFD
analysis to reduce hardware demands by completely obviating the need of modelling
radiation heat transfer.
Table 3.2 - Prediction of heat transfer and temperature of blocks based on reduced
heat input and zero surface emissivity.
TURBO

ENGINE

GEARBOX

Reduced Heat Input into Blocks (W)

203.80

54.27

7.24

Predicted Net Conduction (W)

-71.36

21.54

40.87

Predicted Net Convection (W)

-132.44

-75.86

-48.14

Predicted Net Radiation (W)

0.00

0.00

0.00

Predicted Average Block Temperature (°C)

382.48

126.55

123.18

Temperature Difference with Table 3.1

2.6%

-2.3%

-2.2%
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The reduced values of the heat fluxes to be specified as boundary conditions in the
underhood CFD model were calculated based on the surface area of the modelled
heaters (Table 3.3). The heat fluxes for the engine block are shown in the table
respectively for the top and the bottom heater embedded in its volume.
Table 3.3 - Calculated reduced heat flux of underhood heaters for boundary
condition specification in CFD.
TURBO

ENG TOP

ENG BOTTOM

GEARBOX

Heat Input into Blocks (W)

582.28

95.58

85.32

72.42

% Radiation Loss from Blocks

63

70

72

92

Reduced Heat Input (W)

215.44

26.76

23.89

5.79

Heater Surface (m2)

0.00228

0.00253

0.00304

0.00380

Reduced Heat Flux (W/m2)

23,575

11,160

8,300

1,540

Material Properties - The realistic simulation of conduction heat transfer was
favoured by the possibility in VECTIS to directly specifying the material properties
of the solid domains (i.e. density, specific heat and thermal conductivity).
Specifically, the properties of grey cast iron (grade 250) were entered for the engine
and the gearbox blocks, 6082-aluminium alloy for the turbo block, Robax® glass for
/g\

the compartment boundaries and Duratec plastic for the insulating pad. However,
the less-than-ideal contact between the blocks in the laboratory setup, despite the use
of conductive paste to minimise the air gaps in the interfaces, could not be properly
modelled. An excessively complicated computation with additional CHT solid
elements would in fact be required to specifically model the thermal effects of the
air-gap (further discussed in Chapter 4).
Inlet/Outlet Boundaries - The control volume of the computational chamber was
limited by a total pressure-type boundary set in correspondence to the bottom surface
and by a constant mass flow rate boundary at the upper surface. The pressure-type
boundary was chosen to account for the changes in density of the fluid domain
within the computational chamber. Since pressure-type boundaries are known to
potentially lead to solution instability [Yang et al. 2003], being strongly dependent
on the calculated flow condition, it was specifically set at the bottom of the chamber
where no flow re-circulation was expected (contrary to the top surface which would
be affected by the buoyant plume). It was coupled with a top boundary having a
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constant mass flow rate with uniform profile of -0.001 kg/s (outflow), thus low
enough to practically prescribe still ambient condition in the chamber. The
inlet/outlet air velocities were automatically computed by VECTIS to satisfy the
continuity (mass conservation) equation.
Wall-Type Boundaries and Initial Conditions - Wall surfaces participating to the
CHT computations were all identified as “external” boundaries. Model surfaces not
exchanging thermal information, such as the base of the compartment (i.e. vehicle
under-tray) and the laboratory rig mountings (i.e. steel strips holding firmly the
laboratory compartment and exactly reproduced with CAD), were set as adiabatic
walls. The reference air density was specified as 1.16 kg/m , and the initial air
temperature and pressure conditions were set to 300 K and 1 bar, respectively.

3 .4

S e t -U p

of

N u m e r ic a l S im u l a t io n s

CFD users are required to anticipate the flow characteristics, select appropriate
modelling techniques (e.g. turbulence model, boundary conditions, etc.), construct an
appropriate mesh grid, choose the parameters controlling the execution of the CFD
code, ensure that the solution is converged, assess the simulation data and diagnose
any abnormal result. This procedure presents many opportunities for poor decisions
that would inevitably introduce errors in the final numerical predictions.
In this study, the effects that solver parameters (i.e. under-relaxation and multigrid
factors), grid density (i.e. number of cells, cell refinement, distance of near-wall grid
points) and choice of turbulence model (i.e. k - e , RNG- k - s or none) have on the
CFD results were investigated with a parametric/sensitivity analysis. The results
enabled the identifications of the optimal parameters and modelling technique for
accurate steady and transient simulations of the underhood model.

3.4.1 Sensitivity Analysis
The sensitivity analysis was carried out on a small and geometrically simple test
configuration and on the underhood model itself.
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Analysis on Simple Test Case - The simple test model enabled an investigation into
the effects of the “global” solution parameters (i.e. independent of the modelled
geometry) to be completed in a relatively short timeframe. The steady-state
convergence factors and the turbulence models available in VECTIS were examined.
The test case consisted of two solid elements of different dimensions and material
properties (cast iron and aluminium alloy) in contact. These were placed in a
computational chamber, as shown in Figure 3.8, and were solved with a steady-state
CHT simulation. A constant heat flux boundary condition was prescribed at the
bottom surface of the larger block (coloured in blue in Figure 3.8a) while the rest of
the wall boundaries were set to exchange thermal properties with the surrounding air.
The inlet and outlet flow conditions, at the top and bottom surfaces of the
computational chamber, were set as for the computations of the underhood (Section
3.3.2).

Vlodtylmfrl
PATCH W a l tem p eratu re IK)

Figure 3.8 - Sensitivity analysis: (a) geometric configuration of test case; (b) sample
slice view of airflow solution at steady state.
Initial computations were directed to establish the optimal parameters for the under
relaxation technique, which is used for improving the stability of a computation,
particularly in solving steady-state problems. Under-relaxation works by limiting the
amount that a variable changes from one iteration to the next and it is expressed
through specific factors (referred to as under-relaxation factors, or urf), which can
range between 0 (solution does not change at all between iterations) and 1 (solution
is completely re-computed at each iteration). The results of the analysis evidenced, as
expected, that small u rf while ensuring stable computations, also slowed down the
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iterative solution process and consequently the progression of the simulation. On the
other hand, large u rf moved quickly the iterative process forward and the numerical
solution converged faster towards the steady condition. It was determined that under
relaxation factor as high as 0.99 are optimal for simulating natural convective flow,
assuming the numerical solution remains stable throughout the computation. In
addition, it was found that the stability of the solution could be enhanced by a twolevel Matrix solver (available in VECTIS), i.e. a Multigrid iterative solver scheme
for the pressure equation [Ricardo Ltd 2004b]. The iterative solver performs the
numerical calculations on a nested sequence of grids of varying size, with the
solution on the coarser grids enabling the damping the low-frequency numerical
errors [Hutchinson and Raithby 1986]. The following multigrid parameters showed
to provide a stable numerical solution when under-relaxation factors of 0.99 were
used to speed up its convergence:
• The multigrid convergence index set to a value of 10'10 to enforce a tighter
convergence criterion for the matrix solver.
• The number o f sweeps, i.e. the number of times the solver iterates the
calculations at each grid point until the multigrid convergence index is met, set
to 100 for improved stability (this is the maximum allowed value in VECTIS;
the default value being 5).
When using the above strict multigrid parameters the CPU runtime did slightly
increase. However, by coupling the matrix solver to large under-relaxation factors
the processing time of the computations was overall reduced by a factor of 100
compared to the default VECTIS solver parameters. However, it is usefully pointed
out that the under-relaxation values would need to be reduced for more complex
geometric flow configurations (e.g. a typical underhood compartment), as their
numerical solutions are more prone to numerical instabilities.
Further analysis was performed to examine the effects of grid density and choice of
turbulence modelling. The fluid domain of the test case was discretised with four
different meshes varying in number of cells and wall refinement. Three mathematical
representations were employed to describe the airflow: a fully turbulent regime
solved with either the standard k - s model or the RNG variant, and a laminar
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regime with no numerical solution for turbulence. The twelve different modelling
combinations and the results of the simulations (predicted average temperatures of
the fluid and solid domains) are presented in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4 - Results of sensitivity analysis for different variants of simple test case.
Variant A - Low grid
density, unrefined walls
AIR
BLOCK 1
BLOCK 2
Variant B - Medium grid
density, unrefined walls
AIR
BLOCK 1
BLOCK 2
Variant C - Medium grid
density, refined walls
AIR
BLOCK 1
BLOCK 2
Variant D - High grid
density, unrefined walls
AIR
BLOCK 1
BLOCK 2

Mesh Characteristics
y+ range
Cell No.
12,404
0.4<y+<1.4
30,863
22,680
Mesh Characteristics
y* range
Cell No.
15,613
0.3<y+<0.9
30,863
22,680
Mesh Characteristics
Cell No.
y+ range
29,447
0.2<y+<0.8
30,863
22,680
Mesh Characteristics
Cell No.
y+ range
116,603
0.1<y+<0.5
30,863
22,680

Predicted Average Temperature (K)
Laminar
k-z
RNG k-Z
308.28
308.13
308.14
578.52
585.59
587.13
584.66
592.02
593.55
Predicted Average Temperature (K)
Laminar
k-z
RNG k-Z
308.52
308.43
308.42
592.08
628.39
628.67
598.82
635.46
635.47
Predicted Average Temperature (K)
Laminar
k-z
RNG k-Z
307.93
307.92
307.80
594.50
597.10
597.20
601.22
603.79
603.83
Predicted Average Temperature (K)
Laminar
k -z
RNG k-Z
307.29
307.58
307.48
585.40
617.89
619.42
591.90
624.60
625.90

The table shows that the predicted air temperatures tend to slightly reduce in value as
the mesh density was progressively increased. The Grid Convergence Index (GCI)
was calculated in order to determine if the calculations were asymptotically reaching
a unique solution with refining grids [Peng et al. 1997]. Based on the Richardson
extrapolation method [Sorensen and Nielsen 2003], the CGI is written as:

CGI = F.

Ft - F t
i1 -

rrnp

(3.17)

where Fx and F2 are two separate solution quantities (e.g. predicted temperatures) on
two grids with different size and rn is the grid refinement ratio (rn = gS2 / gs l,
where g sX is the number of cells for the finer grid and g s2 for the coarser grid) with
p representing the order of convergence (i.e. p = 2 for a “second-order” solution). Fs
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is a factor of safety that is commonly taken as 3 for comparisons between two grids
and 1.25 for comparisons over three or more grids [Roache 1994].
Figure 3.9 plots the CGI for the test case (based on the air temperature) with respect
to the variation of the mesh density of the fluid domain. The CFD computations are
clearly seen to be asymptotically reaching a grid-independent solution regardless of
the numerical treatment used for turbulence. From the gradient of the lines in Figure
3.9, it is inferred that complete grid-independence could be obtained by discretising
the fluid domain with more than 150,000 cells.
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Figure 3.9 - Variation of grid convergence index as a function of the mesh size for
the simple test case.
Table 3.4 shows that higher block temperatures were obtained when air turbulence
was solved. However, the characteristic Rayleigh number of the model
(approximately equal to 4xl04) suggested that the actual flow regime next to the
model boundaries was predominantly laminar. The turbulence models adopted the
wall functions (from the Law of the Wall) to compute the flow properties in the near
wall cells. Although the y + values were very small, and a laminar flow condition
was correctly assumed at the walls ( y +<11.6), the approach erroneously computed
the wall heat transfer coefficients because a fully developed turbulent flow was
assumed outside the boundary layer (for the cells contiguous to the first grid point).
Consequently, the differences in prediction accuracy given by standard and the RNG
version of the k - e model could not be established.
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Analysis on Underhood Model - The analysis on the simple test case revealed that
the mesh quality is crucial for accurate heat transfer modelling. A similar sensitivity
analysis was therefore also carried out on the underhood geometry.
Table 3.5 presents the characteristics of the four different model variants
investigated. The underhood model (Variant B) was solved either by prescribing full
laminar flow conditions or with the k - e and the RNG turbulence models. The mesh
density was then increased by 25% {Variant A), decreased by both 50% (Variant C)
and 75% (Variant D), and solved with the airflow assumed laminar.

Table 3.5 - Characteristics of investigated model variants and CPU requirements.
Model
Variants

Flow
regime

Air

Engine

Gbx.

Insul.

Turb.

Glass

Processor
time per
iteration (s)

(A)
+25%cells

laminar

938,862

20,461

6,846

7,744

9,105

219,176

290

RNG
laminar

738,703

15,907

5,542

5,852

7,152

191,560

79
65

(C)
-50% cells

laminar

341,523

8,975

2,433

2,730

3,372

100,314

29

(D)
-75% cells

laminar

179,668

3,784

1,508

1,386

2,364

52,923

11

(B)
Baseline

Mesh size (no. of cells)

k-z

78

Table 3.5 also lists the processor time required to complete each numerical iteration.
Hardware demands were distinctively higher when the effects of turbulence
fluctuations were modelled; no clear difference was observed between solving the
flow with the standard k - e model or with its RNG variant, although the latter was
expected to increase the processing time by up to 30% because of the additional
terms in its formulation [Zhou et al. 1997]. The runtime to complete the simulations
was found to be exponentially proportional to the number of cells in the mesh.
The steady-state flow velocities and the thermal predictions are presented in Table
3.6. The average air velocities were extracted from a vertical (z-y) plane at the centre
of the fluid domain. The average y + values, calculated at the boundaries of the solid
CHT components, are also listed. The thermal predictions obtained with the standard
k - e model were similar to measurements and close to the predictions assuming a
laminar flow in the compartment. The results were consistent with the “soft”
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turbulence regime, which was expected to characterise the underhood flow since the
characteristic Rayleigh number was 2.2x106. Although the y + values were small, the
first cells near the walls were arguably correctly computed inside the viscous subregion of the boundary layer due to the very low Reynolds number of the flow.
Table 3.6 - Results of sensitivity analysis for underhood geometry.
Model
Variants

Flow
regime

Avg.
y
size

Predicted Average Temp. (°C)
Air

Eng.

Gbx

(A)
+25%cells

laminar

1.942

39.1

119.8

(B)
Baseline

k-Z
RNG
laminar

2.218

36.0
51.4
39.4

(C)
-50% cells

laminar

2.441

(D)
-75% cells

laminar

2.937

Flow Velocity (m/s)

Turbo

max. in
z-y plane*

avg. in
z-y plane*

112.9

372.1

0.7021

0.1148

113.9
121.2
119.4

106.9
113.5
112.1

359.9
367.2
369.9

0.5890
0.6373
0.7115

0.0700
0.0913
0.1189

38.0

115.0

108.2

368.7

0.5624

0.0780

34.8

108.4

101.3

361.3

0.4703

0.0798

* z -y p la n e lo c a te d at x = 0 .3 8 (c lo s e to tu rb o ch arger s id e su r fa c e )

On the other hand, the RNG k - e model estimated much higher average block
temperatures and mean flow velocities in the compartment than measured. A
possible reason is that its formulation (specifically, the empirical coefficients and the
additional non-linear term appearing in the turbulence transport equations) is specific
for flow with large strain rates; the model would consequently tend to reduce the
turbulence in the compartment through increased turbulent energy dissipation. The
predicted higher temperature of the block surfaces, compared to the k - e solution,
could be similarly justified (lower convective heat dissipation).
The accuracy of the laminar predictions converged towards near grid-independence
as the mesh was discretised with a larger number of cells. Figure 3.10 plots the GCI
variation based on the average of the predicted block temperatures. The analysis
confirmed that the mesh size of model Variant B was the most appropriate for the
computations of this study. The extended CPU runtime necessary to solve a 25%
larger mesh ( Variant A) would not be justified by the very small improvement in
prediction accuracy. On the other hand, the results suggested that mesh grids with a
relatively low number of cells (e.g. Variant C) yield acceptable flow and thermal
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information and, given the high runtime savings, they could be a viable option for
preliminary design studies.
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Figure 3.10 - Variation of grid convergence index as a function of the mesh size for
underhood model.
A graphical comparison between the steady-state flow predictions obtained with the
smallest and the largest of the investigated mesh densities (Variant A and D) is
shown in Figure 3.11. Although the solution with the smaller mesh was observed to
lose in vector resolution, the flow patterns in the compartment were predicted with a
qualitative accuracy similar to the high-density solution.

Figure 3.11 - Graphical comparison of flow predictions obtained with model
variants A and D.
The grid dependency check gave a good indication of the best mesh quality for the
underhood model, but it was also realised that it failed to recognise the main
requirement of the wall function approach, i.e. a correct near-wall grid distribution.
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Higher mesh densities and consequently higher grid refinements at the boundaries
have usually a detrimental effect on the accuracy of the heat transfer predictions (the
wall functions generally held to be applicable for y + > 30 [Ricardo Ltd 2004b]).
Consequently, the expected advantage of grid refinement for simulating convective
flows is usually lost. The structured Cartesian mesh in VECTIS cannot be set with a
cell distribution that varies within the discretised volume independently of the
coordinate axes. In other words, a prescribed low mesh density near a specific
boundary (for higher y + values) inevitably translates to larger grid cells also at other
locations of the flow field, where the gradients of the calculated variables might
actually be high. The cell density distribution of Cartesian meshes must therefore
always be compromised. Alternative grid topologies (e.g. unstructured hexahedral or
unstructured tetrahedral cells) are more suited for optimising the cell sizes for both
accurate and efficient computations (although their set-up is more laborious) but are
not available as choice in VECTIS.

3.4.2

Steady-State Simulations

The steady-state simulations were carried out with the solid and fluid domains
thermally conjugated. Momentum and continuity equations were coupled with the
SIMPLE algorithm. The under-relaxation factors for the energy equation were
increased from the default value of 0.6 to 0.95, in order to augment the solution
convergence and consequently speed-up the computations. Solution stability was
ensured by employing the multigrid iterative solver scheme, which was based on 100
calculation sweeps and a multigrid convergence threshold of 10'10. The k - e model
was adopted to resolve the turbulence fluctuation of flow field. Laminar flow
conditions were also prescribed to assess differences.
Heat transfer by thermal radiation was initially not modelled. The boundary heat
fluxes were instead specified with reduced values, as previously discussed. However,
as a suitable radiation model became available as part of the VECTIS software
package, at a later stage of the research programme, the steady-state simulations
were repeated including the modelling of radiation heat transfer; the heat fluxes in
the blocks were then specified exactly as determined from the measurements. An
emissivity of 0.99 was specified for the blocks (matt black paint) and 0.91 for the
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compartment (glass). Table 3.7 show small percentage differences between the
temperature predictions obtained by approximating and by fully modelling radiation.
As expected, the boundaries of the underhood compartment were predicted to be at a
higher temperature when solving radiation since the heat flux approximation could
not model the heat absorbed by the glass as radiated from the block surfaces.
Table 3.7 - Average steady-state block temperatures predicted with and without
VECTIS’s radiation model.
Predicted Average Temperature (K)
Without Radiation
(compensated by
With Radiation
heat flux reduction)
312.18
312.42

CHT Solid
Domain
Air

Difference
(%)
0.08

Engine

385.21

398.34

3.41

Gearbox

379.97

392.33

3.25

Turbo

634.03

639.86

0.92

Glass

312.70

330.83

5.80

Computations began with quiescent flow conditions and uniform initial block
temperatures. They were halted after approximately 5,000 solver iterations when the
temperatures and velocities computed at the monitoring cells reached convergence
(i.e. steady thermal state), as shown in the plot of Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12 - Convergence of flow velocity solution (U, V, W components of
velocity magnitude) as extracted from three different locations within the fluid
domain (in front of heated blocks, above the engine and above bonnet).
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The location of the monitoring cells was chosen so as to provide as much (useful)
information as possible. Therefore, locations close to high temperature boundaries
were avoided because the solution was likely to converge with little difficulty, being
close to the driving force. Similarly, no monitoring point was placed in the core of
flow recirculation regions because they would fail to properly represent the overall
trend of the solution convergence. The monitoring cells also allowed continuous
checking during computations of the value of the transport equation residuals, which
were verified to be below lxKT6 (absolute variation between iterations) before the
simulation end-time was reached.
The processor time required to complete one steady-state iteration was about 90
seconds (95 seconds with the radiation model) on a Pentium IV, 2.40GHz, 1GB
Ram. Approximately 125 hours were necessary, overall, to complete the analysis
(132 hours with radiation model).
The post-processing software integrated into VECTIS’s package was employed to
visualise flow and thermal maps of the results and to extract from them quantitative
information. Sample results showing the flow patterns predicted within the
compartment and the temperature distribution on the block surfaces and air planes
are shown in Figures 3.13 and 3.14.

it i/AV*\\wvv
•,

Figure 3.13 - Sample steady-state velocity plots of the predicted flow field.
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Figure 3.14 - Predicted steady temperature distribution for: (a) sample air plane
across model; (b) engine block; (c) compartment boundaries; (d) turbocharger block.
(Temperatures and dimensions not to scale).
3.4.3

T ra n sien t S im ulations

The effects that natural cooling has, over a period of time, on the convective flow
patterns and on the temperature of the blocks were investigated.
Momentum, energy, continuity and turbulence equations governing the fluid flow
transport were all solved. The multigrid solver parameters were kept as specified for
the steady simulations. The under-relaxation factors were not set because the
coupling between momentum and continuity equations was governed by the
pressure-correction-solver scheme with PISO algorithm (the SIMPLE scheme is less
efficient with the time-marching CFD solver). Flow turbulence effects were
calculated with the standard k - e model and relative wall treatment. Boundary
conditions were left unaltered from previous simulations except for the heat fluxes,
which were set equal to zero in order to effectively model the thermal cooling.
A convergence criterion of 10'6 was imposed on the time-dependent solution of the
governing equations. The transient analysis was based on a timestep of 0.005
seconds and was re-started from the thermal condition determined with the steady-
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state computation. The locations of the monitoring points, for verification of the
progresses of the numerical solution, were specified as for the steady analysis.
The transient simulation of the first 10 seconds of the thermal process (corresponding
to a total of 2000 timesteps) demonstrated to be extremely intensive even when
radiation heat transfer was not calculated; with the available computing resources,
each time step was solved in approximately 105 seconds. The simulation could not
therefore predict, in a reasonable timeframe, the 30-minute thermal flow
development during heat soak, as it would have taken 7,000 hrs to solve the 240,000
timesteps required. A calculation methodology reducing the simulation time for the
time-dependent simulations was deemed necessary and was investigated and
developed before performing the transient computation of the underhood. The
characteristics of the calculation methodology are reported in Chapter 5. Chapter 6
discusses the transient CFD results obtained.

3 .5

C o m p u t a t io n a l E r r o r s

and

U n c e r t a in t ie s

The sources of errors and uncertainties in the CFD predictions can be broadly
divided into two distinct categories [Stem et al. 1999]: modelling and numerical.
Modelling errors stem from the assumptions and approximations in the mathematical
representation of the physical problem (such as geometry, mathematical equations,
coordinate transformation, boundary conditions, turbulence models, etc.) and the
incorporation of previous data (such as fluid properties) into the model. Numerical
errors are associated with the numerical solution of the mathematical equations (such
as discretisation, artificial dissipation, incomplete iterative and grid convergence,
lack of conservation of mass, momentum, and energy, internal and external boundary
non-continuity, computer round-off, etc.).
CFD errors are highly dependent on the specific application (i.e. geometry and
boundary conditions). Usually, they cannot be completely eliminated but it is
possible to determine and reduce them by testing different solution models or
discretisation strategies [Roache 1997], as it was done in this study by performing
parametric sensitivity analyses. The following is a list of the CFD errors that were
recognised and investigated:
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1) Physical approximation errors (or modelling errors) are due to the uncertainty in
the formulation of the numerical models or to their deliberate simplification. The
sensitivity study investigated the effects of using different turbulence models.
Various boundary conditions were also tested, in particular for the inlet and outlet
surfaces of the computational chamber, which were critical for correctly
modelling the thermally driven flow in the compartment.
2) Iterative convergence errors exist because the iterative methods in the simulation
must eventually have a termination point. In this study, the steady-state solution
was ensured being fully converged and the transient computations were carried
out with a strict convergence criterion, as previously reported. Potential
convergence errors in the predictions were therefore considered as negligible.
3) Discretisation errors (or numerical errors) occur from the representation of the
governing flow equations and other physical models, such as algebraic
expressions in a discrete space and time domain (finite-volume formulation). A
consistent numerical solution will approach the continuum representation of the
equations with zero discretisation error when the number of grid points is
increased and the size of the grid spacing tends to zero. Ideally, all CFD solutions
should be independent of their mesh density but because of computer power
restrictions and runtime requirements, this is practically impossible, at least for
three-dimensional calculations [Sorensen and Nielsen 2003]. The requirement can
be relaxed, while preserving confidence in the solution of the governing
equations, by obtaining grid-convergence, which implies that the solution
asymptotically approaches the exact solution (to the governing equations). Gridindependence for the underhood model was investigated as part of the sensitivity
analysis.
4) Computer round-off errors develop with the representation of floating point
numbers on the computer and depend on the accuracy at which these numbers are
stored. As reasonably advanced computer resources were employed in this study,
round-off errors were not considered significant when compared with other errors.
5) Proerammim errors are "bugs" or mistakes made in writing the CFD software.
These types of errors are discovered by systematically performing verification
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studies on the sub-programs of the codes or performing validation studies against
experimental data. They are generally the responsibilities of the software
developers. During the present study, it was found that the CHT procedure failed
to correctly conserve energy across the interfaces of the thermally conjugated
boundaries. Quantitative discrepancies of approximately 10% were noted by
equating the heat balances of selected boundaries. The inaccuracy, which was
caused by incorrect CHT meshing across the interfaces, was reported to Ricardo
Software Ltd., which subsequently released a patch correcting the problem.
6) Usase errors are due to the application of the CFD software in a less-thanaccurate or improper manner. These errors usually emerge when the condition of
the flow is not known a-priori and therefore the conclusions drawn from the
simulation may be incorrect even if a converged solution is obtained. No errors of
this kind were evident for the simulations reported in this thesis. Usage errors, in
the form of modelling and discretisation errors, were sometimes intentionally
introduced within the calculation methodology developed to speed up the transient
simulations (at the expense of losses in prediction accuracy). These are further
discussed in Chapter 5.
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C l o su r e

The present chapter has described the mathematical formulation, the numerical
scheme and the solution algorithm of the software employed for the CFD
investigations, VECTIS. Turbulence and radiation model formulations have also
been introduced.
Steady and time-marching simulations were carried out using a conjugate heat
transfer solution procedure that allowed for a realistic representation of the
conduction, convection and radiation heat transfer in the modelled compartment.
Model geometry, mesh characteristics and boundary conditions were described. The
calculations were based on a finite-volume scheme and on the standard k - s model
for dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy.
The grid density, turbulence modelling, wall function approach (range of y +values)
and convergence parameters were investigated via a parametric analysis. The aim
was to improve the overall accuracy of the CFD predictions.
The numerical setup of both the steady-state and transient solvers has also been
presented. The transient calculations were noted to be excessively computing
intensive and did not permit the simulation of the flow and thermal conditions in the
underhood for the complete timeframe of interest. A numerical methodology able to
speed up the CPU runtime for time-marching computations was deemed necessary.
Finally, sources of numerical and modelling errors and uncertainties have been
addressed. The grid convergence index was adopted to estimate the error between the
calculated solution and the exact solution to the governing equations with respect to
the number of cells in the mesh. It was determined that a nearly grid-independent
solution of the underhood flow field was obtainable with a mesh of about 700,000
cells; the grid dependency check did not however take into account the near-wall grid
requirements of the wall function for correct wall heat transfer predictions and
therefore may not be fully realistic for natural convective flow simulations.
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4.1

COM PARISON - STE A D Y-S

P r e l im in a r y R e m a r k s

The accuracy of VECTIS in predicting surface and air temperature distributions and
flow patterns in the underhood model is examined in this chapter. Numerical
predictions obtained with the steady-state solver were compared with the measured
data acquired after thermal equilibrium was established between the heated blocks
and the surrounding flow.
The data correlation was performed on selected surfaces and air planes. All of the
modelled blocks had at least one surface thermally investigated and the flow was
studied in various x- and y-planes across the compartment. The 2-D regions were
located with respect to the reference co-ordinate system shown in Figure 4.1

Origin of re
co-ordinate

(0, 0, 0)
Figure 4.1 - Reference co-ordinate system locating in space the surfaces and the air
planes examined.
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The origin was fixed at one of the outer comers of the underhood (i.e. the y = 0, x = 0
and z = 0 planes corresponded, respectively, to the side, front and bottom surface of
the compartment). Appendix D contains diagrams showing the locations of the
thermocouples and of the fields of view.

4.2

U n d e r h o o d F l o w F ie l d C h a r a c t e r is a t io n

Figure 4.2 depicts the flow fields as predicted on different perpendicular planes
within the underhood volume. In particular, Figure 4.2a shows the results of the
simulation on selected vertical y-z planes, Figure 4.2b on vertical x-z planes and
Figure 4.2c on various horizontal x-y planes. By combining the predictions, the
three-dimensional stmcture of the convective flow can be deduced qualitatively.
The introduction of the ambient air from both the front and the rear bottom openings
of the compartment resulted in a horizontal flow just above the floor level (Figure
4.2b). The average inlet air velocities were very similar at both apertures and
approximately equal to 0.07 m/s, with peak values of 0.12 m/s.
Within the enclosure, the convective strength of the air increased as it rose vertically
next to the block surfaces towards the upper boundaries of the underhood. The air
velocity reached its maximum value of 0.63 m/s in this region (Figure 4.2a, x =
0.40 m plane). Above the blocks, re-circulating vortices with diameter up to 50 mm
were observed (as partly displayed in Figure 4.2b on the y = 0.35 m and the y = 0.47
m planes). Such characteristic flow patterns developed due to the geometric shape of
the compartment walls bounding the flow domain. The air flowing in the upper
layers discharged to ambient from the top front aperture (Figure 4.2b, y = 0.22 m
plane), with a flow rate of 8.9x 10* m /s.
By post-processing the results of the steady-state simulation, the features of the
natural convective patterns next to the surfaces of the heated blocks could be
deduced. Figure 4.3 displays the air streamlines around the engine, gearbox and
turbocharger/exhaust blocks. Arrows were superimposed on the figure to better
delineate the flow direction. The colour scheme in the figure is proportional to the
temperatures of the air and surfaces (temperature scale given at the bottom).

Highest flow
velocity
" m7! "MftftV iVV* Mi:.*

y = 0.10 m

y = 0.22 m
y = 0.35 m

Re-circulation

Y = 0 47 m

Outlet air
Inlet air

Block
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z = 0.37 m

z = 0.25 m

z = 0.13 m

z = 0.01 m

Slice through
engine and
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Slice through
engine and
turbo

Velocity [m/s]

Figure 4.2 - Airflow patterns predicted within the underhood: 2-D views along (a) x-axis; (h) y-axis; (c) z-axis.
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A distinctive flow path, directed towards the front opening of the engine
compartment, can be observed above the gearbox. The path (or “duct” in UTM
lexicon) was formed because the air motion was restricted from flowing above the
engine and turbocharger blocks by the vortices developing at their edges.

v o r tic e s
P r in c ip a l
flo w d u ct

ir tic e s

T o o u tle t

F r o m in let
PAffnci I r w a t n i m K
PATCHVMII fluid tem perature [KJ

Figure 4.3 - Airflow patterns predicted above the heated blocks.

4.3

T em perature M ea su r em en ts

v s.

V E C T IS P r e d ic t io n s

Both the predictions obtained by solving the underhood model with the heat flux
approximation and by fully modelling radiation heat transfer were compared
qualitatively and quantitatively with the measurements. The effects of employing the
k - s turbulence model or prescribing the flow regime as fully-laminar were also
examined.
The 2-D planes chosen for the data comparisons were characterised by various
unique thermal features, such as vertical surface temperature distribution with low
and high heat dissipation (front surfaces of engine and gearbox blocks, and rear
surface of turbocharger), horizontal surface temperature distribution (upper surface
of engine block), air temperature stratification next to heated blocks (air plane across
underhood volume) and air temperature distribution across the outlet slot of the
underhood.
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Figure 4.4 - Temperature comparison for engine’s front surface (all data in degrees
Celsius); Turbulent and laminar flow regimes.
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The contour plots of the predictions (Figure 4.4) show that VECTIS generally under
predicted the temperature of the surface when the flow field was solved with the
k - s turbulence model. The area of largest discrepancy corresponded to the top left
region of the block, where the difference with measurements was quantified in about
10% (the quantitative differences between data points are summarised in Tables 4.1
and 4.2, pages 145-146). The thermal map calculated without solving for turbulence
is displayed in the figure alongside, also as a 2-D contour plane. When a laminar
regime was prescribed, the software predicted an overall higher surface temperature,
suggesting that a lower convective heat loss was computed for the block.
On the qualitative terms, the simulation showed a more uniform temperature
distribution across the surface than experimentally observed. The reason for the
difference was attributed to the dissimilarities between the laboratory and
computational model setups. Although the engine was made of three separate blocks,
as described in Chapter 2, it was modelled in VECTIS as a single solid entity.
Figure 4.4 also presents the correlation between measurements and predictions on
standard scatter charts (numerical solution with k - s turbulence only). The data was
plotted with error bars representing the overall uncertainty associated with the
measuring equipment (±5%) and the uncertainty associated with the CFD values due
to the spatial discretisation of the air domain (±3% for this surface). Specifically, the
CFD data was plotted as an average value between the temperature extracted from
the grid cell of interest (at the co-ordinate location of the corresponding
thermocouple) and the temperatures predicted in the surrounding cells, with
maximum and minimum limits. This procedure was necessary because the co
ordinate point of interest may not have always corresponded to the precise centre of
the cells, where the properties of the solids are evaluated by VECTIS. Figure 4.5
clarifies schematically the steps performed to extract the results from the CFD
solution and to then determine the associated uncertainty.
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Step 1 - Temperature
prediction at location of
thermocouple and at
surrounding cells is extracted
from solution domain

Step 2 - The average of all
extracted temperatures is
taken as the CFD prediction.
The maximum and minimum
range is calculated.

Step 3 - The CFD data is
plotted with corresponding
maximum and minimum
limits

Discretised temperature
distribution on model surface

Calculation of average value and
corresponding uncertainty limits

Scatter plot of temperature
results
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Figure 4.5 - Schematic of the procedure followed to extract the CFD temperature
predictions and plot on scatter charts for comparison with experimental data.
The agreement between the two sets of data was regarded to be acceptable because
the error bands in the scatter plot of Figure 4.4 overlapped. This was also established
from the 3-D contour-plane representation (at the top of the figure), which showed
that the simulated temperature distribution was mostly within the upper and lower
limits of the overall experimental uncertainty range (i.e. ±5% of measured values).
Top Surface of Engine Block - The thermal distribution on the upper surface of the
engine block was clearly influenced by the heat conducted from the turbocharger,
which was at a distinctively higher temperature. The CFD results, presented in
Figure 4.6, indicated that the effects of prescribing different regimes to the flow were
relatively small on the thermal state of the surface.
The 2-D Matlab™ representations revealed that the qualitative variation in surface
temperature was very well predicted. The quantitative agreement between the data
points was however relatively poor, with the simulations clearly under-predicting the
thermal condition of the surface. The overall thermal distribution within the engine
was simulated to be more uniform than measured, therefore it was actually expected
that relatively large temperature discrepancies would result at the top and bottom
surfaces of the block.
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Figure 4.6 - Temperature comparison for engine’s top surface (all data in degrees
Celsius); Turbulent and laminar flow regime.
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The overall simulation accuracy was not considered as satisfactory since the
discrepancies were not all within the uncertainty range (error bands in the scatter
chart and 3-D plot of Figure 4.6). Tables 4.1 and 4.2 report an average discrepancy
between all the corresponding data points of 11.7% when modelling the turbulent
flow fluctuations and 11.0% when assuming a fully laminar flow. The agreement
would be expected to improve if the representation of the engine block in CFD was
to be identical to the laboratory setup.
Rear Side Surface of Turbocharger - The simulation represented well the heat
conducted from the four cartridge heaters (indicated in the CFD contour plot), which
were modelled as constant heat fluxes. As a consequence, the highest surface
temperature was correctly predicted at the centre of the surface, and the bottom part
of the block was simulated to be at a slightly higher temperature than the upper.
The data comparison, Figure 4.7, indicated a very good agreement between the
predicted and measured values, with a maximum discrepancy of 1% (i.e. 3.7°C)
observed at the location of the top left thermocouple. A similar temperature
distribution was obtained from the simulation with laminar flow conditions. The
average temperature of the surface was however predicted to be few degrees higher.
The CFD results and the differences with measurements are given in Table 4.2.
Front Vertical Surface of Gearbox - The close agreement between the contour
plots in Figure 4.8 demonstrated a satisfactory simulation of the temperature gradient
across the front side surface of the gearbox. Similarly to experimental observation, a
higher temperature was simulated on the left hand side of the surface, where the
block absorbed conductive heat from the engine, and a lower temperature on the
right hand side, which was fully exposed to the convective air.
The scatter plot showed a very good temperature correspondence at the individual
thermocouple locations. A slight under-prediction, of about 1.2 degrees, was seen on
the surface area closer to the engine. The discrepancy was again regarded to originate
from the contact between the blocks that was less than optimal in the laboratory
setup (albeit the heat transfer was maximised with conductive paste) but was
modelled as being ideal by VECTIS. The computation with laminar airflow over
predicted the condition determined from laboratory analysis by about 5°C.
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Figure 4.7 - Temperature comparison for turbocharger’s rear surface (all data in
degrees Celsius); Turbulent flow regime.
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Figure 4.8 - Temperature comparison for gearbox’s front surface (all data in degrees
Celsius); Turbulent flow regime.
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Top Surface of Com partm ent - The thermal maps for the top boundary of the
engine compartment, corresponding to the external surface of the vehicle’s bonnet,
are presented in Figure 4.9. As indicated, five thermocouples were used to
characterise the thermal distribution. The surface was not in direct contact with the
blocks and was therefore heated solely by convection and radiation.
The Matlab™ plots display an overall satisfactory agreement between the two sets of
data. The portion of the surface located just above the turbocharger was correctly
predicted to be at a higher temperature. The difference with respect to measurements
was 1.4%. Higher discrepancies were seen at the bottom right region of the plane,
where a maximum difference of about 7 degrees (11.5%) was noted, with over
prediction by VECTIS. The average discrepancy was found to be larger when the
computation was based on a laminar flow (Table 4.2).
The CFD error was thought to be caused by inaccurate specification of the thermal
conductivity of the glass boundaries. The Robax™ type glass was in fact
approximated to have similar physical properties to commercially-available hightemperature resistant tempered glasses. No specific information was provided by the
supplier or found in specialised material databases. It was envisaged that the
effective thermal conductivity of the compartment boundaries was slightly lower
than actually specified in the CFD model, although no further laboratory tests were
carried out to confirm this.
Nevertheless, the agreement between the two sets of data was found to be within data
uncertainties, as indicated both in the temperature scatter plot and in the 3-D contour
plane of Figure 4.9.
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Celsius); Turbulent flow regime.
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Air Plane behind Blocks and At Outlet - The thermal stratifications across two
vertical airflow planes, x = 0.4 m and x = 0 m, are presented in Figures 4.10 and
4.11, respectively.
Figure 4.10 shows that the temperatures were generally under-predicted when
compared to the measured quantities. The agreement was very close on the right
hand side of the plane, corresponding to the flow region near the turbocharger side
(maximum difference of 2.4%), but less satisfactory on the side of the plane above
the gearbox, where discrepancies up to 15 degrees were observed (14.9%). Higher
differences (though with similar spatial temperature distribution) were obtained when
carrying out the simulation without solving for turbulence (Table 4.2).
The disagreement was thought to be caused, at least in part, by the setup of the
thermocouples' reflecting

shields, which were

employed to

minimise the

measurement uncertainty caused by the heat radiated by the blocks. It was in fact
practically impossible to shield the thermocouples from all the different angles of
emission of radiative heat without disturbing the buoyant flow. The thermocouples at
the position indicted in Figure 4.10 were found to be particularly subject to reading
uncertainties due to radiation from the gearbox and turbocharger. The match of the
temperature values was nevertheless satisfactory, as it can be seen in the scatter plot.
A similar data correspondence was obtained for the air plane at the outlet aperture,
Figure 4.11. In this region, the air temperature measurements were expected to be
less susceptible to the effects of radiation because the sensors were not in close
proximity of the block surfaces and especially because they were not directly
exposed to the heat emitted by the turbocharger. The CFD results were overall in
good qualitative and quantitative agreement with the measured data. The
temperatures at the bottom of the plane were however over-predicted by 6 degrees,
on average. Since the predictions with laminar flow showed a better correspondence
with measurements (0.4°C average difference), it is likely that the turbulence model
failed to correctly resolve the flow field next to the glass boundaries. This region was
further examined with PIV, as presented in Section 4.4.1.
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Figure 4.10 - Temperature comparison for the rear air plane (all data in degrees
Celsius); Turbulent flow regime.
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Table 4.1 - Steady-state thermal results: comparison of experimental and CFD data (turbulent flow regime).
Engine
Front
Surface
Engine
Top
Surface

Turbo
Rear
Surface

Gearbox
Front
Surface

Bonnet
Top
Surface

Air
Plane
Behind
Blocks
Air
Plane at
Outlet

EXP (*C)

114.5

121.0

122.1

112.5

117.0

119.8

109.8

114.2

118.5

CFD (CC)

113.1

114.1

114.9

113.1

114.0

114.7

111.5

112.4

113.1

Average

% Elasticity

1.3

5.9

6.1

0.6

2.6

4.3

1.6

1.6

4.7

3.2 %

EXP fC)

131.3

145.3

137.2

130.2

144.7

134.9

131.0

132.7

CFD (eC)

119.8

124.7

121.7

119.6

124.4

120.2

117.5

118.3

Average

% Elasticity

9.2

15.3

11.9

8.5

15.1

11.5

10.9

11.5

11.7%

EXP fC)

364.9

361.7

364.7

363 8

365.2

357.1

356.6

CFD fC)

361.2

360.4

361.5

361.4

361.3

360.5

359.8

Average

% Elasticity

1.0

0.4

0.9

0.7

1.1

1.0

0.9

0.8%

EXP (°C)

108.9

104.9

107.6

109.0

104.9

CFD (-C)

107.8

105.4

106.6

107.6

105.4

Average

1.3

0.5

0.8%

% Elasticity

1.0

0.5

0.9

EXP (°C)

63.2

75.0

61.1

97.1

63.2

CFD (CC)

69.2

78.8

59.2

98.5

70.9

Average

% Elasticity

9.0

5.0

3.1

1.4

11.5

6.0 %

EXP CC)

129.2

128.1

111.0

110.0

107.2

82.1

95.7

92.4

79.8

CFD (°C)

121.0

118.3

109.9

98.7

92.3

80.3

90.3

83.1

81.7

Average

% Elasticity

6.5

8.0

1.0

10.8

14.9

2.2

5.8

10.6

2.4

6.9 %

44.0

43.8

EXP (°C)

62.5

61.9

65.2

62.2

43.3

45.6

37.5

38.5

36.9

36.1

CFD (eC)

61.4

62.9

65.6

63.5

45.3

45.7

47.2

47.0

43.2

43.3

43.3

43.1

Average

% Elasticity

1.8

1.6

0.6

2.0

2.9

4.4

8.7

3.0

14.2

11.8

15.9

17.7

7.0 %

Table 4.2 - Steady-state thermal results: comparison of experimental and CFD data (laminar flow regime).
Engine
Front
Surface
Engine
Top
Surface

Turbo
Rear
Surface

Gearbox
Front
Surface

Bonnet
Top
Surface

Air
Plane
Behind
Blocks
Air
Plane at
Outlet

4^
ON

EXP CC)

114.5

121.0

122.1

112.5

117.0

119.8

109.8

114.2

118.5

CFD (*C)

118.0

119.0

119.9

118.0

118.9

119.5

116.2

117.1

117.9

Average

% Elasticity

3.0

1.7

1.8

4.8

1.6

0.2

5.7

2.5

0.5

2.4 %

EXP (°C)

131.3

145.3

137.2

130.2

144.7

134.9

131.0

132.7

CFD (‘C)

120.8

125.7

122.6

120.4

125.3

121.0

118.2

118.9

Average

% Elasticity

8.3

14.5

11.2

7.8

14.3

10.8

10.3

11.0

11.0%

EXP (’C)

364.9

361.7

364.7

363.8

365.2

357.1

356.6

CFD (’C)

368.9

368.1

369.2

369.2

369.0

368.3

367.6

Average

% Elasticity

1.1

1.8

1.2

1.5

1.0

3.1

3.0

1.8%

EXP ('C)

108.9

104.9

107.6

109.0

104.9

CFD (CC)

112.3

109.8

111.1

112.1

109.8

Average

% Elasticity

3.1

4.6

3.2

2.8

4.6

3.7 %

EXP CC)

63.2

75.0

61.1

97.1

63.2

CFD CC)

77.4

83.4

65.5

106.4

77.2

Average

% Elasticity

20.2

10.6

7.0

9.1

19.9

13.4 %

EXP (°C)

129.2

128.1

111.0

110.0

107.2

82.1

95.7

92.4

79.8

CFD CC)

129.4

102.1

85.5

90.2

88.9

62.3

87.7

75.7

65.8

Average

% Elasticity

0.2

22.6

25.9

19.8

18.7

27.4

8.7

19.9

19.2

18.0%

EXP (°C)

62.5

61.9

65.2

62.2

44.0

43.8

43.3

45.6

37.5

38.5

36.9

36.1

39.4

37.6

38.1

37.2

36.7

Average

14.6

0.3

1.0

0.7

1.7

5.5 %

CFD (°C)
% Elasticity

58.8

58.6

60.8

60.9

39.0

38.8

41.9

6.1

5.5

7.0

2.2

12.1

12.0

3.2
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4.3.2

Solution w ith the R ad iatio n M odule and T u rb u le n t Flow R egim e

The results of the simulation incorporating the solution of radiation heat transfer are
examined. The computation was carried out with the k - s turbulence model that
previously demonstrated to provide better agreement with measurement when
compared to assuming a laminar flow condition in the underhood.
Overall, it was noted the blocks were predicted to be at higher temperatures when
solving radiation than when the heat flux approximations were incorporated. With
respect to experiments, a generally over-prediction was also observed. Possible
explanations are given in Section 4.5.1. The following sub-sections briefly describe
the thermal results for the some of the planes previously analysed. A summary of the
discrepancies between all the correlated data is given in Table 4.3 (page 151).
Front and Top Surfaces of Engine Block - The contour plots in Figure 4.12 shows
that the simulated temperature distribution did not agree well with the measurements,
with an over-prediction on average of 8°C (i.e. 6.5%) A larger miss-match in the
temperature distribution when compared to the solution obtained by heat flux
approximation (Figure 4.4) was seen.
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Figure 4.12 - Temperature comparison for engine’s front surface (degrees Celsius).
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The scatter chart of Figure 4.12 clearly shows that the predictions were outside the
accuracy limits of the instrumentation at the lower region of the surface.
Similar quantitative discrepancies were observed for the top surface of the engine,
Figure 4.13 and Table 4.3, albeit the qualitative agreement was superior.
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Figure 4.13 - Temperature comparison for engine’s top surface (degrees Celsius).

Rear Surface of Turbocharger -

Figure 4.14 depicts an overall good

correspondence of the numerical results with the experimental data, with a consistent
over-prediction of a few degrees across the surface. Qualitatively, the CFD thermal
map was similar to the one obtained with radiation approximation (Figure 4.7). The
maximum discrepancies were found at the bottom left comer of the plane, yet still
within the range of uncertainty of the data being compared.
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Figure 4.14 - Temperature comparison for turbocharger’s rear surface (degrees
Celsius).
Top Surface of Com partm ent - Qualitatively, the predictions matched well the
measurements as shown in the plots processed with Matlab™, Figure 4.15.
In comparison to the results of the simulation without radiation modelling (Figure
4.8), the surface temperature was estimated to be higher, with the only exception at
bottom left comer. The temperature was over-predicted by an average of almost 8 %
when compared to the measured value, as it can be inferred by comparing Tables 4.1
with Table 4.3.
The discrepancy was reasonably expected since the heat flux approximation method
could not model the heat radiated by the blocks and absorbed by the glass, which as
shown in Figure 4.16, was fully estimated with the radiation module.
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Figure 4.16 - Simulated radiation heat flux on top compartment boundaries (rear
view of the underhood model).
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Air Planes behind Blocks - Qualitatively, the overall temperature distribution,
Figure 4.17, was acceptably predicted.

The difference between CFD and

measurements was generally smaller in comparison to the computations not
modelling radiation (Figure 4.10). The main difference was found at the top right
region of the plane, measured at 129°C, which was simulated at 131.7°C when
solving for the radiation effects and at 121°C with the heat flux approximation. The
relative large difference was deemed imputable to the different convective heat
transfer rate predicted at the compartment walls in front of the turbocharger. These
surfaces were more exposed than others to the heat radiated from the turbo block and
were simulated, with the radiation module, to be at a higher temperature (i.e.
realistically predicted to absorb the radiated heat). The thermal condition of the
airflow was consequently affected.
Altogether, the scatter plot in the figure indicates a satisfactory correlation, although
the correspondence in temperature at the centre of the plane was not within the
experimental and CFD uncertainties.
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Figure 4.17 - Data comparison for the air plane behind blocks (degrees Celsius).
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Table 4.3 - Steady-state thermal results: comparison of experimental and CFD data (radiation fully modelled and turbulent flow).
Engine
Front
Surface
Engine
Top
Surface

Turbo
Rear
Surface

Gearbox
Front
Surface

Bonnet
Top
Surface

Air
Plane
Behind
Blocks
Air
Plane at
Outlet

EXP (*C)

114.5

121.0

122.1

112.5

117.0

119.8

109.8

114.2

118.5

CFD (°C)

124.6

125.3

125.1

124.4

124.8

125.1

122.9

123.3

123.5

Average

% Elasticity

8.4

3.5

2.4

10.1

6.5

4.4

11.3

7.6

4.1

6.5 %

EXP CO

131.3

145.3

137.2

130.2

144.7

134.9

131.0

132.7

CFD CO

125.1

130.3

127.9

125.1

130.8

126.9

123.6

125.3

Average

% Elasticity

4.8

10.9

7.0

4.0

10.1

6.1

5.8

5.8

6.8 %

EXP (*C)

364.9

361.7

364.7

363.8

365.2

357.1

356.6

CFD CO

369.5

367.4

370.5

370.6

370.3

368.1

366.4

Average

3.0

2.7

1.9%

% Elasticity

1.2

1.6

1.6

1.9

1.4

EXP c o

108.9

104.9

107.6

109.0

104.9

CFD CO

121.7

119.5

120.0

121.8

119.4

% Elasticity

11.1

13.0

10.9

11.1

13.0

EXP CO

63.2

75.0

61.1

97.1

63.2

CFD CO

66.2

82.5

60.2

109.8

71.1

Average

% Elasticity

4.6

9.6

1.4

12.3

11.7

7.9 %

EXP CO

129.2

128.1

111.0

110.0

107.2

82.1

95.7

92.4

79.8

CFD CO

131.7

122.9

113.3

98.9

92.5

80.5

90.6

83.9

82.9

Average

% Elasticity

1.9

4.2

2.1

10.6

14.7

2.0

5.5

9.7

3.8

6.1 %

EXP (*C)

62.5

61.9

65.2

62.2

44.0

43.8

43.3

45.6

37.5

38.5

36.9

36.1

CFD CO

71.0

71.1

74.4

77.6

49.1

49.6

55.7

55.9

46.5

46.7

46.7

46.4

Average

% Elasticity

12.7

13.8

13.2

22.0

10.9

12.5

25.1

20.3

21.5

19.3

23.4

25.0

18.3%

Average
1 1 .8 %
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4.4 PIV M e a s u r e m e n t s v s . VECTIS P r e d ic t io n s
VECTIS’s ability in predicting the airflow patterns was assessed by comparing
graphically and quantitatively the computed and measured flow vectors and mean
velocities in representative 2-D regions (x-z and y-z planes) within the underhood
volume. The areas were chosen near the heated blocks, at the top of the compartment
and at the outlet slot (locations shown in Figure D7 in Appendix D). The investigated
flow fields were particularly challenging for the computational predictions because
characterised, respectively, by relatively strong convective forces, separation and re
circulation, and interaction with the still ambient air.
The quantitative information on the minimum, maximum and average air velocities
was extracted from the simulation. The discrepancy between the two sets of data was
evaluated by calculating both the percentage Arc Elasticity (Equation 4.1) and the
percentage CFD-relative discrepancy (Equation 4.2). The CFD-relative discrepancy
gave a measure of the percentage “change” between the experimental and simulated
vectors with reference to the CFD results.

CFD Relative

9 CFD

Q EXP

Discrepancy

x 100

(4.2)

Q EXP

where q is the discrete value being compared.
As discussed in Chapter 2, for a meaningful comparison with the CFD data, the PIV
observations were repeated numerous times in order to obtain a mean flow
representation less susceptible to measurement errors and to the shot-to-shot flow
variations. An example of the flow pattern variations that affected the measurements
is given in Figure 4.18, which displays velocimetry images taken in successive 1second intervals near the top comer of the turbocharger.
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Location of
investigated
area

v e lo c ity

m /s

Successive PIV
images at Is interval

Wt
III
Figure 4.18 - PIV images recorded in succession over turbocharger’s side surface
(shot-to-shot flow variation).
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Statistical sampling theory [Sampath 2001] was employed to determine the
probability {confidence interval) that the mean of the sampled PIV data effectively
represented the steady-state flow properties. The PIV measurements are presented in
Table 4.4 (page 167) with a tolerance (or confidence interval) that estimates the
sample mean precision with a 95% level of confidence of representing the true
population mean (i.e. the mean of an infinite number of observations). Appendix J
contains a detailed description of the statistical relations used for calculating the PIV
statistical uncertainty.
Statistical manipulation of the PIV data also allowed the optimal size of the
measurement samples to be established, i.e. the number of images to be taken during
the experimental analysis per investigated flow region. Figure 4.19 plots the profiles
of the PIV confidence interval (in representing the actual steady mean airflow
velocity) for all the investigated planes as a function of the sample size. With a
sample of 2 0 images the average velocity calculated, for instance, in the region of air
re-circulation {PIV Test 5X) had a ±0.032 m/s tolerance in representing, with a 95%
confidence level, the actual population mean (steady flow conditions). The tolerance
in the measurements reduced by a factor of 3 when the sample contained a total of
120 images. The analysis also evidenced that the regions characterised by stronger
convective flow motion (higher fluid velocity) were subjected to higher uncertainties.
0.060

The fractional errors
calculated in each PIV
plane with equal sample
size are joined with a line
to help visualisation

0.055
g 0.050
■§ 0.045

IE

0 0.040
g

0.035

01

-y 0.030
f 0.025

PIV planes indicated per
location and axis of
reference (e.g.”10Y
Outlet “ = “PIV test no.
10 (see Table 2.3), plane
at outlet slot on y-axis”)

55 0.020

«E 0.015
°

0.010

0.005

0.000

1X
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3X

4Y

Engine

Engine

Turbo

Turbo

5X

6X SS2

9X

Top Rig Turbo Turbo Turbo Gearbox Gearbox Outlet
Bottom Bottom Bottom

10Y
Outlet

Investigated Plane
360 images

240 images -* -1 2 0 images

60 images

20 images

Figure 4.19 - Tolerance in estimating the steady-state mean flow velocity magnitude
(population mean) for different PIV sample sizes.
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From the application of the statistical sampling theory, it was established that
samples of 240 images represented the best compromise when weighting the level of
confidence established against the experimental effort required. The PIV recordings
were therefore repeated 240 times when investigating each flow region for an
effective comparison with CFD.
In the following sub-sections, the simulations carried out with reduced heat fluxes
and by fully solving radiation heat transfer are examined separately (Sections 4.4.1
and 4.4.2). The flow regions that were found to be more difficult to correlate
qualitatively due to a low CFD vector resolution were compared based on a
simulation with a denser air domain mesh (1.2 million cells). The vector plots
obtained from the computation with the denser grid were only used to aid the
visualisation of the differences between measured and predicted results; no
quantitative information was extracted and compared.
4.4.1

Solution with the Heat Flux Approximation and Turbulent Flow Regime

Airflow above Engine - The airflow above the engine block is displayed in Figures
4.20 and 4.21, for two perpendicular planes respectively parallel to the x- and y-axis.
Both figures depict the vectors processed with PIV (grey framed) inset beside the
corresponding flow area simulated with VECTIS (boxed area). The vectors were
plotted with their length proportional to their velocity magnitude. The velocity scale
for both PIV and CFD data is given at the sides of the figure.
The flow field shown in Figure 4.20 was characterised by a relatively strong
convective stream rising next to the engine side (front) surface. As the air reached the
top of the block, it was both predicted and observed to slightly curve towards the
centre of the block. The airflow then merged above the engine with the bulk of the
convective plume which, being restricted by the top boundaries of the underhood,
was directed towards the front opening of the compartment.
The numerical solution did recognise the flow pattern that was observed
experimentally (grey framed PIV vector plot). Quantitatively, the CFD simulation
slightly under-predicted the average velocity by 0.0067 m/s; the corresponding
percentage discrepancy (arc elasticity) was 5.3%, as given in Table 4.5.
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Position of investigated 2-D area
with respect t0 underhood (region
shown on x.z plane at y=0 .3 6 m)

CFD airflow solution for investigated
2-D plane (velocity scale at bottom)

V elo city (m /s)

Part of CFD solution compared with
PIV vector plot (shown alongside)

PIV vector plot corresponding to
CFD boxed area (velocity scale
shown on right hand side of figure)

Figure 4.20 - CFD airflow predictions compared to PIV measurements above engine
block (low CFD grid resolution); Flow region I X (y = 0.36 m).
Figure 4.21 compares the flow patterns in the middle region above the top surface of
the engine (x = 0.28 m plane). The CFD simulation showed that the flow near the
surface converged inward from the sides of the block before merging in the middle
and rising to the compartment’s upper boundary; the PIV image confirmed the
simulated flow pattern. The qualitative correlation is better visualised when
comparing the PIV data with the CFD solution based on the denser grid, as shown at
the bottom of the figure.
The CFD discrepancy in predicting the average magnitude of the flow velocity in the
region was approximately +25%. This arguably represents an acceptable discrepancy
considering the very low velocity of the flow. The average difference between the
two data sets was only 0.015 m/s in absolute terms.
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Figure 4.21 - Airflow comparison above engine block with lower (top) and higher
(bottom) CFD air domain grid resolution; Flow region 2Y (x = 0.28 m).
Airflow above Turbocharger - The flow structure in the near-region of the
turbocharger was investigated in an x-z plane next to the upper edge of the block
(Figure 4.22 displays the CFD simulations with a high grid density) and in a y-z
plane above the block and along its length (Figure 4.23).
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Both the experimental and the computational solutions in Figure 4.22 are clearly
characterised by the convective air stream ascending next to the block’s side
boundary. The flow reduced in strength while expanding in direction past the edge of
the block.
The CFD solution shows that part of the warm air directed towards the outlet
opening (on the left-hand side of the picture) and part re-circulated in clockwise
direction. The flow simulated on the right-hand-side (i.e. heating of the air layers
outside the compartment) was found to be consistent with the flow pattern that might
be expected above an inclined heated surface.

Velocity [m/s]

Figure 4.22 - Airflow comparison above turbocharger block (high CFD grid
resolution); Flow region 3X (y = 0.42 m).
Both the flow directions and the magnitudes in the examined area were satisfactorily
predicted. The mean velocity was over-estimated by 0.028 m/s which was within the
overall uncertainty associated with the PIV image scale setting (3.65%, as given in
Chapter 2) and the 95% confidence in representing the actual steady mean velocity
(i.e. ±0.011 m/s). The relatively high statistical uncertainty was owed to the strong
fluctuations defining the convective flow, as shown in Figure 4.18.
In the y-z plane, Figure 4.23, similar flow discrepancies were determined (15%).
Despite only a limited number of vectors were obtained when post-processing the
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numerical solution (also from the solution with higher grid resolution), a satisfactory
correspondence could be observed on qualitative terms between the two data sets.
The CFD simulation gave however slightly larger horizontal velocity components,
especially in the upper half of the investigated region.

■0.12 S

Velocity |m /s|

Figure 4.23 - Airflow comparison above turbocharger block (high CFD grid
resolution); Flow region 4 Y (x = 0.38 m).
Airflow at Top of Com partm ent - Underhood airflow simulations, especially if in
time-marching mode, can be used to identify “dead” zones, i.e. regions of practically
quiescent flow, and zones of air re-circulation. Re-circulating airflow patterns are
quite common for engine-bays under heat soak because the buoyant flow is easily
affected in direction by the geometry of the compartment and by the componentpackaging configuration. Re-circulating hot air is undesirable from a thermal
management point of view as it tends to increases the average temperature of the
underhood, potentially reducing both the convective heat transfer (heat rejection)
from solid bodies and the mass flow rate discharging to ambient.
The flow regions above the engine and the turbocharger, expected to be characterised
by air-circulation regimes, were studied in Test 5X as part of the PIV investigations
(Chapter 2, Table 2.3). As demonstrated by previous studies on different applications
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[Lee 1997, Leschziner 1990], it is the validity of the turbulence model that plays a
fundamental role on the quality of the CFD predictions for such flow structures.

rO.Oft 't

Velocity m /s

Figure 4.24 - Airflow comparison in re-circulation region (low CFD grid
resolution); Flow region 5 X (y = 0.51 m).
The plot shown in Figure 4.24 indicates that the characteristics of the re-circulating
buoyant airflow near the compartment’s ceiling were satisfactorily predicted.
However, a closer examination of the quantitative data revealed a discrepancy
between the CFD and PIV mean velocities of approximately 41% (percentage arc
elasticity). The difference could be caused by an over-estimation of the dissipation of
the turbulent kinetic energy, s , in the re-circulating vortex. The standard k - s
turbulence model could in fact produce relatively low values of turbulent kinetic
energy, leading to a reduced eddy viscosity and smaller mixing effect (i.e. higher
flow velocities) within the re-circulating flow. A similar numerical behaviour was
observed by Murakami et al. [1992] when comparing a re-circulating flow simulated
with the k - s model within a building environment with wind-tunnel test data.
Apart from the effectiveness of the numerical treatment of turbulence, the calculated
discrepancy could also be in part related to the general temperature over-prediction
of the glass boundaries, as determined during the thermal analysis. Since the walls of
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the enclosure were simulated at a higher temperature than measured, the coupled
flow field would be quite expectably over-predicted in temperature and velocity.
Airflow below Turbocharger - The flow predictions in the region below the
turbocharger block (Figure 4.25) were particularly challenging because the flow
pattern developed due to the interaction of both the engine and turbocharger heat
sources, and a flow separation occurred once the air ascended past the lower edge of
the turbocharger. The air stream was then seen, from the CFD solution map, to re
attach with the convective layer at the side of the block and to increase in strength as
it flowed along the block.
Experimentally, the region was investigated by processing three separate PIV images
and then grouping them together. Qualitatively, the simulations described
satisfactorily the flow motion but the magnitudes were over-predicted by
approximately 35%. Similar quantitative discrepancies were obtained when
processing the CFD results on the higher density grid.
The discrepancy was unquestionably owed to the well-acknowledged weakness of
the Law of the Wall turbulence treatment in accurately resolve boundary layer flows
in unstable regimes [Gatski et al. 1996] and in solving flows associated with
separation [Loomans 1998]. The restricted validity of the wall functions originates
from the assumptions made in their derivation, as further discussed in Section 4.5.2.
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velocity Im/sl

j

Velocity (m /s)

Figure 4.25 - Airflow comparison below turbocharger block with lower (top) and
higher (bottom) CFD air domain grid resolutions; Flow region 6X (y = 0.18m).
Alternative methods for the numerical solution of the near-wall flow field could not
unfortunately be tested in this work, since VECTIS did not provide with any choice
of alternative formulations. The simulation would however be expected to improve
with a more accurate numerical representation of the viscous sub-layer, for instance
using Reynolds stress turbulence models, which explicitly solve the transport
equations at the wall.
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Airflow above Gearbox - Figures 4.26 and 4.27 display, respectively, the
comparison performed in two perpendicular planes above the gearbox block and in
the vicinity of the side surface of the engine. The bulk of the airflow was driven both
by the air density difference due to the heat convected by the gearbox and by the
positive vertical temperature gradient on the side of the engine.
The flow field agreement in the x-plane was very satisfactory (Figure 4.26). The
discrepancy was approximately 4% for the mean velocity (i.e. 0.099 m/s) and 3% for
the maximum velocity magnitude (i.e. 0.122 m/s). The minimum air velocity
(0.06 m/s) was however over-predicted by almost 36%, mainly because the density
of the mesh was not high enough to resolve with accuracy the small vectors.

V elocity lm /sj

Figure 4.26 - Airflow comparison above gearbox block (low CFD grid resolution);
Flow region 7X (y = 0.18 m).
The flow patterns shown in Figure 4.27 had a disagreement in velocity of 28%. Both
the flow direction, parallel to the surface of the engine, and the gradual velocity
reduction away from the surface are however very similarly depicted in the two
vector plots.
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Figure 4.27 - Airflow comparison above gearbox block (low CFD grid resolution);
Flow region 8Y (x = 0.24 m).
Airflow at Outlet - In a vertical plane in the middle of the outlet opening, the air
motion was predicted as shown in Figure 4.28. The numerical solution displays the
airflow layers along the internal surface of the compartment discharging to the
computational chamber (ambient).
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Figure 4.28 - Airflow comparison at the flow outlet slot (low CFD grid resolution);
Flow region 9X (y = 0.28 m).
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The flow directions determined by VECTIS corresponded well to the experiments
but the air velocities were under-predicted on average by 0.17 m/s (i.e. -45%). As the
thermal condition of the flow in the region was relatively well simulated (Table 4.1),
the discrepancy could be imputed to the wall heat transfer being under-estimated in
the numerical model or to an over-estimation of turbulent kinetic energy at the flow
separation point [Lee 1997]. An extended analysis of the flow predictions in the
near-wall region would however be required to precisely quantify the influence of
erroneous turbulence computations on the discrepancy with the measurements.
Similar vector differences were obtained when comparing the results for the vertical
y-z plane located across the flow outlet of the compartment. Although the flow
vectors were qualitatively matched, Figure 4.29, the numerical solution gave a
discharge air velocity 32% lower than measured.

Figure 4.29 - Airflow comparison at the flow outlet slot (low grid CFD resolution);
Flow region 10Y(x = 0 m).
When processing the CFD results at the outlet slot, a very weak inward flow motion
at the bottom of the outlet aperture, just above the vertical glass plate, was noted.
Such flow pattern was computed by VECTIS in order to preserve mass conservation
within the underhood volume. The same location was investigated with PIV to assess
the correctness of the computational flow field predictions.
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Figure 4.30 shows the PIV results alongside the CFD simulations. The measurements
did confirm the inward motion of the flow. Slightly different vector directions were
however observed and the mean air velocity was largely under-predicted. The air
velocities in the area were very low (the maximum recorded value was of 0.068 m/s)
and the PIV measurements would be particularly affected by the limitations of the
experimental apparatus. It should indeed be recognised that at such low air speeds,
the oil droplets transported by the flow would be at a velocity close to their terminal
value, and therefore the expected incidence of systematic errors in the measurements
was higher.
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Figure 4.30 - Airflow comparison at the bottom of the flow outlet slot (low CFD
grid resolution); Flow region 1IX (y = 0.28 m).
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Table 4.4 - PIV vector data and statistical uncertainty.
(Positive velocity magnitudes refer to flow direction from left to right in vector plots)
Vx
INVESTIGATED PLANE

IVI

Vy

Min
velocity
(m/s)

Max
velocity
(m/s)

Average
velocity
(m/s)

Min
velocity
(m/s)

Max
velocity
(m/s)

Average
velocity
(m/s)

Min
velocity
(m/s)

Max
velocity
(m/s)

Average
velocity
(m/s)

Std Dev.
(±)

Sample
size, n

95%
conf.
interval
(± m/s)

1X

0.020

0.129

0.067

-0.209

-0.029

-0.104

0.029

0.218

0.130

0.040

240

0.005

Above Engine

2Y

-0.045

0.106

0.017

-0.072

-0.008

-0.040

0.023

0.107

0.060

0.020

240

0.003

Above Turbo

3X

-0.189

0.026

-0.108

-0.360

-0.023

-0.178

0.055

0.395

0.210

0.084

240

0.011

Above Turbo

4Y

-0.035

0.041

0.009

-0.208

0.015

-0.092

0.052

0.219

0.097

0.055

240

0.007

Top of
Compartment

5X

-0.018

0.089

0.044

-0.077

0.110

0.004

0.038

0.121

0.067

0.022

240

0.003

-0.017

0.192

0.042

-0.295

-0.017

-0.141

0.044

0.304

0.152

0.074

240

0.009

0.000

0.268

0.080

-0.131

0.010

-0.031

0.052

0.287

0.088

0.049

240

0.006

-0.001

0.255

0.045

-0.295

0.031

-0.023

0.017

0.216

0.063

0.065

240

0.008

Below Turbo

6X
SS1
6X
SS2
6X
SS3

Above Gearbox

7X

-0.088

-0.022

-0.054

-0.102

-0.056

-0.082

0.060

0.122

0.099

0.014

360

0.001

Above Gearbox

8Y

-0.024

0.011

-0.013

-0.260

-0.041

-0.098

0.046

0.260

0.099

0.055

240

0.007

Outlet Window

9X

0.038

0.452

0.224

-0.473

0.017

-0.290

0.039

0.559

0.368

0.126

240

0.016

Outlet Window

10Y

-0.158

0.066

-0.031

-0.668

-0.148

-0.442

0.153

0.629

0.446

0.117

240

0.015

Bottom Outlet
Window

11X

-0.134

0.015

-0.065

-0.127

0.071

-0.011

0.004

0.121

0.074

0.033

240

0.004

Below Turbo
Below Turbo
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Table 4.5 - CFD predictions for simulation with heat flux approximation and quantitative data comparison.
CFD PREDICTION (m/s)
INVESTIGATED PLANE

Min
velocity

Max
velocity

ABS. DIFFERENCE (m/s)

Avg
Std Dev.
velocity
(±)

IVI min

IVI max

IVI avg

CFD DISCREPANCY (%)

ARC ELASTICITY (%)

IVI min

IVI max

IVI avg

IVI min

IVI max

IVI avg

Above Engine

1X

0.032

0.215

0.123

0.029

3.1E-03

-2.8E-03 -6.7E-03

10.54

-1.29

-5.14

10.01

1.29

5.27

Above Engine

2Y

0.029

0.133

0.075

0.022

6.1E-03

2.6E-02

1.5E-02

26.64

24.05

24.84

23.51

21.46

22.10

Above Turbo

3X

0.080

0.396

0.238

0.053

2.5E-02

1.4E-03

2.8E-02

45.22

0.35

13.17

36.88

0.35

12.36

Above Turbo

4Y

0.038

0.208

0.113

0.028

-1.4E-02 -1.1E-02

1.6E-02

-26.29

-4.92

16.10

30.26

5.05

14.90

Top of
Compartment

5X

0.052

0.167

0.102

0.024

1.4E-02

4.6E-02

3.5E-02

38.04

37.54

51.89

31.96

31.60

41.20

0.056

0.242

0.108

0.054

1.2E-02

-6.2E-02 -4.4E-02

26.56

-20.29

-28.85

23.45

22.58

33.72

0.069

0.208

0.124

0.048

1.7E-02

-7.9E-02

3.6E-02

33.05

-27.53

40.94

28.36

31.92

33.99

0.013

0.185

0.098

0.049

-4.0E-03 -3.1E-02

3.5E-02

-23.48

-14.47

54.36

26.61

15.60

42.74

Below Turbo
Below Turbo
Below Turbo
Above Gearbox

7X

0.082

0.126

0.103

0.025

2.2E-02

3.5E-03

3.9E-03

35.88

2.88

3.96

30.42

2.84

3.89

Above Gearbox

8Y

0.062

0.277

0.132

0.033

1.6E-02

1.7E-02

3.3E-02

33.61

6.58

32.90

28.78

6.37

28.26

Outlet Window

9X

0.024

0.378

0.201

0.094

-1.5E-02 -1.8E-01

-1.7E-01

-38.57

-32.38

-45.41

47.78

38.63

58.75

Outlet Window

10Y

0.127

0.376

0.301

0.095

-2.6E-02 -2.5E-01

-1.5E-01

-17.07

-40.27

-32.53

18.66

50.42

38.85

Bottom Outlet
Window

11X

0.006

0.068

0.042

0.018

1.8E-03

-5.3E-02 -3.2E-02

44.30

-43.95

-43.25

36.27

56.33

55.19
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6X
SS1
6X
SS2
6X
SS3
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Data Comparison - Steady-State

Solution with the Radiation M odule and Turbulent Flow Regim e

The corresponding airflow simulations determined with the radiation heat transfer
model were found to be very similar to the ones previously described. The predicted
flow patterns were almost identical although some quantitative differences were
noted between the results. Table 4.6 lists the results of the data comparison for all the
investigated flow regions, allowing for a direct comparison with the previously
examined data. Figure 4.31 depicts selected flow representations, for which the
quantitative discrepancies with the measurements were found to differ the most with
the computation not modelling the radiation effects.
The correlation of the predicted velocity magnitudes in Table 4.6 highlights a larger
disagreement with PIV data for the flow regions close to the heated blocks, i.e. in the
areas I X and 2Y (Figure 4.31a) close to the engine block, 3X and 4Y close to the
turbocharger and 7X and 8Y above the gearbox. The CFD simulation gave in these
areas a relatively larger mean flow velocity. The discrepancy is partly attributable to
the higher temperature predicted for the block surfaces, most probably caused by an
over-specification of the heat sources in the model, as discussed in Section 4.5.1. The
flow predictions would be expected to correlate very closely to the experimental data
if the block surface temperatures had been specified in the CFD model exactly as
measured.
A closer data agreement was observed, on the other hand, in the region of air re
circulation (Figure 4.31b) and in the planes at the outlet of the underhood (Figures
4.31c and 4.3Id). As given in Table 4.6, the CFD-relative discrepancy reduced by
28% for the x-plane at the top of the underhood, by respectively 9% and 8% for the
x- and y-planes across the outlet, and by 15% in the small area at the bottom of the
front slot. The improvement in accuracy lied with the more precise simulation of the
thermal state of the compartment boundaries; these were not previously modelled to
absorb the heat radiated from the blocks. Consequently, the airflow velocity in the
vicinity of the glass was estimated to be lower in magnitude.
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Figure 4.31 - Airflow predictions compared to measurements for simulation fully solving radiation (flow regions 2Y, 5X, 9Xand IIX),
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Table 4.6 - CFD predictions for simulation fully solving radiation and quantitative data comparison.
CFD PREDICTION (m/s)
INVESTIGATED PLANE

Max
Min
velocity velocity

ABS. DIFFERENCE (m/s)

Avg
Std Dev.
velocity
(±)

CFD DISCREPANCY (%)

ARC ELASTICITY (%)

IVI min

IVI max

IVI avg

IVI min

IVI max

IVI avg

IVI min

IVI max

IVI avg

1X

0.036

0.254

0.145

0.031

7.1E-03

3.6E-02

1.5E-02

24.35

16.62

11.83

21.71

15.35

11.17

Above Engine

2Y

0.018

0.151

0.079

0.023

-4.9E-03

4.4E-02

1.9E-02

-21.40

40.83

31.50

23.96

33.91

27.22

Above Turbo

3X

0.090

0.366

0.241

0.051

3.5E-02

-2.9E-02

3.1E-02

63.37

-7.25

14.60

48.12

7.52

13.61

Above Turbo

4Y

0.078

0.269

0.128

0.026

2.6E-02

5.0E-02

3.1E-02

51.31

22.96

31.51

40.83

20.60

27.22

Top of
Compartment

5X

0.028

0.126

0.077

0.021

-9.7E-03

4.6E-03

9.8E-03

-25.67

3.77

14.67

29.45

3.70

13.66

6X
SS1
6X
SS2
6X
SS3

0.041

0.355

0.134

0.054

-3.2E-03

5.1E-02

-1.8E-02

-7.34

16.93

-11.72

7.62

15.61

12.45

0.043

0.255

0.067

0.031

-8.9E-03 -3.2E-02 -2.1E-02

-17.08

-11.15

-23.85

18.68

11.81

27.07

0.015

0.190

0.086

0.044

-2.0E-03 -2.6E-02

2.3E-02

-11.71

-12.16

35.46

12.44

12.94

30.12

Above Gearbox

7X

0.093

0.142

0.111

0.025

3.3E-02

2.0E-02

1.2E-02

54.10

15.94

12.04

42.58

14.77

11.36

Above Gearbox

8Y

0.056

0.290

0.125

0.035

9.6E-03

3.0E-02

2.6E-02

20.68

11.59

25.86

18.75

10.95

22.90

Outlet Window

9X

0.029

0.431

0.235

0.079

-1.0E-02 -1.3E-01 -1.3E-01

-25.77

-22.89

-36.18

29.58

25.85

44.17

Outlet Window

10Y

0.133

0.456

0.336

0.087

-2.0E-02 -1.7E-01 -1.1E-01

-13.15

-27.56

-24.68

14.08

31.96

28.16

Bottom Outlet
Window

11X

0.008

0.089

0.053

0.013

3.8E-03

-3.2E-02 -2.1E-02

92.40

-26.64

-28.39

63.20

30.74

33.09

Below Turbo
Below Turbo
Below Turbo

Data Comparison - Steady-State

Above Engine
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4 .5

D is c u s s io n

Data Comparison - Steady-State

and

V a l id a t io n

From the examination of the numerical predictions and corresponding laboratory
measurements the following was determined:
Heat Flux Approximation - The correlation obtained with reduced heat fluxes
provided a generally good level o f accuracy for both thermal and airflow predictions.
The discrepancy between measured and calculated temperatures was on average
about 5% when solving for turbulence, and 8% when assuming the flow to be in fully
laminar regime11. The CFD thermal solution with a prescribed laminar flow gave
higher surface temperatures and a lower air temperature within the compartment; the
solution under-estimated therefore the convective heat transfer at the surfaces but did
not markedly influence the temperature distribution agreement with measurements.
Figure 4.32 plots the mean vector magnitude as measured and predicted within all of
the investigated PIV interrogation areas. Taking into account the data uncertainty,
satisfactory mean flow predictions were obtained using the reduced heat fluxes
approach. The largest discrepancies were associated with the regions characterised
by air re-circulation {PIV test 5X) and flow separation {PIV tests 6X, 9X and 10Y).
The overall CFD discrepancy was approximately equal to 31%. Importantly, it must
be recognised that the percentage differences were based on very low vector
magnitudes; in absolute terms, the discrepancies were only in the order of 10'2 m/s,
arguably within the accuracy requirements for underhood thermal engineering
design.
Radiation Modelling - The average thermal discrepancy between the experimental
and computational sets of data when fully solving for radiation heat transfer (and
flow turbulence) was found to increase by 3.5% from the original 5%. On the other
hand, a closer agreement was obtained when comparing the flow field data (Figure
4.32, overall discrepancy of 23%).

11Although the overall percentage discrepancy figures do not represent all the surfaces and air planes
in the compartment, they can be generalised with confidence as the investigated areas were chosen to
represent the thermal condition of all the modelled blocks (at least one surface per block examined)
and of both x- and y-planes in their proximity.
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Figure 4.32 - Comparison between mean velocity vector measurements and predictions (with both heat flux approximation and radiation heat
transfer solution) for all the examined flow field regions.
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The main parameters expected to have influenced the CFD results and their accuracy
were:
Specification of Material Properties - The laboratory rig was exactly reproduced
geometrically in VECTIS and, in order to distinguish the components made from
different materials, different CFD models were prepared with specific material
properties (linked in a conjugate heat transfer solution). The material properties were
researched in databases and were not determined experimentally. Accordingly, the
values for density, thermal conductivity and specific heat were susceptible to a
certain degree of inaccuracy, with obvious repercussions on the quality of the
coupled thermal and flow predictions.
Modelling Differences - The surfaces of the engine were predicted to have a more
uniform temperature distribution than observed. This was mainly caused by the
slightly different experimental and computational representations of the engine, i.e.
made with three separate blocks but modelled as single solid in VECTIS. The
different configurations resulted in a ‘distorted’ temperature variation predicted on
the vertical surfaces of the block.
A similar reason explains the data discrepancy found at the interface between the
engine and the gearbox. VECTIS’s assumption (not amenable to modification) of an
“ideal” conduction between the blocks translated to a general temperature under
prediction of the regions of the gearbox closest to the engine (Figure 4.8). The
insulating effect of the interfaces could be modelled using fictitious solid CHT
models prescribed with a very low thermal conductivity. However, apart from largely
increasing the hardware requirements, the method would be still invalid because
VECTIS’s formulation specifically requires the solid models to have a minimum
thickness of 5 mm (for correct mesh discretisation).
Magnitude of the Heat Sources - The temperature over-prediction for the block
surfaces, obtained when incorporating in the CFD solution the radiation heat transfer
module, could be partly due to the uncertainty associated with the measurement of
the power exerted by the cartridge heaters (i.e. ±(2% + 5W) as given in Chapter 2,
Table 2.4). The power o f the heaters was numerically prescribed as constant heat
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fluxes within the blocks; any over-specification obviously translated to an over
prediction of the block temperatures.
Validity of Turbulence Model and Wall Functions - The disagreement between
predictions and measurements calculated in regions of unstable regime (e.g. flow re
circulation) or characterised by flow separation were owed to the assumptions made
in deriving the k - s turbulence model and the wall functions.
A significant weakness of the k - s model, when employed for simulating airflow as
found in compartments, is that it assumes in its formulation a fully-developed
turbulent flow existing everywhere in the model. Such assumption has been found to
translate in an over-prediction of the turbulent diffusivity for wall-bounded lowReynolds number flows [Posner et al. 2003] and in an excessive-production of
turbulence kinetic energy in the vicinity of stagnation and separation points, the latter
leading to overly mixed solutions [Lee 1997]. An attempt was made in solving the
underhood with the assumption of a fully-laminar flow field but the predictions
showed an overall worse agreement with PIV than the simulation with the k - s
model.
An alternative would be the implementation of the RNG k - s

model, which is

available in VECTIS. This has been found in the past [Chen 1995, Speziale et a l
1991] to perform slightly better than the standard model when simulating simple
indoor air flows. However, the validity of the RNG model is not yet assured due to its
entirely theoretical development and lack of widespread application [Gatski et a l
1996, Lam 1992]. Furthermore, the results of the sensitivity analysis presented in
Chapter 3 (Table 3.6) showed that the RNG model failed to predict correctly the
average air temperature in the underhood.
A valid method for improving the simulation of natural convective flows would be
the implementation in VECTIS of low-Reynolds number turbulence models, which
have the advantage of integrating the flow governing equations through the turbulent
boundary layer and into the viscous sub-layer adjacent to the wall. The wallfunctions used in the k - s model would not be necessary [Yakhot et al 1986]. This
is a desiderable attribute since wall-functions are derived from simplistic flows (i.e.
two-dimensional flows parallel to the wall [Tennekes and Lumley 1972]) and have
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been found to be strictly valid only for fully developed, equilibrium boundary layers
[Gatski et al. 1996]. Their application to model boundary layer flows that arise
within enclosures and ventilated compartments and when pressure gradients are
present (separation and impinging flows) is not fully justified as discussed, among
other researchers, by Tennekes et al. [1972] and Abe et al. [1994]. Alternatively, the
wall functions in the standard k - s model could be replaced by a hybrid two-layer
function as successfully tested by Wofahrt et al. [2005]. The hybrid wall treatment
would provide improved flow predictions by employing a “fitting” function to link
the laminar and turbulent regions o f the boundary layer.
Setup of PIV Image Length Scale - Any imprecision in manually setting the length
scale of the PIV fields of view, before vector post-processing, would cause
systematic errors in the calculation of the mean flow magnitudes. With the
instrumentation setup of this study, it was established that an error of 1 mm in sizing
the recorded images would affect the velocities by 3.65%, on average (Chapter 2,
Table 2.4).
Spatial discretisation - Relatively large discrepancies (approximately 30%) were
obtained when comparing experimental and numerical vectors with very low
magnitudes. The different resolution o f the CFD and PIV vector plots was believed
to have partly caused the differences.

Overall, VECTIS demonstrated, qualitatively, to predict with sufficient accuracy the
general temperature trends and the flow patterns and, quantitatively, to satisfactorily
predict critical temperature parameters and flow velocities. Its implementation for
simulation-based designs of thermal problems characterised by natural convection is
therefore endorsed. The prerequisite for the good accuracy found was a model
representation that conformed geometrically to the real system, a well-posed
conjugate heat transfer simulation with consistent boundary conditions and the
employment of a reliable turbulence model for simulating the airflow. Research in
the CFD field is very active and it is envisaged that improvements of numerical
models will inevitably improve the accuracy of the CFD simulations.
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The validity of the turbulence model was found to be very important for the accuracy
of the predictions. Although the flow was anticipated to be not fully-turbulent, the
choice of using a turbulence model demonstrated to be favourable in comparison of
forcing a laminar regime in the underhood volume. Radiation modelling was not
found, on the other hand, to be critical: this is because an appropriate method to
approximate the heat lost by radiation from the underhood blocks was found in this
study. The radiation module implemented in VECTIS did not anyway substantially
increase the CPU runtime and its use would be recommended for all future analyses.

4.6

C l o su r e

The numerical and experimental data comparison presented in the chapter
demonstrated that, overall, VECTIS was able to predict to within 10% the thermal
condition and within 25% the airflow magnitudes under buoyancy-driven convective
environment in a simplified underhood model.
The highest discrepancies were observed for the flow simulations characterising the
regions with air re-circulation and separation. The implementation in VECTIS of a
more advanced and more suited turbulence model was suggested for the
improvement of the predictions. The absolute quantitative differences in velocity
magnitudes were however very small and arguably within typical requirements for
engineering design. Overall, the analysis justified and gave confidence in the use of
VECTIS for steady-state simulations of natural convection.
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5 .1

P re lim in a ry R e m a rk s

Despite extensive research in the CFD field over the last decade, only few recent
studies have explored alternative computational approaches for reducing the CPU
runtime of transient simulations. In order to tackle complex time-dependent thermal
flow simulations, industry has mainly relied on the continuous progresses of
technology (e.g. the continuous increase in computing capacity of modem PCs) and
on the evolvement of the numerical techniques for code parallelisation. The demands
for accurate and detailed simulations have however also been progressively
increasing and sufficient computational power may never be available to effectively
counterbalance the requirements of a typical engineering analysis group [Hucho
1998].
A novel computational procedure/methodology enabling time-accurate simulations to
be performed with a significantly reduced CPU turnaround time compared to a
standard, fully-transient, CFD computation is investigated in this chapter.
The parameters affecting the performance of the methodology (accuracy and
efficiency) were examined systematically by comparing the flow and the thermal
predictions of a simple test case, henceforth referred to as Model A, with the
corresponding results of a fully-transient computation. The investigation was then
repeated on a more complex test case, Model B, which was solved also including the
effects of radiation heat transfer.
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F a s t P s e u d o -T ra n s ie n t C o m p u ta tio n a l P r o c e d u r e

The literature review presented in Chapter 1 indicated that previous attempts to
reduce the processing time for transient CFD simulations have mainly focused upon:
1.

Improvement of hardware capacity and software parallelisation

2.

Reduction in complexity of the computations, which was obtained for example
by simplifying the modelled geometries (and thus the CFD meshes), by
implementing empirical expressions as boundary condition or by adopting highly
approximated numerical models (e.g. zero-equation turbulence model)

3. Development of more efficient numerical algorithms
All previous attempts have however demonstrated only relatively small savings in
computing time (less than 50%) and often at the expense of marked losses in
prediction accuracy.
An alternative method for transient underhood analyses would consist of using a 1-D
system thermal model (STM), which provides a detailed thermal network description
of the engine bay [Chang 2003]. However, a STM code would not be able to predict
the state of the flow field within the underhood; any time-dependent internal and
external flow condition (and any specific component or system characteristic) would
need to be either assumed or entered as obtained from experimental investigation,
affecting both the accuracy o f the predictions and the preparation time for the
analysis. The current practice is to use a combination of both CFD and STM, in order
to compensate for their deficiencies as individual tools: the complex flow patterns
are simulated with a 3-D CFD computation and the thermal state of solid elements is
resolved with a coupled 1-D STM code. Only steady-state analyses have been
attempted to date; strong doubts exist on the time-accuracy and on the actual CPU
time saving that could be achieved with such method when applied to transient cases.
The current industrial requirement is for detailed time-dependent flow/thermal
predictions to be computed within a feasible timeframe and preferentially within a
single software tool [Somarathne et a l 2005]. In response, a computational
methodology for fast transient simulations with a single CFD software is proposed in
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this study. The methodology was developed based on a coupled heat transfer solution
procedure between fluid and solid domains.
Description of Proposed Methodology - The fundamental limitation of CFD in
performing a detailed and fully-conservative transient simulation is the requirement
of overcoming the computationally demanding task of solving the equations
expressing conservation of fluid momentum. Timesteps of the order of 1/1000th of a
second would be required to satisfy the numerical accuracy and stability constraints
of the momentum solution for a model o f average complexity. Consequently, many
thermal processes examined for relatively long periods of time

(> 1

minute) and

characterised by a continually changing flow field cannot currently be investigated
numerically.
The method that is proposed to circumvent this limitation consists of “freezing” the
flow field for periods of time during the transient simulation, i.e. pausing the solution
of all governing flow equations except for the temperature. By freezing the flow, the
analysis is freed from having to run for very small timesteps and the thermal solution
can be advanced in time more quickly (timestep > Is could be used). A time-accurate
flow field, based on the temperatures o f the modelled solid component at the end of
the frozen-flow periods, can then be re-established/updated by “un-freezing” the flow
field and solving again in a fully-conservative fashion.
Conceptually, the proposed computational procedure is based on the solution scheme
shown in Figure 5.1. It consists of a specific number of long periods of time allocated
for “frozen flow” solution processes, alternating with short periods of time allocated
for “unfrozen flow” solution processes. The number of alternations between frozen
and unfrozen computations, henceforth referred to as number of methodology cycles,
would depend on the overall size of the time period of interest (i.e. the physical
length of the investigated timeframe) and on the temporal advancement of the
simulation within each methodology cycle.
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Frozen
momentum
solution

Timestep
Length
(log scale)

Frozen flow

Frozen flow

Unfrozen
flow

Unfrozen
flow

Fully
conservative
solution

Unfrozen
flow

Time progression

Figure 5.1 - Pseudo time-dependent solution scheme. The length of the frozen flow
periods and the size of the relative timesteps are several orders of magnitude larger
than for the unfrozen flow periods.
Two variants of the proposed procedure were tested. They differed in the type of
CFD solver employed to update the flow field momentum transport, i.e. transient
solver (methodology variant henceforth referred to as the “UPDATE”) or steady-state
solver (the “SWITCH’ variant).
UPDATE Strategy - The variant is based on a conjugate-heat-transfer transient
computation solving only for thermal energy, denoted in the schematic representation
of Figure 5.2 as “Fast Transient Computation”. Large timesteps (optimal size to be
investigated) promote the fast advancement in time of the solution. The transport of
flow momentum is computed by restarting the transient simulations, after a specific
time period, with both momentum and continuity equations included in the solution
(referred to as “Full Transient Computation”). The fast and full transient
computations are set to alternate until the physical timeframe of the investigated
process is fully simulated. As shown in Figure 5.2, the UPDATE methodology is
always set to initiate with a full transient run that provides a first approximation to
the flow patterns in the modelled domain.
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Fr o z e n F l o w
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Equations Solved:

Equations Solved:

Equations Solved:

Equations Solved:

Equations Solved:

FLUID DOMAIN
Continuity, Momentum,
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FLUID DOMAIN
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FLUID DOMAIN
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Energy (+ Turbulence)
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Continuity, Momentum,
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Cyc

? d Cycle

Progression of time-marching solution
Figure 5.2 - Proposed solution scheme for UPDATE transient strategy.
SW ITCH Strategy - The solution procedure for the SWITCH methodology is
schematically shown in Figure 5.3 and can be best described as being “pseudotransient”. A series o f alternating transient and steady-state computations are set to
solve, respectively, the thermal state of the solid CHT models and the complete set of
governing equations of the fluid model. The main difference to the UPDATE strategy
is in the employment of the steady-state CFD solver to update the flow momentum in
place of a non-conservative transient computation. Importantly, the steady-state runs
are not required to progress in time the thermal solution of the domain(s) in order to
avoid affecting the overall time-dependent accuracy of the analysis.
Fr o z e n F lo w

U n fr o zen Flow

Fro zen F low

U nfr o zen Flow

STEADY-STATE
COMPUTATION

FAST TRANSIENT
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STEADY-STATE
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Equations Solved:

Equations Solved:

Equations Solved:

Equations Solved:
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FLUID DOMAIN
Continuity, Momentum,
Energy (+ Turbulence)

FLUID DOMAIN
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FLUID DOMAIN
Continuity, Momentum,
Energy (+ Turbulence)

FLUID DOMAIN
Energy

FLUID DOMAIN
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U n fr o zen Flow

SOLID DOMAIN(S)

Start

SOLID DOMAIN(S)
Energy

SOLID DOMAIN(S)

SOLID DOMAIN(S)
Energy

1st Cycle

SOLID DOMAIN(S)
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Figure 5.3 - Proposed solution scheme for SWITCH transient strategy.
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Recent Research Progresses — Two distinct groups of researchers have very
recently investigated (at the time o f writing the present thesis) computational
procedures that closely mirror the approach adopted in this study to reduce the
processing time for transient CFD analyses.
Wofahrt et al. [2005] tested two computational methods to simulate the de-icing of a
vehicle windscreen. The first consisted o f a steady-state CFD computation solving
the air momentum and the heat balance followed by a transient restart, only solving
the energy and the turbulence flow equations. Airflow density and momentum
transport were never updated with the temperature variation near the surface of the
windscreen. Despite the analysis demonstrated to be very fast compared to a typical
fully conservative transient computation, the predicted temperature distribution on
the investigated surface was found to be poorly resolved due to the flow motion not
being precisely captured close to the windshield.
The second method consisted of a transient computation solving for energy and
turbulence that was frequently updated by a transient simulations additionally
solving for momentum and continuity. The methodology, which was in principle
analogous to the UPDATE strategy proposed and examined in this study,
demonstrated the best compromise between prediction accuracy and saving of
computational resources. When compared to a reference transient run (with
permanent solution of all the equations), the CPU turnaround time was found to
decrease by 70%, with nearly the same quality in the results. The data comparison
was however only based on surface temperatures; the accuracy of the flow field
results was not established.
Somarathne et al. [2005] also tested two calculation procedures based on the
principle of pausing the solution of all the transport equations for specific periods of
time. In resemblance to the strategies presented in this thesis, the techniques were
devised to perform transient-transient or transient-steady iterative computations and
were employed to solve the time-dependent airflow variations in an office
environment. The authors determined that the strategy adopting steady-state
computations to solve the flow transport was the most computationally efficient
(90% runtime saving compared to the 36% saving of the transient-transient
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methodology). However, a flaw in the procedure was observed by Somarathne et al.
when modelling high rates of change in the thermal conditions; fictitious “jumps” in
temperatures were predicted at the end o f each steady-state process. No quantitative
flow comparison with the full transient data was presented in the papers.
Both studies demonstrated that the combination of frozen and unfrozen flow
computations is an effective procedure for fast transient thermal modelling. The
conclusions drawn by the researches indicate, however, that specific parameters,
such as the overall length of the frozen flow periods and the number and size of the
timesteps/iterations discretising the unfrozen flow computations, are critical for the
accuracy o f the predictions and the efficiency of the computation. A detailed and
systematic parametric analysis was therefore deemed necessary in order to determine
the optimal set of solver parameters to be implemented in the proposed fast transient
methodologies.
Computational Procedure - To reduce the effort and time required to setup and
execute the separate solver runs within the solution scheme of the devised
methodologies, a specific program was written with the MS-DOS Batch
programming language (source code in Appendix I). The “Batch file” generated the
necessary VECTIS input files and fully automated the iterative solution procedures.
In particular, after the user had entered all the required computational parameters for
the simulation (e.g. number of steady-state iterations, number and size of the
transient steps and total number o f methodology cycles), the program was able to
start the analysis and automatically control the alternation between the planned CFD
runs.
A specific limitation o f the Batch programming language was recognised during the
writing of the code: the program could not be instructed to automatically modify
specific lines of the generic VECTIS’s input file used to start the different CFD runs.
As a consequence, at the onset o f a new analysis the user was required to manually
enter into the source code of the Batch program all the command lines to be then
written in the input files. Such requirement did not affect the parametric analysis but
would translate in relatively long setup times if the program were to be used on a
routine basis. The issue was circumvented at a later stage during the research work
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by using a different program written in the JAVA™ programming language
[Bancroft 2005]. The program (source code and description given in Appendix I) was
able to fully automate the iterative procedure of the methodology with the only
requirement for a sample input file for each of the modelled CHT domain and for
each type of computation (transient or steady-state).
Furthermore, to enable a fast post-processing of the complete set of transient results,
an additional program was written in JAVA™ to join all the data of the separate
VECTIS’s output files on a common and sequential time base. The code obviated the
need to manually join the numerical solutions of the frozen- and unffozen-flow
processes, otherwise fragmented in different files. Further description and the source
code of the program are contained in Appendix I.

5.3

5.3.1

A n a l y s is o f M o d e l A

G eom etry an d B o u n d a ry C onditions

A CFD model of a relatively simple geometry was designed with CAD software and
used to investigate the effects of different solver parameters on the efficiency and
accuracy of the devised strategies, in order to refine the calculation procedures. The
model, shown in Figure 5.4, consisted of a hollow block (100x100x100 mm3, wall
thickness

10

mm) positioned at the centre of a computational chamber

(500x500x100 mm3).

Hollow block
(“solid model” in CHT
solution procedure)

Computational chamber
(“fluid model” in CHT
solution procedure)

Figure 5.4 - Model A - CFD model for testing the solver parameters of the proposed
transient strategies.
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The small and identical width of block and chamber (100 mm) created a less
computational-demanding configuration that enabled a reference full transient
simulation to be performed within a reasonable timeframe for data comparison.
The hollow block was set to participate to the CHT simulation as a solid model with
the following properties: density = 1000 kg/m3, specific heat = 50 J/kgK, thermal
conductivity = 50 W/mK. As indicated in Figure 5.5, only four of the block’s six
surfaces were thermally conjugated with the air domain (i.e. set to exchange local
heat transfer coefficients and temperature values), with the remaining two (vertical
surfaces on z-x planes) specified as “zero gradient” surfaces (slip + adiabatic walls).
The temperature of the chamber’s side boundaries was fixed at 473K (shown as the
"isothermal boundaries" in the figure). All other boundaries were solved from an
initial ambient temperature of 273K.

Fluid Model Isothermal
boundaries
Zero-gradient
boundary

Solid Model
Zero-gradient
boundary/

CHT
boundaries

CHT
boundaries

Figure 5.5 - Model A - Boundary conditions on the surfaces of the test geometry.
The figure distinguishes the solid and the fluid models participating to the CHT
simulation.
The Navier-Stokes equations were discretised with a structured finite-volume
formulation. The grid size was established through a number of sensitivity tests
conducted to ensure that the mesh provided sufficient resolution without imposing
too much additional computational load. As a result, 2,500 grid cells were embedded
within the solid block (cells

10

mm in size) and

2 0 ,0 0 0

cells were set to discretise the

fluid domain, with a slight mesh refinement next to the thermally conjugated walls as
shown in Figure 5.6a (cells 7.5 mm to 30 mm in size).
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a)
Monitoring
points

L .
Figure 5.6 - Model A - Slice view of mesh grid for: (a) flow field (location of
monitoring points shown); (b) hollow block (not to scale).
5.3.2 R eference F ull T ra n s ie n t S im ulation
A full transient simulation was performed to provide a comparison baseline against
which the effectiveness of the proposed methodologies could be evaluated. It was
carried out with the PISO pressure-velocity coupling and with a timestep of 0.01s
(convergence threshold set at 1O'6). Radiation heat transfer was not modelled and the
flow field was assumed to be fully laminar. The progress of the CFD flow
computation was monitored from the solution at four different cells located nearby
the block surfaces (Figure 5.6).
During the analysis, the convective heat transfer between the isothermal surfaces of
the chamber and the boundaries of the block was predicted to gradually reduce until
a thermal equilibrium was established after 1500s, when the computation was halted.
Relatively large velocity oscillations were observed, especially in the first half of the
simulated timeframe as shown in Figure 5.7.
By re-running the first 20s of the analysis with a smaller step (0.001s) and with a
tighter convergence limit ( 1 0 ‘7), it was recognised that the instability of the flow
solution was solely induced by the CFD solver. Indeed, the new computation shown
in Figure 5.8 provided a solution (red line) that filtered the high frequency
fluctuations observed when solving the flow field with a timestep of 0 .0 1 s (blue
line).
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The differences in frequencies suggested that the oscillations were not representing a
physical phenomenon (e.g. the inherent instability of a natural convective flow) but
that they were purely owed to a numerical effect.

0 05

-0 00

-0 .1 0

0

5

10

IS

20

Figure 5.8 - Comparison of air velocity magnitude between full transient solutions
based on different step sizes and convergence limits (first 20s of simulation shown).
The CPU time taken to complete the analysis (with a timestep of 0.01s) was of 8,918
minutes on the same PC unit (Pentium IV, 2.40GHz, 1GB RAM) used for allthe
CFD runs. The full simulation was not repeated with a 0.001s timestep because it
would have taken several weeks to complete.
5.3.3 Sim ulation w ith U PD ATE S trategy
Based on a preliminary parametric analysis, the main factors found to affect the
overall performance of the UPDATE transient procedure were:
• Number and size of timesteps in the full transient computations
• Number and size of timesteps in the fast transient computations
• Total number of methodology cycles performed (i.e. number of alternations
between fast and full computations).
The time-dependent simulation of Model A using the UPDATE methodology was
carried out with different setups of the solver parameters. The settings and the overall
performance (prediction accuracy and processing speed compared to reference data)
of the most representative of the tested setups are summarised in Table 5.1 (overall,
more than 50 different setups were tested).
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Table 5.1 - Main features of the investigated UPDATE methodology setups and average discrepancy with reference full transient simulation.
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The data comparison was performed between the velocity and the temperature results
of the UPDATE and full transient simulations extracted at the same times and from
(spatially) corresponding mesh cells (i.e. “cell to cell” comparison at identical
timesteps of the solution). The discrepancies calculated at 500s, 1000s and 1500s
were then averaged and are shown in Table 5.1, both in absolute and percentage
terms. Table 5.1 presents therefore the relative performance of the tested setups, i.e.
the relative accuracy in computing the airflow velocity in the modelled chamber and
the mean temperature of the fluid and solid domains, and the relative processing time
saving compared to the reference full transient computation. A graphical comparison
between the tested setups is given in Figure 5.9.
A close examination of the results in Table 5.1 reveals that the percentage error in
computing the airflow velocities with the UPDATE strategy was generally high (the
same was also observed when analysing the predictions obtained with the SWITCH
methodology). The reason lies with the type o f data comparison that was performed
and is two-fold:
1) The flow velocities in the modelled compartment were very small and thus
particularly susceptible to numerical/discretisation errors, especially when
compared “cell to cell”. The uncertainty associated with the velocity predictions
as extracted from single grid points was in fact found to be large and varying
with time. This was established by extracting the maximum and minimum
velocities from the grid cells contiguous to the ones taken as reference for the
data comparison. The uncertainty range associated with the horizontal and
vertical velocity components were on average about ±100% and ±200% o f their
mean value, respectively. As an illustration, the horizontal component of the
flow velocity computed with the UPDATE strategy in one cell at the top of the
block of Model A (shown in Figure 5.6) is plotted with the corresponding error
bands in Figure 5.10. The uncertainty was thought to be mainly caused by the
low density of the CFD grid employed; the mesh was however necessarily set to
be relatively coarse to enable a full transient simulation to be performed and then
used for the data comparison.
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Figure 5.10 - Horizontal velocity component extracted from one grid cell with
maximum and minimum limits (determined from the solution in contiguous cells).
2) The numerical instability of the transient solution affected the comparison
between the CFD values extracted at specific “physical” times of the solution.
Figure 5.11 displays the flow velocity computed next the block surfaces (full
transient solution, 300s-700s range). The vertical velocity component at the side
of the block was particularly affected by the instability (blue line in Figure
5.1 la). To reduce the oscillations in velocity magnitude, the solution was filtered
with a moving average of 5000 steps (Figure 5.11b). The oscillations were not
however completely eliminated.
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Figure 5.11 - Original (a) and filtered (b) airflow velocity solution from
reference full transient simulation (300s-700s timeframe only).
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Overall, although the percentage discrepancies were high, up to 600%, the data
comparison still enabled the determination of the relative effects of different solver
parameters on the accuracy of the predictions obtained with the proposed
methodologies. Furthermore, the largest absolute discrepancies were only of the
order o f 10'3m/s, which are arguably acceptable for engineering design purposes if
the flow directions are well predicted (good qualitative agreement). The following
paragraphs discuss separately the solver parameters that were used.
Number of timesteps in full transient computations - Three setups with timesteps
of different size in the full transient computations but all based on identical frozen
periods were investigated (UP1 to UP3 in Table 5.1. with respectively 100, 500 and
1000 timesteps of 0.01s). Overall, the solution scheme consisted of a total of 7
separate computations, i.e. a first full transient run followed by three methodology
cycles.
The results showed that the higher the number of timesteps in the fully conservative
computations, the better was the data agreement with the reference simulation,
although at the expense of extended runtime (Table 5.1 and Figure 5.9). The best
compromise between accuracy and processing speed was given by UP2, which
completed the simulation in 147 minutes (98.4% saving) with an average
discrepancy of 8.2x10‘3m/s for the air velocity predictions and of 2°C for the thermal
predictions. The higher accuracy obtained with UP3 did not justify the amount of
increased processing time (more than double compared to UP2).
Further analysis was carried out to examine the optimal length of the first unfrozen
flow period, i.e. the first full transient computation. The aim was to determine if it
was beneficial to obtain a more converged flow solution before cycling the
methodology. UP4 and UP5 were prepared with a longer first run (respectively with
10,000 and 5,000 steps) and with the subsequent full transient computations having
100 and 500 steps, in order to allow a direct comparison with UP1 and UP2. Table
5.1 shows that a superior flow and thermal prediction accuracy was obtained with
UP4 when compared to UP1. On the other hand, the data discrepancy calculated with
UP5 was larger than that obtained with UP2. Similar inconclusive results were also
reached when testing other setups, which are not included in the table. It was
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concluded that a long full transient computation at the start of the calculation
procedure did not demonstrate a consistent beneficial effect on the performance of
the UPDATE strategy. Considering also the longer CPU runtime that was needed, its
implementation was discarded from any setup successively tested.
Size of timesteps in full transient computations - The size of the timestep in a
fully conservative time-marching computations depends both on the complexity of
the flow and thermal configuration, and on the convergence index that is set on the
Navier-Stokes equations. For a transient solution to converge successfully at every
timestep and for a chosen convergence threshold, a maximum step size exists that
can be selected for the calculations. The simulations of Model A were based on the
VECTIS’s default convergence index (10'6) and the optimal timestep was determined
to be of 0.01s. The effect of reducing the timestep on the performance of the
methodology was examined by specifying 0.001s steps in UP6 with the convergence
limit also reduced to 10'8. A distinctive improvement in the predictions compared to
UP2 was observed, especially for the air velocity magnitudes (Table 5.1). At the
same time, the processing time also increased, despite the number of steps was
identical between the two setups. The higher CPU effort was owed to the higher
number of iterations performed by the CFD solver at each step of the solution, which
was a consequence of the stricter convergence limit.
Number and size of timesteps in fast transient computations - The characteristics
of the computations solving the frozen flow periods defined the progression in time
of the simulation. The number and the length of the steps specified in the fast
transient runs were inter-related and their setup depended on the selected duration of
the frozen flow periods. Any change in timestep size necessitated in fact that the
actual number of steps in each run be adjusted in order to resolve the same
“physical” time. The effect of changing these parameters was investigated with the
setup UP7, which was specified as UP1 but with more (500) and smaller (Is) steps.
A slightly more accurate solution, although compromised by a small increase in
computing time, was obtained. In particular, the correlation of the fluid and solid
domain temperature predictions with the measurements was seen to improve, with
average discrepancies of only 1 degree on average.
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Number of methodology cycles - All the parameters that previously demonstrated
to improve the performance of the UPDATE methodology were specified in UP8.
The computed thermal flow field was then taken as the baseline to assess the effects
of varying the number of methodology cycles on the accuracy of the predictions. The
setup of UP8 was based on a total of 3 cycles whilst UP9 and UP10 were set
respectively with 6 and 50 cycles, with the number of timesteps in the fast transient
run reduced respectively to 250 and 30 per run (500 steps in UP8, Table 5.1).
The results indicated that a higher number of solver restarts (number of cycles)
affected positively the accuracy of the predicted temperatures but it seemed to
provide a less accurate flow field solution. The average discrepancy of the velocity
predictions with reference data increased in fact to 1.6x1 O'2 m/s with UP 10 compared
to 7.3x10'3m/s with UP8. As previously indicated, the CFD errors listed in Table 5.1
were based on the average of the discrepancies calculated at different times. In order
to assess the accuracy of the solution throughout the simulated timeframe, the CFD
solutions were also plotted and compared on a time scale. The flow field (horizontal
or vertical velocity components above and near the side of the block) and the air
temperatures obtained with UP8, UP9, UP 10 and with the full transient run are
shown in Figure 5.12. It can be seen that the computation based a higher number of
methodology cycles (UP 10) demonstrates to be actually superior in representing the
time-dependent evolution of the reference computation. The flow field solution from
UP10 (pink line) is in fact shown to be very similar to the one of the full transient
run (black line), although about 0.01 m/s lower in magnitude.
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Figure 5.12 - Comparison of flow and thermal predictions as obtained with the
setups UP8, UP9 and UP 10 and with the reference full transient simulation.
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The drawback of specifying a higher number of cycles was an increase in the CPU
runtime and in the disk space requirements, due to the higher number of CFD runs
performed and, consequently, of output files written by the software.
With the aim of further improving the agreement with reference results, the UPDATE
strategy was tested with an even higher number of cycles set in UP 11 and UP12. The
rest of the solver parameters were selected compromising between prediction
accuracy and CPU time saving. In particular, a higher number of timesteps (200) was
set to discretise the unfrozen flow periods during the first part of the simulation (i.e.
for the first 500s, when the numerical solution was less stable) and a lower number
(100) to solve the remaining timeframe of interest. Similarly, the number of steps in
the frozen flow processes was increased from 10 per run, as set in the first 500s, to
20 or 50 per run (respectively in UP11 and UP 12) for the rest of the solution range.
UP11 performed 100 cycles in total, which were completed in approximately 3000
minutes (i.e. 66.4% saving compared to reference). UP 12 iterated the computational
procedure for 70 times in 2420 minutes (72.6% saving). The predicted flow
velocities and temperatures are compared in Figure 5.13. Both setups exhibited
higher accuracy than observed in previous tests, especially in the first part of the
simulation. Furthermore, it was attested that the number of steps for the frozen flow
periods did not represent a critical parameter when the numerical solution was
relatively stable; the 500s-1500s solution range was in fact computed with a similar
accuracy both with 20s and 50s steps (the solutions are marked in Figure 5.13
respectively with a yellow and blue line).
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Figure 5.13 - Comparison of flow and thermal predictions as obtained with the
setups UP 10, UP11, UP 12 and with the reference full transient simulation.
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The setups UP 13 and UP 14 were next examined. These were set with a higher cycle
frequency (shorter unfrozen flow periods) than for the previously tested setups and
were also set to differentiate in the number of steps discretising the full transient
processes (i.e. 50 and 100, respectively). As shown in Figure 5.14, the quality of the
predictions improved in comparison to the results of UP12 (yellow line). The
numerical results confirmed that the number of flow updates was decisive for the
time-accuracy of the simulation. Between the two setups, the solution obtained with
UP14 was found to be slightly more accurate and stable in the first part of the
investigated time period in comparison to that of UP 13. On the other hand, UP 14
required a significantly longer runtime to complete the computations and the 71.6%
saving calculated with respect to the baseline processing time was considered below
the desired target.
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Figure 5.14 - Comparison of flow field predictions as obtained with the setups UP12, UP13 and UP14 and with the reference full transient
simulation.
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Table 5.2 presents a detailed comparison at different times between the results from
the fully transient computation and the UP13 setup. Overall, the UPDATE
methodology predicted the thermal condition of Model A with an average
discrepancy of only 0.1% (absolute difference of 0.44K). Airflow velocities were
computed to within 51% of the reference predictions (absolute average difference of
2.48x10*3 m/s). The value was within the uncertainty induced by numerical
oscillations and domain discretisation. The processing time of the variant was 85%
lower than the reference run.
Table 5.2 - Detailed data comparison between full transient simulation and the
UP13 setup of the UPDATE methodology.
500s

1000s

1500s

H o r iz o n ta l a ir v e lo c ity
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-0 .0 0 4 1 8 m/s
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Figures 5.15 and 5.16 compare respectively at 480s, 900s and 1500s the airflow and
thermal distribution post-processed on the vertical (z-x) plane at the centre of the
computational chamber. The flow patterns predicted with the UP13 setup matched
exceptionally well with the reference results. The magnitude of the convective flow
was only slightly under-predicted at the end of the simulated timeframe, Figure 5.15.
The predicted temperature stratification also corresponded well to the fullyconservative simulation, Figure 5.16. The maximum-recorded discrepancy between
the solutions was approximately 1.5 degrees, although amplified in the figure by the
narrow temperature scale used to display the data.
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Figure 5.15 - Comparison of air velocity predictions between full and UPDATE simulations (vertical plane at the centre of fluid domain).
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Conclusions drawn from the analysis - The preliminary analysis performed on the
solver parameters of the UPDATE methodology established the following:
• The accuracy of the simulation improves proportionally with the number of
methodology cycles. The optimal cycle frequency depends on the duration of the
frozen flow periods (regulated by the number and size of the timesteps in the fast
transient runs) and the overall length of investigated process. Accordingly, if the
fast transient runs have a large progression in time (e.g. 500s within each cycle),
then only a relatively small number of cycles can be specified to resolve the
overall simulation timeframe (e.g. only 3 cycles for a 1500s-simulation).
• The timesteps in the fast transient runs must be chosen with a compromise
between simulation accuracy (small steps particularly beneficial for temperature
predictions) and processing time. The steps should be set 100 to 1000 times
larger than their optimal size in a fully conservative simulation. Similar
prediction accuracy could be obtained when the duration of the frozen-flow
periods is increased after approximately the first 30% of the simulation. When
the variation of momentum between two successive unfrozen-flow periods
becomes relatively small and the numerical solution stabilises, a larger number
of steps can in fact be taken to further speed up the thermal solution with frozen
flow. The frequency of the methodology cycles would then reduce with a
consequent decrease in CPU runtime.
• When updating the flow momentum with a full transient computation, it
emerged that a large number of steps improved the agreement with the reference
data; the CPU time, however, increased proportionally. A compromise between
accuracy and processing speed was found by reducing the duration of the
unfrozen flow periods (i.e. the length of full transient computations) whilst
increasing the number of methodology cycles. The processing time diminished
without any noticeable deterioration to the accuracy of the CFD predictions.
• The timestep size in the full transient computations is not a critical parameter as
long as a relatively strict convergence index is set for the solution of the NavierStokes equations. However, a small improvement in the accuracy of the
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predictions was obtained by reducing both the convergence limit and the step
size. The CPU requirements also noticeably increased.
• The number of output files written by the software increased proportionally to
the number of methodology cycles performed by the UPDATE strategy. To
reduce the disk storage space requirements, the files mapping the transient
solution in the time intervals not of interest to the user should be deleted.

5.3.4 Simulation with SWITCH Strategy
The SWITCH strategy was based on the CFD solver switching between transient and
steady-state mode within each methodology cycle. Various setups of the strategy and
the corresponding computational performance are summarised in Table 5.3 and
plotted Figure 5.17. The following parameters were studied:
• Number of iterations in steady-state computations
• Number and size of timesteps in transient computations
• Number of methodology cycles
Number of iterations in steady-state computations - The optimal number of
steady-state iterations was investigated by testing the performance of four different
setups, listed in Table 5.3 as SW1, SW2, SW3 and SW4. The fast transient runs were
set to solve only the energy equation with 100 steps of 5s each. The steady-state runs
solved the complete set o f the N-S equations and the thermal state of the solid model
with respectively 100, 500, 1000 and 5000 iterations. The steady-state solution
convergence (and computational speed) was enhanced by using an under-relaxation
factor of 0.99, except for the momentum equations (urf= 0.7). A multigrid iterative
solution with a 10'10 convergence limit was used to increase the numerical stability.
The methodology included a first steady-state run followed by 3 cycles (i.e. 6
separate computations), all automated by the JAVA™ code. It was found that the
accuracy of the solution improved proportionally with the length of the steady runs
(Table 5.3). The runtime was however similarly affected.
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Figure 5.17 - Performance of tested SWITCH methodology setups compared to the full transient simulation.
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Table 5.3 - Main features of investigated SWITCH methodology setups and average data discrepancy with reference full transient simulation.
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The best data agreement was obtained with the solver parameters specified in SW4:
n
#
the average vertical velocity was predicted with an error of 1.3x10' m/s while the
average temperature discrepancy was 2.3°C. The percentage differences are plotted
in Figures 5.17a and 5.17b. Considering the time required to complete the
computations (Figure 5.17c), SW2 demonstrated the best overall performance, with a
prediction error slightly higher than SW4 but with an exceptionally high processing
speed (99.15% runtime saving compared to reference).
Number and size of timesteps in transient computations - The effects of varying
the duration of the frozen flow periods was examined by changing the size and
consequently the number of the timesteps in the transient computations. SW5 and
SW6 were based respectively on timesteps of 10s and Is, both discretising a period of
500s. The steady-state computations of both setups were specified with a total of 500
iterations. The results confirmed what was established with the UPDATE
methodology, i.e. that relatively shorter steps guarantee superior solution accuracy
especially for the temperature predictions and at the expense of only a small increase
in hardware requirements.
Number of methodology iterations - SW7 and SW8 were set to differentiate from
SW2 in the number of methodology cycles performed, 1 and 6 respectively (SW2 was
based on 3 cycles). The frozen flow periods were adjusted so that the overall
simulated timeframe corresponded exactly to 1500s. The best agreement with the
reference velocity predictions was achieved by SW8, although the difference in the
temperature results was slightly higher than found with SW2 and SW7 (Table 5.3).
The thermal solution improved when the size of the transient steps was reduced to 1s
(SW9): the discrepancy reduced from an average of 0.9% to 0.1%.
SW10 was set as SW9 but without the initial steady-state computation (simulation
starting directly with the transient run of the first methodology cycle). The accuracy
and speed of the computation did not meliorate.
SW11 was tested with longer steady and transient runs (1000 iterations and 1000
timesteps respectively in each computation), shorter transient steps (0.01s) and with a
total of 15 cycles. The combination of parameters was beneficial to the accuracy of
the flow and thermal solution, but the saving in processing time was found to be
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largely compromised, Figure 5.17c. In order to speed-up the computation, the
solution schemes of SW12 and SW13 were discretised with a higher number of cycles
(i.e. 50 rather than 15) and the steady-state runs were shortened (50 iterations). SW13
was run without solving, during the steady computations, the energy equation of the
air domain; i.e. only the momentum and pressure equations were computed. The
results showed that, although the unfrozen flow periods were shorter, the flow and
thermal predictions of SW12 and SW13 were only marginally worse than those of
SW11. The temperature predictions obtained with SW13 were on the other hand
superior, suggesting that the heat transfer calculations performed during the steady
runs were actually detrimental to the time-accuracy of the solution.
By further increasing the cycle frequency (150 cycles) and by adjusting the number
of steady iterations to 100 per run (instead of 50) in SW14, the CFD correlation was
seen to further improve without any significant increase in processing time. Table 5.3
indicates that the velocity predictions obtained with the SW14 setup were similar to
the ones of SW11, but the runtime reduced by a factor of 2.6 (i.e. a 94% computing
saving was obtained with SW14 compared to reference). The average velocity
discrepancy was 4.5x10' m/s, while the average temperature difference was only
about 0.5 degrees.
The numerical solutions of a selected number of tested SWITCH setups are plotted
together in Figure 5.18 against the baseline full transient solution (black line). The
solver parameters implemented in SW14 (red line) clearly provided the best
compromise between accuracy and computing speed.
Flow maps of the central z-x plane of Model A are compared in Figure 5.19. The
SWITCH methodology (SW14) correctly modelled the flow field in the chamber,
although small discrepancies in magnitudes can be observed. A very good agreement
is shown in Figure 5.20, which compares the air temperature stratifications predicted
on the same 2-D plane at 480s, 900s and 1500s. The average temperature of the
buoyant flow was over-estimated by less than 1°C.
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Figure 5.18 - Comparison of flow field prediction as obtained with the setups SW12, SW13 and SW14 and with the reference full transient
simulation.
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Figure 5.19 - Comparison of air velocity predictions between full and SWITCH simulations (vertical plane at the centre of fluid domain).
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Conclusions drawn from the analysis - The following conclusions were drawn
from the analysis of the parameters affecting the performance of the SWITCH
strategy:
• The steady-state computations updating the flow field should only be set to solve
the momentum transport and the pressure conservation of the fluid domain
(therefore, not the energy equation as proposed in the scheme of Figure 5.3) and
only the temperature equation for the conjugated solid models. On the other
hand, the transient runs should only be set to solve the thermal energy of both
the fluid and solid CHT models (frozen-flow conditions).
• The accuracy of the airflow predictions increases when the steady-state runs are
set with a high number of iterations. Long steady simulations would be
particularly beneficial at the start of the analysis when the residuals of the
momentum equations are high.
• The thermal predictions were found to agree more closely to the reference data
when the number of methodology cycles was increased, although this affected
the CPU runtime.
• The combination of a large number of methodology cycles with short unfrozen
flow computations is beneficial to the efficiency of the computation (faster
processing speed) with only a modest deterioration of the prediction accuracy.

5.3.5 Differences between the UPDATE and the SWITCH Strategies
In general, the UPDATE and the SWITCH strategies provided equally satisfactory
simulation (based on the results of the UP13 and SW14 setups) when compared to
the reference full transient computation (Figure 5.21a and 5.21b). The pseudo
conservative transient strategies demonstrated, as aimed, a large saving in computing
time. The SWITCH methodology was attested as the most efficient of the two
proposed strategies, as it required only about 6% of the runtime of the reference
computation to complete the analysis o f Model A (corresponding to a nearly 94%
saving as shown in Figure 5.21c).
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The average convective heat transfer and the heat transfer coefficient computed at the
top and side surfaces of the block with the fully-conservative computation and by
employing the two proposed methodologies are plotted in Figure 5.22. The graphical
comparison provides a direct measure of the quality of the tested strategies in
predicting the strength of the buoyant flow in the chamber. The figure shows that the
agreement of the two methodologies with reference was remarkable and very similar
in comparison.
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5.3.6 F orced A irflow C onditions

The boundary conditions of Model A were modified in order to investigate the
performance of the two strategies under forced flow condition. The aim was to
examine a test case having a stable flow field, with small velocity fluctuations and
thus with lower numerical uncertainty on the predictions. With a forced flow the
coupling between temperature and velocity in the model becomes very weak;
consequently, a fast analysis can also be achieved by solving the model fullytransiently until a fully developed flow is established in the chamber and then
freezing the momentum transport (i.e. only solving for the enthalpy transport). In
other words, from a practical point of view the implementation of the proposed
pseudo-transient methodologies would not be strictly needed to speed-up the
simulation of a forced flow. Nevertheless, the test case was deemed still
representative to further the investigation on the performance of the two calculation
strategies.
The side, top and bottom surfaces of the model, henceforth referred as Model A2,
were set respectively with zero-gradient, inlet and outlet boundaries (Figure 5.23).
Outlet boundary with
prescribed constant air
mass flow rate

Fluid Model

Zero-gradient
boundaries
CHI
bounda

Intern
prescr

h
Total pressure boundary

Figure 5.23 - Model A2 - Geometric configuration (inside view) and prescribed wall
boundary conditions.
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The air was specified to exit the chamber with a uniform mass flow rate of 0.1 kg/s
while the inlet boundary was prescribed with a total pressure condition (static +
dynamic pressure). A constant heat flux o f 400W was specified on the internal walls
of the hollow block, therefore representing the transient heating of the air instead of
the cooling. The model was solved from an initial temperature of 273K. The
computational chamber was discretised with the same global mesh used for Model A.
The monitoring points were located as shown in Figure 5.24.
The full transient simulation was carried out with a timestep of 0.01s and was halted
after 500s. The methodologies were set-up with a combination of parameters
established from the previous analysis to give an overall better performance. In
particular, the UPDATE strategy was set to perform 50 cycles, with the fast transient
runs comprising 10 steps of Is and the full transient runs comprising 50 steps of
0.01s. The SWITCH strategy was also based on 50 methodology cycles and frozen
flow periods of 10s, and was set with the steady-state flow updates based on 100
iterations per run.
The simulations carried out with the UPDATE and SWITCH strategies were
completed respectively in 83 and 78 minutes, a saving of approximately 97% when
compared to the full transient computation. Figure 5.24 displays a remarkable
agreement at 100s between the CFD predictions obtained with the three different
computations. A distinctive flow wake can be seen at the top of the block as a result
of the vertical forced flow established in the chamber.
Figure 5.25 compares the vertical and horizontal velocity components as well as the
air and the block average temperatures as computed at the monitoring locations
denotes as mon2 and mon4 in Figure 5.24. The two methodologies provided very
similar solutions, both in very good agreement with the reference results.
Overall, it was established that both strategies were capable of simulating accurately
the time-dependent forced flow field and the thermal state of the model with
significant saving in the CPU time compared to a typical fully conservative transient
computation (less than 1/20* of the run time).
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Figure 5.25 - Comparison of CFD solutions as obtained with the reference full transient simulation and with the proposed strategies.
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5.4

A n a ly s is o f M

odel

B

The previous parametric investigations were carried out on a simple 2-D geometric
configuration. A more realistic test model, yet not too computationally demanding to
inhibit a reference full transient simulation to be completed, was also prepared. It
served to validate previous findings, to further refine the solver parameters and to
establish the more effective of the two computational strategies.
5.4.1

G eom etry and B o u n d ary C onditions

Model B was designed as a chamber containing two blocks in contact and in a
conjugated heat transfer link with the flow field. Both blocks (.Blockl and Block2,
Figure 5.26) were modelled as fully solid (in contrast to the hollow block of Model
A), with identical base dimensions (100 mm x 100 mm), and with height of 100 mm
and 300mm, respectively. The blocks were prescribed having different material
properties: density of 3000 and 8000 kg/m3, specific heat capacity of 900 and
450 J/kgK and thermal conductivity of 200 and 70 W/mK, respectively for Blockl
and Block2
Flow outlet
boundary

Computational
chamber

Block2

Blockl
Flow inlet
boundary
2

Constant
heat flux
boundary

Figure 5.26 - Model B - Geometric configuration (inside view).
The computational chamber, representing the boundaries of the fluid domain, had a
volume of (300x400x500) mm3. The mesh consisted of a total of 19,300 cells for the
airflow, 1,330 cells for Blockl and 3,400 cells for Block2 (average cell size of
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20 mm); a smaller cell size (5 mm) was imposed at the boundaries. Quantitative
information on the convective plume rising on the side of Block2 was extracted, for
data comparison, from ten monitoring points assigned to cells on a horizontal line
within the fluid domain, Figure 5.27.

a)

Cham ber

Monl

MonlO

b)

Block2

Monitoring
points

Blockl

L_.
Figure 5.27 - Model B - Slice view of Cartesian meshes: (a) air domain mesh with
location of monitoring points; (b) solid domain meshes.
The boundaries of the computational chamber were specified as zero-gradient type
(side surfaces), inlet total-pressure type (bottom surface) and outlet constant mass
flow rate type (0.001 kg/s, top surface). The surfaces of the blocks were all set as
“external” CHT-type boundaries except for one of the vertical side surfaces of
Blockl (Figure 5.26) on which a constant heat flux of 5000 W/m2 was prescribed,
therefore once again representing transient heating. The CHT process was solved
from an initial uniform temperature condition of 273K.

5.4.2 R eference Full T ran sie n t Sim ulation
The conjugated models were solved fully transiently with the standard k - s
turbulence model and including all the three modes of heat transfer, in order to
“challenge” the accuracy of the transient strategies on thermal conditions similar to
the ones characterising the underhood compartment studied in this thesis. The full
transient simulation was run for 90,000 timesteps, each of 0.01s (i.e. physical
timeframe of 900s). The CPU runtime was of 15,810 minutes.
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5.4.3

Sim ulation w ith T ra n sie n t S trategies and D ata C om parison

The setup of the UPDATE methodology consisted of fast transient computations
progressing in physical time by 5s (ls-timestep) and full transient computations with
100 timesteps of 0.01s. The SWITCH methodology was set up with the same
parameters for the fast transient runs and with

100

iterations in each steady-state

computation. A total of 180 cycles were required for each strategy to simulate the
900s of interest (i.e. 180x5s).
A careful evaluation revealed a major issue with the solution scheme of the SWITCH
methodology, which had not been recognised during the analysis of Model A. It was
observed that during the steady-state solution processes both the solids and the
airflow were reaching a thermal equilibrium. This obviously compromised the timeaccuracy of the solution because the steady computations were only meant to update
the flow without changing the block temperatures. To overcome the problem, the
thermal solution of the solid models was frozen during the steady-state computations
by de-selecting the material specifications of the solids but leaving unaltered the
thermal links with the fluid domain. Figure 5.28 presents the equations solved by the
strategies during each methodology cycle, which refine the proposed schemes
previously given in Figures 5.2 and 5.3.
UPDA TE strategy cycle
F A S T T R A N S IE N T

SWITCH strategy cycle

C O M P U T A T IO N

F U L L T R A N S IE N T
C O M P U T A T IO N

F A S T T R A N S IE N T
C O M P U T A T IO N

S T E A D Y -S T A T E
C O M P U T A T IO N

Equations Solved:

E quations Solved:

Equations Solved:

E quations Solved:

FL U ID D O M A IN
Energy (+ Radiation)

FLU ID D O M A IN
C ontinuity, M om entum ,
Energy (+ T u rb & Rad)

FL U ID D O M A IN
Energy (+ R adiation)

FL U ID D O M A IN
C ontinuity, M om entum
(+ Turb & Rad)

SO LID D O M A IN S
Energy (+ Radiation)

SO L ID D O M A IN S
N o equations and
material specification

SO LID D O M A IN S
E nergy (+ Radiation)

Frozen Flow

SOLID D O M A IN S
Energy

U nfro zen Flow

F r o z e n F lo w

U nfro zen F low

Figure 5.28 - Refined solution schemes for fast transient simulation strategies
(equations solved per methodology cycle).
The flow and thermal solutions obtained by applying the proposed calculation
procedures (red and blue lines in Figure 5.29) showed a remarkably good agreement
with reference data (black line). The vertical velocities extracted at two monitoring
points (Mon3 and Mon5) were predicted with a discrepancy of only 0.1 m/s.
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Figure 5.29 - Comparison of flow and thermal CFD solutions obtained with full transient, UPDATE and SWITCH simulations.
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The solutions were however observed to be affected by numerical oscillations,
especially in the early part of the investigated timeframe (Figure 5.29a). Shorter
frozen flow periods and a larger number of methodology cycles would improve the
stability of the solution at the expense of extended runtime, as established from the
analysis on Model A.
The agreement between the air temperature predictions (Figure 5.29b) was very
good. The largest disagreement was observed in the 30s-75s range of the solution
computed with the UPDATE methodology. For more accurate flow and thermal
predictions, the UPDATE methodology could be set up with a higher number of
timesteps in the full transient runs.
The relative accuracy of the two strategies is compared in Figures 5.30a and 5.30b.
Overall, both methodologies provided equally satisfactory predictions when
compared to the reference data. The methodologies also provided similar processing
time savings of approximately 94%, Figure 5.30c.
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Figure 5.30 - Absolute average discrepancy and CPU runtime saving obtained with
the proposed strategies and relative to reference simulation when simulating Model B
(corresponding percentage difference given in brackets).
The post-processed temperature distributions of the block surfaces and the airflow on
the central plane of the computational chamber at 600s are graphically compared in
Figure 5.31. Good predictions by the pseudo-transient methodologies are shown.
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Figure 5.31 - Comparison of thermal and airflow predictions obtained with full transient, UPDATE and SWITCH simulations at 600s.
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The z-x plane at the centre of the compartment was further examined by extracting
from the three flow solutions the mean values for the velocity, temperature, vorticity
magnitude, turbulent viscosity and density. Table 5.4 shows that the results obtained
by implementing the two strategies had a similar discrepancy compared to reference
data, except for the mean turbulent viscosity which was however very low in value.
Table 5.4 - Comparison of average flow field predictions extracted from the vertical
plane at the centre of computational chamber after 600s of simulation.
SWITCH

FULL

Mean Air Velocity
(m/s)
Mean Air Temperature
(K)
Mean Vorticity Magnitude
(1/s)
Mean Turbulent Viscosity
(kg/ms)
Mean Density
(kg/m3)

UPDATE

Predicted

Predicted

Discrepancy Predicted

6.20E-02

6.53E-02

5.3%

5.97E-02

-3.7%

291.0

290.8

-0.1%

290.4

-0.2%

2.54E+00

2.60E+00

2.1%

2.55E+00

0.2%

2.25E-04

2.67E-04

18.7%

1.84E-04

-18.2%

1.20E+00

1.20E+00

0.1%

1.20E+00

0.2%

Discrepancy

The temporal evolution of the convective flow (vertical components of flow velocity)
as extracted from the 10 monitoring points is plotted in Figure 5.32. The 3-D plots
indicate that the velocity profile of the buoyant flow was symmetrical and had a
maximum value at the centre of the investigated region. The “strength” of the natural
convective flow reduced by approximately 35% in the first 100s of simulation and
became nearly constant thereafter. The two methodologies predicted reasonable well
the evolution in time o f the flow pattern, with the SWITCH strategy providing an
overall better accuracy when compared to reference data.
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Full Transient Simulation

SWITCH Simulation

Vertical airflow

UPDATE Simulation

Figure 5.32 - Time-dependent development of convective plume as computed at
monitoring cells (point no.l to 10 from left to right in Figure 5.27) with fully
transient, UPDATE and SWITCH simulations.
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5.5

C l o su r e

Two methodologies able to reduce the time required to process fully transient CFD
simulations have been presented in this chapter. The calculation procedures were
developed

using

a

combination

of

solver

parameters

to

overcome

the

computationally challenging problem of solving for conservation of momentum in
time-marching mode for long periods.
Based on the proposed solution schemes, three main factors were found to affect the
overall performance of the transient procedures: the number of methodology cycles
performed, the number and size of the timesteps in the “fast transient” computations,
the number and size of the timesteps in the “full transient” (UPDATE strategy) or
“steady-state” {SWITCH strategy) computations. All the parameters influencing the
accuracy and efficiency of the methodologies were thoroughly tested and refined via
parametric investigations carried out on different test cases. A program that was
written to automate all solver operations without requiring user input further
enhanced the efficiency of the computations.
The simulations obtained with the two strategies were in very good agreement with
the corresponding reference transient computations. Significant reductions in the
processing time and disk storage space requirements were achieved.
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DATA COMPARISON- TRANSIENT

6.1

P r e l im in a r y R e m a r k s

The parametric investigations presented in the previous chapter established that the
steady-state solution process for updating the frozen flow simulations was the most
effective and computationally efficient procedure to mimic a full transient CFD
computation.
The SWITCH pseudo-transient calculation methodology was thus implemented to
simulate the scaled underhood model while cooling down from a high temperature
condition. The resulting time-dependent block surface and air plane temperature
predictions, and the patterns of the thermally-driven airflow were examined and
compared with experimental measurements. The objective of the analysis was to
assess the effectiveness of the proposed calculation methodology, in particular with
reference to the time-accuracy of the predictions and the overall speed of the
computation. The present chapter discusses the transient CFD results and quantifies
any discrepancy with measured data.
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6.2

6.2.1

Data Comparison - Transient

A n a l y s is P r o c e d u r e

Laboratory M easurem ents

Flow field and temperature measurements were taken after the cartridge heaters
embedded in the blocks were turned off to replicate the heat soak operating
condition. The temperature distribution of both block surfaces and air planes was
recorded continuously for 30 minutes with K- and T-type thermocouples. Flow field
measurements were taken with the PIV instrumentation either every 5 seconds for
the first minute after the heaters were turned off (77 procedure, Table 2.6) or every
15 seconds at different time intervals within a 30-minute timeframe (72 procedure,
Table 2.7). The measurements were taken in replicates and the results were ensemble
averaged. The resulting PIV vector plots represented therefore quasi steady-state
snapshots of the flow at regular intervals.

6.2.2

VECTIS Com putations

Setup of CFD Analysis - The underhood model was simulated for 30 minutes while
cooling down from the thermal condition computed by the steady-state simulation
(steady-state solution modelling radiation, Chapter 4). The coupling between
momentum and continuity equations was governed by the pressure-correction-solver
scheme with the PISO algorithm. For the solution of the velocity field, the turbulent
flow was modelled by the standard k - £ isotropic eddy-viscosity model of Launder
and Spalding [1974], in conjunction with the wall functions representing the
turbulent wall boundary conditions [Tennekes and Lumley 1972]. For the solution of
the thermal field, all three mechanisms of heat transfer, i.e. convection, conduction
and radiation, were included in the analysis. The convective heat transfer was
modelled with the Reynolds analogy between momentum and heat transfer and the
assumption of constant turbulent Prandtl number (~ 0.9) [Ricardo Ltd 2004b]. The
heat conduction was solved in the solids by directly specifying the corresponding
material properties. Thermal radiation between the different surfaces was calculated
via the specific model incorporated into VECTIS, which was based on the diffuse
theory formulation [Mahan 2002]. Accordingly, the distribution of radiated heat to
surrounding surfaces (Figure 6.1a) was determined from the value of the view factors
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computed on selected “patches” prescribed on the surfaces of the underhood blocks
(Figure 6.1b). The radiation model was fully coupled with the flow field solver.

Radiative fluxes computed on surface patches [W/m2]

500

Figure 6.1 - Radiation modelling: (a) heat flux predictions on compartment surfaces,
rear view (area above turbocharger shown to be particularly affected by radiated heat);
(b) surface patches for view factor calculation (compartment not shown).
Between the fluid-solid interfaces of the components of thermal interest, a conjugate
heat transfer was assumed to take place. The governing equations for the velocity
and thermal fields were solved in a coupled approach, where the velocity field
affected the thermal field via convective heat transfer and the thermal field affected
the fluid velocity indirectly via the equation of state. As for the steady-state analysis,
the transient CHT simulation consisted of five solid models (engine, gearbox,
turbocharger, glass boundaries of the underhood and insulating pad between engine
and turbocharger bocks) and one fluid model (air domain).
Mesh and Boundary Conditions - The calculations were based on the same grid
employed for the steady-state simulation, i.e. approximately 330,000 cells for the
mesh discretising the flow domain and a total of 67,000 cells for the solid models.
Identical boundary conditions were also prescribed (see Section 3.3.2), except for the
heat fluxes in the blocks that were set equal to zero. The control volume of the
computational chamber was configured with a total pressure bottom boundary and a
constant mass flow rate upper boundary (-0.001 kg/s). Model surfaces not
exchanging thermal information were specified as being adiabatic.
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Pseudo-Transient Methodology - Based on the preliminary evaluation of the
various solver parameters and striking a compromise between accuracy and CPU
runtime, the SWITCH methodology was setup as follows:
Fast transient computations - The computations solving the frozen flow periods
were set to solve only the temperatures o f the fluid and solid domains and the effects
of radiation heat transfer for a total of 20 timesteps, each 1 second in length. The fast
transient computations were set to be relatively short in order to allow for a larger
number of methodology cycles; the parametric analysis (Chapter 5) showed in fact
that an increase in the number of cycles was beneficial to the time-accuracy of the
predictions. The transient step was set to be exactly one thousand times larger than
its optimal size for a fully conservative transient computation of the same model, i.e.
1000x0.001s (based on a 10'6 solution convergence).
Full steady-state computations - The steady computations updating the flow field
momentum were set to comprise a relatively small number of iterations (50 per
cycle) in order to achieve an overall fast analysis without significantly affecting the
accuracy of the simulation. The optimal number of iterations was determined after
establishing that the momentum residuals of the steady-state computations reduced to
approximately 10"4 at the end o f the first 100s of simulated time (i.e. after 5 cycles).
The steady-state processes solved all governing equations for the fluid domain except
for the enthalpy. Flow turbulence was fully modelled, and the momentum and
continuity equations were coupled via the SIMPLE algorithm. Solution stability and
convergence were enhanced by the Multigrid Iterative Solver scheme of VECTIS
[Ricardo Ltd 2004b]. The solver was set to perform up to 100 iterations through the
mesh of the fluid domain to increase the convergence of the pressure equation. The
solid CHT domains were fully coupled with the airflow; however, as found to be
necessary from the results of the analysis on Model B (Chapter 5), the material
properties were not specified. The thermal solution was therefore frozen during the
steady-state computations with the exception for surface radiation, which was
computed based on the solid boundaries being at the fixed temperature determined
by the fast transient runs.
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Number o f methodology cycles - Since the advancement in time of the simulation
during each methodology cycle was exactly equal to the time simulated by the
transient computations (i.e. 20s), a total of 90 iterations were prescribed in order to
cover the timeframe of interest (20s x 90 = 1800s).
Time-Dependent Solution and CPU Runtime - Figure 6.2 presents the variation of
the flow velocity components with time as calculated at two different monitoring
points, one close to the centre of the air plane at the outlet of the underhood (Figure
6.2a, point F2) and the other on the air plane located in front of the engine and
gearbox blocks (Figure 6.2b, point A6). The flow vectors remained relatively
constant in magnitude throughout the investigated timeframe. The time-dependent air
temperatures predicted at these locations and also at the nearby monitoring points are
plotted in Figure 6.2c. As shown, the temperature of the air was predicted to initially
increase before levelling off during the cooling of the blocks.
The engine and gearbox were predicted, Figure 6.3(a), to cool by approximately 8
degrees (blue and red lines in the data plot). The temperature of the turbocharger
reduced from approximately 640K to 45OK (green line) with a higher cooling rate at
the beginning. Figures 6.3(b) to 6.3(f) display plots of the convective, conductive and
radiative heat transfer for, respectively, the airflow, the engine, gearbox and turbo
blocks, and the glass boundaries of the model. The predicted average temperature of
the CHT models is superimposed in each sub-figure (green line).
The average time taken to simulate 1 second of the thermal process with the
proposed pseudo-transient methodology was approximately 5 minutes; a typical fully
conservative transient simulation took approximately 60 minutes using the same
hardware unit, as it was determined when solving 1 minute of cooling with timesteps
of 0.001s. The application o f the devised calculation methodology resulted therefore
in a saving in CPU runtime greater than 90% compared to solving the model with a
conventional transient simulation. The latter would have taken more than 75 days to
complete.
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6.3

D ata

c o m p a r is o n

Temperature measurements and PIV results for selected planes/regions were
compared with the corresponding CFD predictions, as separately discussed in the
following sub-sections. The thermally investigated planes were chosen to represent
the time-dependent temperature distribution of at least one surface of each solid
component. The flow field regions were selected to be characterised by unique
thermal features and flow patterns, such as vertical temperature stratification and
flow re-circulation.

6.3.1 C FD C o m p ariso n w ith T h e rm al M easurem ents
Engine Block - The experimental data is plotted in Figure 6.4, as an average surface
temperature among all thermocouple measurements, while the CFD data represents
the average of the temperature predictions extracted at the corresponding co-ordinate
locations. The CFD thermal results were characterised by a constant temperature
over-prediction of approximately 5 degrees and by a slightly lower cooling rate. The
methodology employed for the computation was considered not responsible for the
initial temperature discrepancy, which was expected as established by the steadystate simulation from which the transient analysis was set to restart. The steady-state
error was caused by small inaccuracies in the specification of the heat sources in the
blocks, as discussed in Chapter 4. The slightly different cooling rate caused an
increase in temperature discrepancy of about 5% by the end of the investigated
period, a difference within the uncertainties of the experimental and CFD data.
13 0

Time [s]
[

— Engine EXP

— Engine CFD

Figure 6.4 - Comparison of average temperature variation in transient (cooling)
condition for the engine block.
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The temperature predictions on the vertical surface, on the opposite side with respect
to the gearbox, showed a relatively poorer agreement with the thermocouple
recordings. Figure 6.7 shows for example that at 400s the bottom part of the surface
was erroneously computed at a temperature above 120°C, whilst the measurements
gave around 110°C. The scatter plot indicates that two measurement locations (TC
No.3 and TC No.5) were excessively over-predicted.
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Figure 6.7 - Temperature comparison for the engine side surface at 400s (degC).
The same quantitative difference, averaging approximately to 7.5% (Table 6.1), was
observed throughout the simulated timeframe (Figures 6.8 and 6.9). The over
prediction was mainly a carry over of the steady-state simulation inaccuracy, as the
average discrepancy between the surface measurements and predictions remained
almost constant in time, Figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.9 - Comparison between the averages of the measured and predicted
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Gearbox Block - The cooling rate of the gearbox was predicted to be slightly larger
than actually measured, Figure 6.10. Although at the start of the simulation the
average thermal state of the block was over-predicted by 2.1 degrees, after 30
minutes it was estimated to be 1.4 degrees higher than measured. The difference in
the rate of cooling was in contrast to the results for the engine block (cooling rate
lower than measured) and therefore of difficult interpretation. It could be caused by
an erroneous estimation of the heat radiated by the block, which was slightly over
predicted due to a low resolution of the surface patches used for the view factor
calculations. Experimental errors might have also influenced the data comparison.
Nevertheless, the difference between the two sets of results was never found to
exceed 2% of their values.
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Figure 6.10 - Comparison of average temperature variation in transient condition for
the gearbox block.
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The temperature distribution across the top surface of the gearbox at 1200s is shown
in Figure 6.11. The processed thermal maps were only based on the results of three
surface locations and the qualitative correlation might have been susceptible to a
higher data interpolation error in comparison to other block surfaces. The predictions
were overall in good agreement with the measured values. The scatter plot reveals an
exceptional correspondence at the locations of the thermocouples (0.1% average
difference).
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Figure 6.11 - Temperature comparison for the gearbox top surface at 1200s (degC).
The surface was also investigated after 10s, 60s, lOmin and 30min from the start of
the transient analysis. As evidenced in Figure 6.12 the CFD results were always in
good agreement with experimental data, with a maximum average surface
temperature discrepancy of only 1.7%.
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Figure 6.12 - Comparison between the averages of the measured and predicted
temperatures on the gearbox top surface.
Turbocharger Block - The close agreement between the two sets of data plotted in
Figure 6.13 demonstrates that the proposed pseudo-transient calculation procedure
was capable of estimating correctly the cooling rate of the turbocharger block. The
predicted time-variation of the block temperature matched almost perfectly the
laboratory results.
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Figure 6.13 - Comparison of average transient temperature variation for the
turbocharger block.
A satisfactory agreement was also obtained when comparing the measured and
predicted temperatures for the side surface of the block. The scatter graph in Figure
6.14 shows that the readings were predicted with good accuracy by VECTIS at
1200s. On average, the measured temperatures were over-predicted by approximately
5%, with a maximum discrepancy of 6.2% at the lower part of the surface. The error
bands in the plot did overlap.
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Figure 6.14 - Temperature comparison turbocharger side surface at 1200s (degC).
The two sets of results were compared at specific times as shown with a scatter plot,
in Figure 6.15 and with 2-D contour representations in Figure 6.16. A satisfactory
qualitative agreement was observed. The simulation was successful in predicting the
surface temperature distributions that varied from being relatively uniform at the start
of the cooling process to having a vertical gradient towards the end.
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Figure 6.15 - Comparison between the averages of the measured and predicted
temperatures on the turbocharger side surface.
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Figure 6.16 - Comparison at specific times between the measured and predicted temperature distributions on the turbocharger side surface
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Top Surface of Compartment (Bonnet) - Temperature measurements and
corresponding CFD predictions at the top surface of the compartment (vehicle
bonnet) are presented in Figure 6.17(a) with an average temperature variation plot
and in Figure 6.17(b) with two Matlab™ mappings comparing the interpolated
temperature distribution after 600s from the start of the analysis.
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Figure 6.17 - Comparison of average temperature variation (a) and surface
temperature distribution at 600s (b), for compartment top boundary (degC).
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The computations were found to provide a solution with a slightly lower cooling rate
than observed in the laboratory. The surface was simulated to undergo an 11.2degree temperature drop in the 30 minutes while the measurements recorded a 12.8degree change (Table 6.1). A close agreement between the temperatures was
observed at all locations as it is also shown in the scatter plot of Figure 6.17(b),
which compares the results at 600s.
The over-prediction (average difference of approximately 5%) was observed to
remain nearly constant throughout the simulation (Figure 6.18), suggesting that the
surface heat transfer was correctly predicted by VECTIS with the pseudo-transient
methodology. A slightly higher temperature discrepancy (7 degrees on average,
Table 6.1) was seen at the end of the simulation; this was expected in consideration
of the differences between the measured and predicted cooling rates.
Overall, the quantitative agreement between the two data sets was regarded as
acceptable and found to be consistent with the CFD accuracy noted during the
steady-state analysis. Small inaccuracies in the specification of the thermal
conductivity of the glass boundaries combined with a relatively low spatial resolution
of the surface radiation patches were deemed as the main sources of discrepancy.
The implemented strategy for fast computations was therefore not held directly
responsible for the observed disagreement, which was in any case within the
accuracy limits of the compared data.
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Figure 6.18 - Comparison at specific times between the measured and predicted temperature distributions on bonnet surface (degC).
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Air Planes - The thermal stratifications across two parallel airflow planes, at the
compartment’s outlet opening (x =

0

m) and in front of the engine and gearbox

blocks (x = 0.8 m), are presented respectively in Figures 6.20 and 6.22.
The predicted temperature evolution across the top front slot at x = 0 m (averaged
among all CFD data at the thermocouple locations) corresponded reasonably well
with the experimental results. The CFD simulation correctly predicted a rise in the
air temperature within the initial

10

minutes after the heaters were switched off

(Figure 6.19). The maximum-recorded air temperature (52°C) was around 5% lower
than the VECTIS result (54.7°C). After 30 minutes, the over-prediction reduced to
around 2.5%.
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Figure 6.19 - Comparison of average transient temperature variation for the air
plane located across the compartment flow outlet (degC).
A very low quantitative difference, 2.3% on average (Table 6.1), and an overall very
good qualitative agreement, Figure 6.20, were obtained between the two sets of data.
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Figure 6.20 - Comparison at specific times between the measured and predicted temperature stratifications at the compartment flow outlet
(degC).
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6.3.2

CFD Comparison with PIV Measurements

Airflow above Engine - Figure 6.23 displays the airflow vectors on two
perpendicular planes just above the engine top surface (respectively parallel to the xand y-axis of the reference co-ordinate system) after

1

minute of transient cooling of

the blocks, i.e. at the start of the simulation. This is when the pseudo-transient
methodology evidenced the highest difficulty in correctly predicting the timevariation o f the thermal condition of the airflow (Figure 6.21).
The two investigated fields of view were in size and location identical to the flow
regions examined during the steady thermal analysis (Chapter 4). In each
representation of Figure 6.23, the PIV results (grey framed) are inset beside the
corresponding flow areas simulated with VECTIS (boxed results with blue dashed
lines). In order to enhance the qualitative comparison, the measured and predicted
vector plots are also presented underneath the two flow representations with a
magnified geometric scale.
Both the directions and magnitudes of the flow vectors were found to be
satisfactorily predicted with the proposed computational strategy. Quantitatively, the
numerical results under-predicted only slightly the mean air velocity at the point of
separation from the edge o f the block (Figure 6.23a) and next to the block’s top
surface (Figure 6.23b). Table 6.2 (page 264), presents the minimum, maximum and
average magnitude o f the flow velocity vector | V | and of its x- and y-velocity
components obtained with PIV. The CFD results and the data comparison are
presented in Table 6.3 (page 265), with the latter given in terms of both CFD-relative
discrepancy and percentage arc elasticity. The difference between the predicted and
measured average velocity vectors was -3.2% and -7.3%, respectively in the flow
regions I X and 2Y. The CFD under-estimation of the mean velocity is mainly the
direct consequence of the temperature under-prediction observed on the upper
surface of the block (Figure 6.5). Nonetheless, the discrepancies were relatively
small in magnitude and the short unfrozen flow processes (short steady-state
computations) were not found to distinctly disturb the accuracy of the flow pattern
predicted at the start of the simulated timeframe.
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Airflow above Turbocharger - The flow structures at the top of the turbocharger
(on the x-z plane next to the upper edge of the block) at 30s and lmin respectively
are illustrated in Figure 6.24(a). The experimental and the computational solutions
exhibited a good qualitative match, both depicting the airflow to direct at a nearly 45degree angle towards the top of the engine bay. The maximum velocity in the region
was measured to reduce from 0.390 m/s to 0.372 m/s during the time interval.
VECTIS predicted a similar velocity drop, from 0.418 m/s to 0.402 m/s as given in
Table 6.3. There was a slight CFD over-prediction in the average velocity magnitude.
The resulting CFD percentage differences (+18.3% and +9.5%, respectively) were
however similar to the discrepancies calculated between the two sets of results in
steady conditions (+12.3%). Consequently, the proposed calculation procedure was
not regarded to pose additional sources of CFD error.
Figure 6.24(b) displays the flow structure on the y-z plane located above and along
the length of the block (y-z plane at x = 0.38 m). The graphical comparison between
the results was rendered difficult by the low vector density of the numerical solution.
The comparison between the average velocity vectors gave however an indication of
the CFD accuracy: the simulation over-predicted the strength of the convective flow
on average by 0.017 m/s, both after 30 seconds and 1 minute of cooling. The
corresponding percentage differences (arc elasticity) were approximately 15%, Table
6.3. The difference between CFD and PIV results was overall acceptable, especially
when considering the uncertainty in the measurements and the low spatial resolution
of the simulation (the two data sets are plotted with error bands in Figure 6.32, page
267). The CFD inaccuracy obtained from the transient predictions was again found to
match with the discrepancies observed during the steady-state analysis.
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Airflow at Top of Compartment - The flow field at the top of the compartment
was examined at 5, 20 and 30 minutes (Figure 6.25) in order to assess the timeaccuracy o f the calculation procedure when simulating the unstable clock-wise
circular motion of the convective stream. All of the flow representations were
processed based on an identical vector velocity scale in order to allow a better visual
comparison.
Qualitatively, the flow motion was overall satisfactorily predicted by VECTIS as
shown in the figure. The average flow velocity based on the PIV measurements
increased from 0.047 m/s at 5 minutes, to 0.051 m/s after 20 minutes and 0.059 m/s
after 30 minutes. The same trend was not predicted with CFD, which gave a mean
flow velocity of 0.064 m/s at 5 minutes, reducing to 0.056 m/s after 20 minutes and
increasing back to 0.060 m/s at the end of the timeframe.
The exact reason for the quantitative differences is difficult to pin point, especially
because o f the uncertainty affecting the PIV measurements at such low air velocities.
Nevertheless, the numerical discrepancy was not deemed entirely owed to the
procedure employed for the computations: an increase in length of the unfrozen flow
periods or of the number o f methodology cycles carried out by the SWITCH strategy
could not compensate for the underlying shortcomings of the natural convection
predictions. On the other hand, it is believed that the accuracy of the flow simulation
would benefit from an increase in the density of the air domain mesh and by
implementing a turbulence model more suited to natural convection simulations,
especially if this obviates the need of using the Law of the Wall treatment at the
boundaries.
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Airflow at Outlet - The flow field simulation at the outlet slot of the compartment
(top front aperture) exhibited a general poor accuracy when compared to the PIV
measurements. Figure 6.30 displays that the vectors computed on the x-z plane
across the centreline of the opening corresponded well in direction with the
experimental results but they were largely under-predicted in magnitude. The
discrepancy was relatively constant and on average equal to 0.013 m/s (-37%, Table
6.3) over the cooling period. One possible reason explaining the observed CFD
inaccuracy could be an over-estimation of the turbulent kinetic energy of the flow in
the region. As discussed in Chapter 4, the k - s turbulence model solves in fact with
difficulty the flow vectors at the separation and re-attaching points of a surface. The
manual setup of the geometric scale o f the PIV field o f view (Chapter 2), might have
also added a small systematic error to the experimental data, contributing to the
discrepancy.
The flow patterns and magnitudes at 15 and 30 minutes at a plane parallel to the
outlet slot were also compared (Figure 6.31) and similar disagreements in the
average flow velocities were found. Unfortunately, the resolution of the CFD
solution was not high enough to allow a detailed qualitative comparison with the PIV
measurements. However, the figure does shows that the flow pattern was acceptably
estimated in its direction. Quantitatively, the simulation gave a discrepancy with the
PIV data of -37.8% at 15 minutes and -39.4% at the end of the processed period.
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6.4 S u m m a r y o f R e s u l t s a n d D i s c u s s io n
Based on the comparisons over the 30 minutes o f transient cooling, it was established
that the devised pseudo transient methodology was successful in replicating, with
satisfactory accuracy, a fully conservative time-dependent simulation. The overall
inaccuracy was calculated to be within the uncertainty associated with both the
numerical and the experimental techniques. The saving in CPU processing time was
over 90% in comparison to a standard transient simulation with VECTIS.
The temperature predictions were in general found to slightly over-estimate the
thermal condition of the model. The average discrepancy between the two data sets
was 3.4% when considering the average temperature of all the planes being
compared (both solid and fluid planes) at different time intervals (i.e. all the results
tabulated in Table 6.1). The largest disagreement (8.2%) was on the vertical side
surface of the engine block at the end of the simulated period (i.e. after 30 minutes).
The surface temperature distribution and the airflow thermal

stratification

corresponded well in time with the thermocouple measurements.
The accuracy o f the CFD data was further confirmed when the transient flow
predictions were compared with the PIV measurements. The quantitative difference,
based on the average velocity vector magnitude (correlated at different times during
the cooling period), was o f 20%. The discrepancy at the outlet of the compartment
was particularly affected by systematic errors due to the length scales o f the 2-D
regions being manually setup in the PIV data processing software. When the results
o f these regions were excluded, the average data disagreement reduced to

1 2 %.

Figure 6.32 clearly shows the CFD results matched very satisfactorily with the PIV
data at any time during the simulated period.
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Overall, the CFD error magnitude determined from the transient analysis was found
to be very similar to the CFD discrepancy calculated under steady thermal conditions
(Chapter 4). This suggests that the sources o f error affecting the pseudo-transient
simulation were most probably the same sources of error affecting the steady results,
i.e.
• Modeling errors, from the differences between the computational and the
laboratory models (boundary conditions). The specification of the material
properties and the approximation in modeling the interfaces between the block
would have particularity contributed to the differences observed between
measurements and predictions.
•

Discretisationerrors, especially due to the relatively low spatial resolution of the
CFD domain and

of the surface patches used for radiation heat transfer

computations.
• Systematic errors, introduced for example in the experimental data by small
inaccuracies in the specification of the length scale of the PIV images.
•

Validity o f the Law of the Wall turbulence formulation and, more in general, of
the standard k - e

turbulence model, which were employed to solve the

turbulent flow fluctuations in the underhood.
On the other hand, the similar discrepancies of the steady and transient CFD
predictions

compared

to

measurements

implies

that

the

pseudo-transient

methodology and its non-conservative approximation for fluid momentum and
energy convection did not distinctly deteriorated the data correlation and therefore
the quality o f the CFD results. It is believed that the use o f a turbulence model more
suited to natural convection simulation and an increase in mesh density would have
greatly improved the accuracy o f the flow and thermal predictions.
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6.5 C l o s u r e
The comparison between the experimental and numerical transient data has
established that the proposed methodology was successful in providing a timeaccurate thermal simulation o f a simplified underhood model during transient
cooling, allowing investigations into the heat soak condition.
An average discrepancy of approximately 3.4% was calculated when comparing at
specific times the measured and predicted temperature distribution on selected model
surfaces and air planes. The velocimetry predictions showed an average discrepancy
in the mean airflow magnitude of 2 0 % compared to measurements.
The differences with laboratory data were in general found to be within the accuracy
limit of the instrumentation used and they were regarded as satisfactory. The
quantitative discrepancies were in magnitude very similar to the ones determined
during the steady-state analysis, and they were therefore believed to be caused by the
underlying shortcomings of the natural convection simulation within VECTIS rather
then being directly induced by the proposed fast computational methodology.
Most significantly, the application of the proposed pseudo-transient calculation
strategy resulted in a reduction in computing time in excess of 90% when compared
to a fully transient simulation performed on the same hardware unit.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
Experimental and numerical investigations were carried out on a scaled
underhood model under transient cooling. Emphasis was placed on determining
the accuracy of the CFD technique in simulating the thermally-driven convective
flow in a simplified engine compartment with a conjugated heat transfer analysis
and on defining a computational procedure enabling long transient simulations to
be performed with significantly reduced CPU runtime. The principal findings of
the research, arranged according to the investigative tools used for the analysis
(measurement and simulation), are reviewed. The conclusions drawn from the
development of the fast transient methodology are also given. Finally, possible
future developments of the research are suggested.

7.1

7.1.1

Sum m ary

and

C o n c l u s io n s

M easurem ents

No previous work suitable for validation purposes was found in the literature for
buoyancy driven flows in vehicle engine compartments. Only a restricted number
o f indoor airflow experiments (building ventilation) have been published. To
compensate the dearth o f such experimental analyses, a purpose-built half-scale
underhood model was constructed in the initial stages o f the research, providing
data to validate the steady-state and transient CFD predictions obtained with the
software VECTIS. The following concluding remarks are made from the
measuring techniques employed and the data collected:
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• A geometrically simplified underhood model, with a slotted glass compartment
and internally heated metal blocks, is effective in reproducing the convective
flow patterns prevailing in an engine bay under thermal soak and in allowing
flow velocimetry investigations. The use of a scaled model for efficiently
scrutinising the flow events was fully justified by the quality o f the recorded
measurements. Informative data was obtained during both steady thermal
conditions and cooling o f the blocks and would be applicable for further
validation studies.
• The use of thermocouples is a well developed and the most practical technique
for the measurement o f surface and airflow temperatures. The accuracy of the
technique depends on the type of sensors employed (metal used in their
construction), the effectiveness of any measure taken to reduce the effects of
radiative heat (e.g. screening o f the thermocouple tips) and the sensitivity of
the hardware unit used for logging the data.
• Accurate measurement of the natural convective flow velocity is difficult, as its
mean value is generally very low (< 0.5 m/s). The characteristics o f most of the
commercially available velocity sensors and techniques restrain their usage for
thermally-driven flows. From a careful evaluation, Particle Image Velocimetry
(PIV) was chosen as the most suitable non-invasive technique. Issues with
optical access and flow seeding distribution restrict however its applicability to
full-scale measurements (i.e. measurements in real engine compartments).
• The PIV apparatus as assembled in this study provides time-averaged twodimensional flow vectors in different planes of the investigated field with good
resolution for CFD comparison. The use of neutrally buoyant oil droplets as
flow tracers was supported by theoretical analysis and proved successful even
if the flow velocities were particularly low. PIV errors were found to be of
difficult quantification being of systematic type and often function of the
algorithms used for the particle-displacement detection. Statistical sampling
theory successfully enabled the measurement uncertainty in representing the
actual mean flow parameters to be quantified.
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The simulations of the coupled flow and thermal fields were performed, for both
steady state and transient cooling, on a computational model that replicated at best
the geometry and boundary conditions o f the laboratory setup. The following was
noted:
•

The applicability of CFD with RANS formulation and with a conjugate heat
transfer solution procedure is confirmed for the investigation of natural
convective flows in underhood environments. It is envisaged that a CHT type
analysis, modelling simultaneously all the components of a real underhood
compartment, would pose severe challenges to the memory o f the most
powerful computer available nowadays. Such simulations could only be
tackled with approximations to the boundary conditions or by coupling the
CFD software with a 1-D system thermal code.

•

Under-relaxation factors as high as 0.95 coupled with a two-level matrix
solver were found to highly increase the convergence of the steady-state CFD
solution without affecting its numerical stability. The feasibility o f specifying
a large under-relaxation depends, however, on the complexity of the flow
patterns being investigated (i.e. geometric complexity of the underhood
architecture).

•

Comparison of experimental and computational steady-state results evidenced
that, within the accuracy o f the measurement instrumentation and the
resolution of the computational mesh, the structure, size and intensity of the
flow patterns was satisfactorily simulated by VECTIS (23% average
discrepancy between mean flow velocities) and that the temperature
predictions agreed well with measurements (9% average difference).

•

The accuracy of the simulations depends mainly on the accuracy with which
wall heat transfer and turbulence are modelled. The application of wall
functions as part of the k - e

turbulence model yields grid dependent

solutions for the heat transfer and temperature distribution at boundaries. The
wall heat transfer characteristics are not correctly predicted with logarithmic
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wall functions (Law of the Wall) unless rigorous control on the near-wall grid
distribution ( y + value) is executed. This has also implications for modelling
radiation heat transfer when a heat flux is defined at the boundary o f a heat
source.
•

Comparison of experimental and numerical results showed that the heat
transfer was generally over-estimated by the numerical model in VECTIS.
This affected the vertical temperature gradient, and therewith the energy
balance and the plume development above the heat sources (flow velocity).
The law-of-the-wall is considered invalid for developing buoyant flows and
free convective boundary layers as appear in engine compartments. Recent
developments in the mathematical and numerical modelling of turbulent flows
allow, in theory, improved simulations although at the expense o f higher
computing requirements. However, the lack of validation studies for realistic
underhood airflow fields have not yet allowed a proper evaluation o f these
improved models. The experimental and CFD results presented in this work
could be usefully employed for such validations.

•

The comparison between the predictions with the standard and the RNG
version of the k - e turbulence model did not provide a clear distinction in
terms o f simulation accuracy. Any differences should be more convincingly
determined by extending the investigation to other flow configurations. It was
however determined that the “soft turbulence” regime of the studied flow was
more accurately simulated when employing the k - e model rather than when
prescribing the flow to be fully laminar.

•

The simulation performed by accounting for the effects of radiation heat
transfer with reduced heat fluxes in the blocks provided generally satisfactory
predictions, not too different from the results obtained when fully modelling
radiation. The heat flux approximation can be usefully employed to reduce the
computing effort when simulating models with the heat source(s) directly
specified at the boundaries. However, the use of a radiation model based on
surface-to-surface calculation is endorsed for future underhood CFD analyses.
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7.1.3

Fast Transient M ethodology

A novel contribution to the development o f a calculation procedure for efficient
time-marching CFD simulations was made. Two methodologies were proposed,
both operating on the basis o f pausing the flow transport solution for periods of
time during the computations. The fluid domain was updated with a fullyconservative transient or steady-state run. All the parameters influencing the
performance o f the strategies were examined. The following was evidenced:
•

The most significant parameter affecting prediction accuracy was identified as
the number of flow solution updates performed during the computation, i.e.
the total number of frozen/unfrozen flow cycles carried out to resolve the
transient timeframe. In general, the accuracy of the simulation was found to
benefit more from a larger number o f “short” momentum updates (full
transient or steady-state computations) than from a smaller number of “long”
ones.

•

The step size for the transient runs solving the frozen flow periods should be
in the range of

100

to

1000

times larger than its maximum allowed size in a

corresponding standard, fully-transient computation. To reduce the cycle
frequency and consequently further reduce the CPU runtime, the length o f the
frozen flow periods can be increased after approximately the first 30% o f the
simulation, when the numerical solution is generally more stable.
•

The solution strategy giving the best compromise between simulation
accuracy and computational efficiency operates based on steady-state flow
momentum updates with a frozen heat balance solution between the thermallyconjugated solid models (i.e. between the underhood components being
modelled).

•

The efficiency of the pseudo-transient calculation procedure further improves
when the solver operations are fully automated without the need for user input.
A specific program was written for this task in this study.
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The proposed methodology was employed for simulating the simplified
underhood model during 30 minutes of transient cooling. The flow and
thermal predictions demonstrated a good correlation with measurements,
arguably within the range o f the data uncertainty. The average discrepancy
between the data was 3.4% for the temperatures and 20% for the mean vector
magnitudes. The runtime was over 90% shorter than for a standard fullyconservative simulation.

•

In conjunction with further work, the proposed methodology extends the
capabilities o f CFD for underhood thermal management studies by allowing a
fiilly-conservative transient simulation to be replicated with acceptable time
accuracy and with greatly reduced CPU runtime. It is envisaged that its
implementation for transient underhood simulations will enable engineers to
better diagnose thermal issues, optimise system designs and generally improve
the thermal efficiency o f engine compartments at reduced time and costs.

7.2

R e c o m m e n d a t io n

fo r

F uture R esea r c h

This thesis has provided a greater insight into the coupling o f the flow and thermal
fields in a vehicle engine-bay and has confirmed the applicability of the CFD
technique as adopted in VECTIS for natural convection studies. The findings and
achievements of the study provides unique opportunities for further experimental
and CFD research.
Measurements - For validation purposes, the number o f carefully documented
underhood measurement results should be increased. In this respect, whole-field
velocimetry techniques such as PIV are the most promising, but the use o f a
double-head laser type is strongly recommended for future applications in order to
maximise the size o f the investigated interrogation areas. Difficulties in acquiring
velocimetry data in real engine compartments are prefigured and alternative
measurement techniques should therefore be researched to enable full-scale CFD
validations.
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The present study has concentrated on the airflow prevailing within a simplified
underhood geometry. Several additional components would affect the flow pattern
in the engine compartment o f an actual production vehicle, e.g. the heat
exchangers o f the cooling pack; it would be a worthwhile undertaking to integrate
such components in the laboratory model for further testing. Parametric
investigations into the cooling fan position, for instance, would be of significant
benefit for studying the effects on the thermal management. Extensive
examination into component packaging configurations would be another area for
further exploiting the scaled model used in this study.
Simulations - To promote and widen the application of the CFD technique in a
vehicle development programme, numerical

simulations must be further

developed and improved towards a higher degree of reliability and accuracy. On
one hand, the development should follow the general, mainstream research in
fluid mechanics and numerical methods; on the other hand, extensive validation
studies are required on realistic underhood configurations so that newly derived
turbulence models and numerical techniques can be tested and refined.
Improvement o f the CFD technique should certainly also address the convective
heat transfer mechanism. The results of the work have indicated that the correct
specification o f boundary conditions and the correct prediction of the convective
heat transfer at the walls represent critical issues in the simulation of buoyant
airflows in a compartment. Underhood flows have, locally and globally, their own
specific

features,

such

as

being

characterised

by

low-Reynolds-number

turbulence, mixing and re-circulating air motions, thermal stratification and so on.
These must be well accounted, especially by the turbulence model. It is therefore
proposed that further studies will delve further in investigating the benefits of
alternative and new turbulence models and possibly derive new and more suited
wall functions to improve the boundary layer solution.
Transient Simulation Technique - Further work should be undertaken to
validate the accuracy of the devised pseudo-transient methodology for the
simulation o f complex full-scale engine compartments. It is envisaged that a CHT
type analysis modelling all the underhood systems and components would be
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computationally prohibitive due to CPU memory requirements. Further research
should be aimed at investigating the effectiveness of implementing the
methodology in a coupled 3D-ID simulation. The 3-D CFD software would solve
transiently the flow field o f the model and the 1-D system software would be
employed to quickly advance in time the thermal solution.
In addition, the use of numerical “triggers” as part of the solution procedure of the
proposed methodology could be investigated. The triggers would automatically
detect when a flow update is necessary, in order to maximise the accuracy of the
predictions while minimising CPU runtime expenditure. These could be for
example calibrated on the size o f the equation residuals at the end o f each CFD
computation or on the variation o f specific flow properties between successive
methodology cycles.
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APPENDIX A
VECTIS STRUCTURE AND RADIATION MODULE
The following gives a brief overview of the structure of the VECTIS software
package and its radiation module. The finite-volume formulation of the governing
equations for radiation heat transfer is also presented. Further details can be found in
the VECTIS manual [Ricardo Ltd. 2004b].
VECTIS, Code Structure - VECTIS is based on five individual but linked
programs, referred to as phases, which are schematically shown in Figure A l. A
CFD investigation requires a CAD model free of geometrical imperfections; it is the
Phasel program that enables the correction of the CAD geometry provided for the
simulation and then its conversion to a triangulated format for numerical analysis.
The construction of the mesh grid, the mesh refinement and the specification of
boundary conditions are also performed in Phasel. Phase2 is the VECTIS mesh
generator. It is fully automatic and produces a locally refined Cartesian mesh that is
suitable for fluid analysis using the CFD solver. Phase4 concludes the VECTIS mesh
generation: it reads the output file of Phase2 and assembles all connectivity
information of the mesh (i.e. the number and the addresses of neighbours that a cell
has in each of the six directions) as required by the solver (the Phase3 module has
been completely integrated into Phase4 in a recent version of the software [Ricardo
Ltd. 2004b] and thus it is not shown in Figure A l). Once the model is ready for the
analysis, the user must prepare an “input” file containing all the modelling features
for the numerical solution. This can be done graphically with Phase5, which is then
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Phase5 reads the results o f radsolv from the outfile and performs further
iterations until the successive data exchange. The process is then repeated.

The radpost program can be used to visualise super-patches, view factors and the
results of the radiation calculations. Phase6 can be used to view both convection and
radiation results.
Radiation Model, Mathematical and Numerical Formulation - The calculation of
heat transfer is coupled to the energy equation with a heat source term. The
governing equation for the heat transfer is given in a tensor notation as:

p c ^ - = V .{kV T )
ot

(A .l)

The finite volume method isbased on a flux balance: thesum of fluxesthat enter the
system

must be equal the

sum of fluxes that leavethe

system.Using

Green's

theorem, equation (A .l) can be transformed to:

•“

dt

k E -jr

* dn

(a.2)

In this transformation, the volume integral was replaced by the integration over the
boundary. There are several types o f boundary conditions that the heat-transfer
equation allows so that the different types of heat-transfer problems can be modelled:
dT
T T
- k — = k ----- - = qk
dn
r

on boundary with specified heat flux, T,

- k — = h(T - T a>) = qc
dn

on boundary with specified convective heat loss, T2

QT
(
\
- k — = h u A- T*)= qr
dn

on boundary with specified radiation, T3

Equation (A.2) can also be re-written as
rS 'T *

f/TC—

= | ,g kdT + | qcdT + [ qrdT

(A.3)
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Equation (A.3) cannot be solved directly but it needs to be discretised. Because the
Finite Volume Method is used in radsolv the discreet points are the centre points of
the patches or super patches. The equation system then looks like:

M t + KT + CT + RT* =Q + CX+RX

(A.4)

where
^ rn

MT =

KT = J k

— dQ = 8tJp,ciVtTt
T —T

A i

- Mass matrix
\

dT = Y j ki — (7] - T j )
j =1

r

- Conduction matrix

r ij

nb2

CT = J /z -TdT = 2^ hyAyTj

- Convection matrix

j =i
nbt

R T 4 = [eoT^dT = ^S yO A yT 4

- Radiation matrix

nb2

q^Atj

- Conduction (heat flux) vector

j =i
nb

c x = J h-T ^dr = Y
1 JhijAiir r.j

- Convection vector

j =1

no3
nb
R x = | eoT^dT = Z^SyAuT^
1

- Radiation vector

7=1
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APPENDIX B
CALCULATION OF RAYLEIGH NUMBER ( R a ) AND
CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT (h)
The functional equation for the heat transfer coefficient, h, in natural convection is
h o rh = fn(k,\Ts -T „ \,x o r L ,v ,a ,g ,/3 )

(B .l)

where L is the length scale characteristic of the given problem. From dimensional
analysis (and Buckingham’s theorem), 4 pi-groups emerges from the 8 variables in
[W], [m], [s], and [°C] (or [K]). These are:

n , = ^ = A^t>
k

n 2= —= P r,
a

n 3= 4 k | .
v

n 4 = p \t , - t „\ = ptuT

where all variables are defined in the nomenclature of this thesis.
Nu L is the average Nusselt number and is inversely proportional to the thickness of
the thermal boundary layer. From knowledge of the Nusselt number, the average heat
transfer coefficient may be found. I I 3 characterises the importance of the buoyant
forces relative to viscous forces. n 4 characterises the thermal expansion of the fluid.
The pi-groups n 3 and n 4 usually appear as a product, i.e. the Grashof number, GrL
(where the subscript designates the characteristic length on which the dimensionless
number is based on):

n 3n 4 ^ GrL =

(B.2)
V

The Grashof number playsthe same role in free convection that the Reynolds
number plays in forced convection. In the dimensional analysisof naturalconvective
flows the product o f Gr and Pr is usually used. This product defines the Rayleigh
number, Ra:
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RaL = GrLPr —

gpxri}
av

(B.3)

The Rayleigh number is normally used to highlight the transition from laminar to
turbulent flow. The critical Rayleigh number depends on the geometry of the model
and the fluid properties. Usually, for Rayleigh numbers in the range o f 105 to 107 the
flow is characterised by instability or "soft” turbulence, as discussed in Chapter 1
(Section 1.2.3, Dynamic Similarity). Above Rayleigh numbers o f 108-109, full
turbulent motion begins. The correlation of natural convection gives:
N ul = fn (R a I ,Pr)

(B.4)

Generally, such correlation is of the form:
N ul = C • R a "

(B.5)

where C is a constant depending on geometry, n=l/4 for laminar flows and n=l/3 for
turbulent flows.
Analytical calculations were performed during this study to determine the actual
airflow regime around the heated components of the underhood model under
analysis. The results are tabulated in Table B l. A sample set o f calculations (for the
engine block) are presented below.
Heat Transfer Characteristics, Engine Block - The Rayleigh number was
calculated for both the horizontal and the vertical surfaces of the block. The airflow
properties were determined from thermodynamic tables at the film temperature
value.

= 100°C = 373/:

The volumetric expansion coefficient was approximated by
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Appendix B

For the vertical walls o f the engine block, Equation (B.3) gave
_ 9.81 • 2.92 x 10~3 (130 - 70) •0.253 =
3.49x10

-2.33x10

The Rayleigh numbers for the upper and lower horizontal surfaces were determined
in the same way but using the appropriate length scales. The area-weighted average
of the Ra number for the block was then calculated:
{ R g vertical

*

^vertical

)

(.P&upper

*

^upper

)

(R&lower

*

^lower

)

^ ^r

i r \l

Raav!r = -------------------------------- —------- —--------------------------- = 2.36x10
(A
\ vertical + Aupper + Alower f)

The convective heat transfer coefficient was calculated from the average Nusselt
number, which was determined using empirical correlations. The Squire-Eckert
relation [Lienhard et al. 2002] was employed for calculating for the vertical walls,
which were taken to be at isothermal condition:

Nuverttcai

= 0.6 7 M a ji \

Pr
0.952+ Pr^

where the Prandtl number was
.
v pC„v 0.948 1010.1-2.33xlO"5
l n _,
Pr = — = ---- — = ---------------------------------- = 7.06 x 10
a
k
0.0316
Hence,

N u vertical

= 41.5

For heated horizontal surfaces facing up, with an area A and a perimeter P, Raihtby
and Hollands [1998] suggested the following relation:
j r

X
. _____ 0-560RaL

Iy U upper

[l + (0A92IPrf'tY'>
where the characteristic length scale is taken as A / P . Consequently,

N u upPer

= 9.56.

However, for N u l < 1 0 , the boundary layer is relatively thick and the N u value
must be corrected [Raihtby and Hollands 1998]:
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—
Nil corrected

~

1.4
f
\ = 10.2
ln(l + 1 . 4 / A ^ j
■■■

For the bottom surfaces o f the block, the correlation given by Fuji and Himura
[1972], Nuhwer = 0.58Raft with L taken as the width of the block, was used. This
resulted in Nu lower = 13.6.
— Nu •k
The convective heat transfer coefficient was determined from h = —- — [W/m2K]
and the convective heat flux from q = h(Ts - T n ) [W/m2].
The results o f the calculations for each block of the underhood model are presented
in Table B l.
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UNDERHOOD MODEL CAD DRAWINGS

Two-dimensional CAD drawing were prepared with the CAD software I-DEAS™
[Electronic Data System 2003] and used to support the manufacture and construction
of the laboratory rig and the setup of the CFD model.
The following 2-D drawings are presented in the following pages:
1) Experimental apparatus (overview, first dimensioning sheet)
2)

Experimental apparatus (overview, second dimensioning sheet)

3)

Engine block

4)

Turbocharger block

5)

Gearbox block

6)

Glass compartment
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APPENDIX E
PIV SEEDING - TRACER PARTICLE DYNAMICS
The performance of trace particles as how closely they follow the flow streamlines is
important since it is actually the velocity o f the tracers that is measured by the PIV
instrumentation. When the density of the seeding and fluid is different, this can be
quantified by considering the effect of gravity on both the particles and the fluid
motion. Stokes’ drag law can be used to relate the terminal settling velocity of a
smooth, rigid sphere (tracer particle) in a viscous fluid of known density and
viscosity to the diameter of the sphere when subjected to a known force field (e.g.
gravitational force). The drag force on the particle is written according to Stokes' law
(i.e. assuming a fluid with a very small Reynolds number, where the viscous forces
are much larger than the inertial forces) as [Massey 1998]:
Fd = 3n/iVpd',

(El)

where Vpt is the particle velocity and d pt is the particle diameter
The settling velocity is established by equating the drag force to the gravitational
force, Fg = mg,

6
The particle settling velocity is therefore written as:

(E.2)
18^/
where p pt and p f are the densities o f the particle and the fluid, respectively, and
p f is the fluid viscosity.
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It is also useful to look at the seeding velocity as a function of time when a step in
fluid velocity is imposed. The relaxation time, i.e. the time required for the tracer to
adjust/relax its velocity to the fluid velocity can be expressed as,
r = a.r2

Pp

(E.3)

18//

From Newton's Law
F , - F d = m g - 3n nV (t)d„ = m d m
dt
d m
tg-V(t) =T
dt

(E.4)

Accordingly, the step response of a particle injected at zero velocity in a flow with a
velocity K7S follows an exponential law if the density of the particle is much greater
than the fluid density [Raffel et al 2001].

V(t) = VrTS l - e *

(E.5)

where t is time, and r is the relaxation time.
The relaxation of the particle velocity with time is plotted in Figure E l. At / = 0,
V(t) = 0; when / > 3 r the gravitational force balances with the drag force and
V(t) = Vts• The equations of motion would be more complex if Stokes flow cannot be
assumed (i.e. if Re > 1).
1.0

V(t)

o

1

2

3

4

5

6

t/r
Figure E l - Velocity relaxation of a particle with specific diameter.
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Equations (E.2) and (E.5) provide good guidance for the selection of the optimal
diameter for a PIV flow tracer particle. Some researches have proposed alternative
methods to determine if the tracers would follow the flow streamlines, including
describing the motion of particles relative to the flow as a function of the frequency
response to an oscillating flow [Al-Taweel and Carley 1971].
For the present study, vegetable com oil droplets were employed as seeding (density
of 922 kg/m3). Owing to large density difference with air, the oil was atomised in
droplets of approximately 1pm in diameter. Considering the properties of air at 300K
(i.e. p / =1.16 kg/m3, /// =1.87><10'5 kg/ms), the settling velocity of the tracers
resulted from Equation (E.2) to be 0.026 mm/s (i.e. 2.6x1 O'5 m/s), thus, of a
negligible magnitude compared to the mean velocity o f the buoyant flow in the
underhood.
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MATLAB™ PROGRAM FOR CONTOUR PLOTS
The code written in Matlab™ [Mathworks 1999] was used to interpolate in 2-D
planes the temperature values measured with thermocouples and extracted from the
CFD solution. The program then produced contour maps o f the temperature
distribution for each investigated surfaces and air planes.
The temperature data and the thermocouple coordinate locations were written in
input text files that were then processed by the program. The files contained also the
logging time for each set o f measurement point, which were written in successive
rows (a sample input file is shown below). For each row, the code interpolated the
data in space using a triangle-based linear function. The result was a contour plot
varying with time but on a fixed temperature scale. The program enabled therefore to
visualise the

time-dependent changes

in temperature distribution for each

investigated plane, during both heating and cooling conditions. The following
commands were used to write the code:
MESHGRID

Produces a uniform grid (XI x YI) from the matrix of X,
Y coordinates o f the thermocouples.

ZI = GRIDDATA(X,Y/T,XI,YI) Fits a surface of the form T = F(X,Y) (temperature
values) to the data in the non-uniformly spaced vectors
(X, Y, T). The triangle-based linear interpolation of the
surface is calculated at the points specified by (XI, YI).
C = INTERP2(ZI,2)

Two-dimensional expansion of ZI with interpolation
between every element, working recursively two times.

CONTOURF(C)

Colour filled contour plot of matrix C. Calculations
repeated and plot updated at each timestep specified in
the input text file.
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SAMPLING THEORY AND STANDARD ERRORS
Only a limited number o f PIV images can be acquired to represent the mean flow
field in a plane. Statistical sampling theory [Sampath 2001] was employed in this
study to determine the margin o f error {confidence interval) o f the PIV samples in
determining various flow parameters (e.g. the population mean - the theoretical
mean of an infinite number o f observations). A description o f the statistical relations
used in this study to determine the 95% confidence interval of the PIV data follows:
1)

Assuming xj, ..., x„ are n independent observations that are “normally”
distributed with an expected value pp {population mean) and a deviation <rp
{population deviation), the first step o f the statistical analysis consisted of
calculating the sample mean, x n:
= (*i + '" + x„) / n

2)

(1.1)

The sample deviation, sn was then calculated from:

(L 2)

3)

The Standard Error o f the Mean (SEnJ, i.e. the variation of the sample mean
around the true population mean, pp, was determined from:

SEm =

(1.3)
yin

4)

The confidence level expresses the probability (usually percentage) that the
confidence interval produced for a sample mean will contain the true values (i.e.
the mean flow parameters o f the population). Common choices are 90%, 95%
and 99%. These levels correspond to percentages of the area under the standard
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normal distribution curve. For example, a 95% confidence interval covers 95%
of the distribution, i.e. there is a 95% confidence/certainty that the true mean
parameter lies within a specific interval; the probability of observing a value
outside this range is less than 5%.
The confidence interval is constructed from knowledge that the probability of
the measurements falling within a specified range (i.e. ±Ax ) for a Gaussian
population is statistically given by [Kirkup 1994]:

Prob(Ax) = £

(1.4)

After normalisation, the integral o f Equation (1.4) can be solved employing the
Student-t distribution [Kirkup 1994]. The Student-t distribution is commonly
used in place o f a standard normal distribution for relatively small sample sizes.
The distribution curve establishes the probability interval for a required
confidence level, e.g. 95%:
Prob(x - 1 • SEm < jup < x - 1 • SEm)= 0.95

(1.5)

For samples o f the same size, the confidence interval increases as the confidence
level is increased (i.e. the value o f t is the largest for a 99% level). For a
confidence interval o f 95% and for relatively small samples, t is commonly
taken to be equal to 1.96 [Kirkup 1994].

( 1.6)

Consequently, the upper and lower limits of uncertainty of the population (the
confidence interval) were calculated from the sample mean according to:
P p (95%) = x ± 1.96 • SEm

(1.7)
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AUTOMATED FAST TRANSIENT SIMULATION
J.l BATCH FILE
Setu p
• The user specifies in the Batch file the location of the directories that contain the
files o f the CHT parts o f the simulation.
• The user enters in the Batch file the commands to be then automatically written
in the VECTIS input files for running the simulation (for each CHT part).
• Once saved with .bat extension, the program can be directly run from a
Windows™ DOS shell.
Below is a sample Batch file for a simulation with two CHT parts. The code would
need to be expanded for CFD computations modelling more than two CHT parts and
should be modified accordingly to the simulation requirements.

SOURCE C o d e

(as w ritten to run for SWITCH methodology on ModelA)

Jecho off
echo. ••**»**••»***••**»*•*»♦** * * •* * * * ••* * * * * •* * * * * * ♦•* * * * •* « * * *
echo AUTOMATIC BATCH FILE FOR R UNNING VECTIS TRANSIENT
SIMULATION
echo. W ritten by M ATTEO FRANCHETTA
echo. »****•****•*«***••*************»**••**»****»**»***********
type nul > H%temp%\~YesOrNo.tmp"
echo
echo Delete all files in directory [y/n]?
del /p "% temp%\~YesOrNo.tmp" >nul
if not exist "%temp%\~YesOrNo.tmp" goto Yes
echo.
del % temp%\~YesOrNo.tmp
goto :SS
:Yes
for %%i IN (0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9) do del
"D:\Documents\PhDW ECTIS\M ETH TESTA\3_BLOCK\*.*_00%% i"
for %%i IN (0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ) d o d e T
"D:\Documents\PhD\VECTIS\M ETH TESTA\3_AIR\*. *_00%%i"
for %%i IN (0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9) do d e l
"D:\Documents\PhD\VECTIS\M ETH_TESTA\3_BLOCK\* * _ 0 1%%i"
for %%i IN (0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9) do del
"D:\Documents\PhD\VECTIS\M ETH_TESTA\3_AIR\*. * _ 0 1%%i"
goto :SS
SS
set noSS=
set /p noSS= Type number o f Steady-State iterations =
if % noSS% GTR 10000 (goto HIGH) else goto LOW
if % noSS% LSS 1 (goto LOW)
go to T R
TR
set noTR=
echo.
set /p noiteTR= Type num ber o f Transient tim esteps =
echo.
set /p SizeTR= Type size o f tim esteps (seconds) =
set /a NoTR=% noiteTR% *% SizeTR%

goto end
HIGH
ECHO. The number o f iterations you have chosen is too large.
ECHO. Please try again
goto SS
LOW
if % noSS% LSS 1 (ECHO. The number o f iterations you have chosen is too low.
ECHO. Please try again
goto SS) else goto TR
END
echo.
set /p ITE= Insert number o f VECTIS runs =
set /p REP= Insert in different format (e.g. for 3 write "1 2 3") =
echo.
set /a SIM TIM Es=(% ITE%/2)*% NoTR%
set /a dec=100
set /a Hour=3600
set /a M inutes=60
set /a SIM TIM Eh=% SIM TIM Es% /%Hour%
set /a SIM TIM Em=(%SIM TIM Es%/%M inutes% )-(% SIM TIM Eh%*% minutes% )
set /a SIM TIM Es2=(% SIM TIM Es% M % SIM TIM Eh% *% Hour% )(%SIM TIM Em% *% M inutes% )
echo. Simulated Time is % SIM TIM Es% second (%SIM TIM Eh%hrs
% SIM TIM Em % m in % SIM TIM Es2% sec)
type nul > ”% tem p%\~YesOrNo.tmp"
echo. Is this fine [y/n]?
del /p "% temp% \~YesOrNo tm pn >nul
if not exist "% temp% \~YesOrNo.tmpn goto Yes
del % tem p%\~YesOrNo.tmp
goto :SS
:Yes
goto DIRECTORY
:: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
:RUN
echo.
DONE!
echo.
PAUSE
els
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)

SET /a I=%I%+1
if % I% = % 1T E % (
GOTO PLOT
) ELSE(
copy/Y "D:% INPFOLDER%\BLOCK INP 16'' ”D:%BLOCK%\BLOCK INP"
copy/Y "D:%INPFOLDER%\AIR.INP16" "D:% AIR% \AIR INP"
call run air
)
::X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
:: X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

DIRECTORY
SET HOM E=\Documents and Settings\M _FRANCHETTA M ECHENG\Desktop
SET INPFOLDER=\Documents\PhD\VECTIS\M ETH_TEST AMNP
SET BLOCK=\Documents\PhD\VECTIS\M ETH_TESTA\3_BLOCK
SET AIR=\Documents\PhD\VECTIS\M ETH_TEST A\3_AIR
echo.
echo. HOME DIRECTORY = C:% HOM E%
echo INP FILES DIR = D:%INPFOLDER%
echo.
echo. M ODEL 1 FILES D IR = D:%AIR%
echo M ODEL2 FILES DIR = D:%BLOCK%
echo.
echo. PROCESSING INPUT FILES
echo.
GOTO AIRINP
::X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
::X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

AIRINP
D:
cd ”%INPFOLDER%"
del AIR. INP*
for %%i IN (%REP% ) do echo !VECTIS_MAIN_INPUT M ODULAR VERSION
3 4 0 0 » A IR IN P % % i
for %%i IN (1 3 5 7 9) do echo STEADY_STATE » A 1 R INP%%i
for % % i IN (1 3 5 7 9) do echo
#==—
=
» a i r .1NP%%
for %%i IN (1 3 5 7 9) do echo EQUATIONS » A J R INP%%i
for %%i IN (1 3 5 7 9) do echo EQN_U_MOM ENTUM » A IR .IN P % % i
for % % i IN (1 3 5 7 9) do echo E Q N V M O M E N T U M » A lR .IN P % % i
for %%i IN (1 3 5 7 9) do echo EQN_W _M OM ENTUM » A I R INP*/.*/.i
for % % i IN (1 3 5 7 9 do echo EQN_PRESSURE » A I R INP%%i
for % % i IN (1 3 5 7 9) do echo EQN TEM PERATURE » A I R INP%%i
for % % i IN (1 3 5 7 9) do echo
== = - - ^ ----------------- r^~=r~~==~~~= » AIR. INP%%i
0=—- '--for % % i IN (1 3 5 7 9) do echo U _M O M E N TU M »A IR .IN P% % i
for % % i IN (1 3 5 7 9) do echo 100 2 0 2 -10 » AIR. INPW/oi
for %%i IN (1 3 5 7 9) do echo 8.0000e-001 8.0000e-001 8 OOOOe-OOl 8.0000e001 I OOOOe+OOO 1.0000e+000 1 OOOOe+OOO » AIR. INP%%i
for % % i IN (1 3 5 7 9) do echo
------- ----------------------------------------- » AIR INP%%i
,■
for */.%i IN (1 3 5 7 9) do echo V _M O M E N T U M »A IR INP*/.*/.i
for % %i IN (1 3 5 7 9) do echo 100 2 0 2 -10 » A I R INP°/.*/.i
for V«%i IN (1 3 5 7 9) do echo 8.0000e-001 8.0000e-001 8.0000e-001 8.0000e001 1 OOOOe+OOO 1.0000e+000 1 OOOOe+OOO » A I R INP%%i
for %%i IN (1 3 5 7 9) do echo
H
» A IR .IN P % % i
for % % i IN (1 3 5 7 9) do echo W _M O M E N T U M »A IR INP%%i
for % % i IN (1 3 5 7 9) do echo 100 2 0 2 -10 » A IR lN P % % i
for % % i IN (1 3 5 7 9) do echo 8.0000e-001 8.0000e-001 8.0000e-001 8.0000e001 1 0000e+000 1.0000e+000 1.OOOOe+OOO >>AIR IN PW /.i
for % % i IN (1 3 5 7 9) do echo
'-------- -------------=—
======== » A I R INP*/«%i
for %%i IN (1 3 5 7 9) do echo PR E SSU R E»A IR .IN P% % i
for %%i IN (1 3 5 7 9) do echo 100 1 3 2 -10 » A IR .IN P % % i
for % % i IN (1 3 5 7 9) do echo 9.5000e-001 9.5000e-001 9.5000e-001 9 5000e001 1.OOOOe+OOO 10000e+000 1. OOOOe+OOO » AIR. INP%%i
for % % i IN (1 3 5 7 9) do echo
# = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = ------- = = = = = » A J R lN P % % i
for %%i IN (1 3 5 7 9) do echo T E M P E R A T U R E » A IR INP%%i
for %%i IN (1 3 5 7 9) do echo 100 1 0 2 -10 » A I R INP%%i
for % % i IN (1 3 5 7 9) do echo 1 OOOOe+OOO 1 OOOOe+OOO 1 OOOOe+OOO
1 OOOOe+OOO 1.OOOOe+OOO 10000e+000 1.0000e+000 » A IR .IN P % % i
for %%i IN (1 3 5 7 9) do echo
U= ------- = = = = = =
r r-77== = r =
» AIR. INP%V.i
for % %i IN (1 3 5 7 9) do echo SOLUTION_CONTROL_2 » A I R INP%%i
for % %i IN (1 3 5 7 9) do echo F » A IR .IN P % % i
for % %i IN (1 3 5 7 9) do echo -6 1.000000e-006 » A IR .IN P % % i
for %%i IN (1 3 5 7 9) do echo 0. OOOOOOe+OOO %NoSSV«.0e+O00 1.OOOOOOe+OOO
» A IR .IN P % % i
for % %i IN (1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15) do echo 5 1 OOOOOOe+OOO % NoSS% .0e+000
» A IR .IN P % % i
for % %i IN (2 4 6 8 10) do echo E Q U A T IO N S » A IR INP%%i
for % %i IN (2 4 6 8 10) do echo E Q N _T E M PE R A T U R E »A IR . INP%%i
for %%i IN (2 4 6 8 10) do echo
#======^ " = '
■
===== » A IR .IN P % % i
for %%i IN (2 4 6 8 10) do echo T E M P E R A T U R E » A IR INP*/o%i
for % % i IN (2 4 6 8 10) do echo 100 1 0 2 -10 » A IR ,IN P °/.% i
for % %i IN (2 4 6 8 10) do echo 1 OOOOe+OOO 1 OOOOe+OOO 1 OOOOe+OOO
1. OOOOe+OOO 1. OOOOe+OOO 1.OOOOe+OOO 1.OOOOe+OOO » A I R INP%%i
for % %i IN (2 4 6 8 10) do echo
H
------------------------------------- ---------» A IR .IN P % % i
for %%i IN (2 4 6 8 10) do echo SO L U T IO N _C O N T R O L _2»A IR INP%%i
for %%i IN (2 4 6 8 10) do echo F » A IR .IN P % % i
for %%i IN (2 4 6 8 10) do echo -6 1,00OOOOe-0O6»AIR.INP%%i
for %%i IN (2 4 6 8 10) do echo 0.000000e+000 % N oTR % .0e+000 1 OOOOOOe+OOO
»A IR .IN P% */.i
for % %i IN (2 4 6 8 10) do echo 2 % SizeTR% .0e+000 %NoTR%.0e+O00
» A IR IN P % % i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo
#------------------------ ..........................
■-..
» A I R INP%%i
for %%i IN (% REP% ) do echo A L G O R IT H M » A IR INP%%i

for % %i IN (1 3 5 7 9) do echo SIM PL E »A IR .IN P% % i
for % %i IN (2 4 6 8 10) do echo P IS O » A IR .IN P % % i
for %%i IN (%REP% ) do echo
#-----------------------------=====» A IR .IN P % % i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo REFERENCE P O IN T » A IR INP%%i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo 4 3 4 » A IR .IN P % % i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo
#---------------------------------= = = = = » A IR IN P % % i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo M O N IT O RIN G _PO IN T_U K »A IR.IN P% % i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo 9 3 14 » A IR .IN P % % i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo top » A IR .IN P % % i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo M O N IT O R IN G _PO IN T_IJK »A IR INP%%i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo 9 3 8 » A IR .IN P % % i
for % %i IN (%REP%) do echo bottom » A IR .IN P % % i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo M O N IT O R IN G _PO IN T JJK »A IR .IN P% % i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo 12 3 11 » A IR .IN P % % i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo right » A IR .IN P % % i
for %%i IN (%REP% ) do echo M O N ITO RIN G _PO IN T_IJK »A IR.IN P% % i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo 6 3 11 » A IR .IN P % % i
for %%i IN (%REP% ) do echo left » A IR .IN P % % i
for %%i IN (%REP% ) do echo
#
= = = = = = = » AIR. INP%%i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo CHECKPOINT » A IR .IN P % % i
for %%i IN (1 3 5 7 9) do echo F F T % NoSS% F F » A IR .IN P % % i
for % %i IN (2 4 6 8 10) do echo F F T % noiteTR% F F » A IR .IN P % % i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo T » A IR .IN P % % i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo
ft-------------- --------- = ==== = = = = » AIR INP%%i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo
PARALLEL_POSTPRO_FORM A T » AIR INP%%i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo 0 » A IR .IN P % % i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo
= = = = = = = = = = = = = » AIR INP%%i
ft-------------for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo OUTPUT_W ALL D A T A » A IR . INP%%i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo T » A IR .IN P % % r
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo

#....................-...................................................................................lNP%%i
for %%i
for %%i
for %%i
for %%i
for %%i
for %%i
for %%i
for % %i
for % %i
for % %i
for % %i
for % %i
for % %i
for % %i
for % % i
for % %i

IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN

(%REP%) do echo W A L L _B O U N D A R Y »A IR INP%%i
(%REP% ) do echo 3 » A IR .IN P % % i
(%REP% ) do echo 4 730000e+002 O .000000e+000»A IR INP%%i
(%REP%) do echo W A L L _B O U N D A R Y »A IR INP%%i
(%REP%) do echo 4 » A IR .IN P % % i
(%REP%) do echo 5.000000e+002 0.0OOOOOe+OOO»AlR.lNP%%i
(%REP% ) do echo W A L L _B O U N D A R Y »A IR . INP%%i
(%REP% ) do echo 5 » A IR .IN P % % i
(%REP% ) do echo 5.000000e+002 O.OOOOOOe+OO0»AIR.INP%%i
(%REP% ) do echo WALL B O U N D A R Y » A IR lNP%%i
(%REP% ) do echo 6 » A 1 R INP%%i
(%REP% ) do echo 5.000000e+002 0.000000e+000»A IR .lN P% % i
(%REP% ) do echo W A L L _B O U N D A R Y »A lR INP%%i
(%REP%) do echo 7 » A IR .IN P % % i
(%REP% ) do echo 5.000000e+002 0.00O0O0e+0O0»AIR.INP%%i
(%REP% ) do echo

#==========„ === ==cg==============caa===g>>AIR-

for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo EX T_TEM PER A TU RE_H TC_B C»A IR . INP%%i
for % %i IN (% REP% ) do echo 4 3.000000e+002 0.000000e+000 » A IR .IN P % % i
for % % i IN (% REP% ) do echo EXT TEM PERATURE HTC B C » A I R !NP%%i
for % % i IN (%REP% ) do echo 5 3.000000e+002 0.000000e+000 » A IR .IN P % % i
for % % i IN (%REP% ) do echo EX T_TEM PER A TU RE_H TC_B C»A IR . INP%%i
for % % i IN (%REP% ) do echo 6 3.000000e+002 0.000000e+000 » A IR .IN P % % i
for % %i IN (%REP*/o) do echo EX T_TEM PER A TU RE_H TC_B C»A IR . INP%%i
for % % i IN (%REP% ) do echo 7 3.000000e+002 0 OOOOOOe+OOO » A IR .IN P % % i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo
» ------------------------------------------------------------------= = » A I R INP%%j
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo IN ITIA L_C O N D IT IO N »A IR .IN P% % i
for */.%i IN (%REP% ) do echo 0 OOOOOOe+OOO 0 OOOOOOe+OOO
O rMWWW4+tOO»AIR rMP%%i
for % % i IN (%REP% ) do echo 1.000e+000 O OOOe+OOO O OOOe+OOO 0 000e+000
O OOOe+OOO O OOOe+OOO 0 0 0 0 e + 0 0 0 » AIR. INP%%1
for % % i IN (%REP% ) do echo 1000e-001 5 000e-004 1 000000e+005 2 730e+002
0 O 00e+000»A IR . INP°/.%i
for % %i IN (% REP% ) do echo O OOOe+OOO 1 000e+000 O OOOe+OOO
0.00Oe+O0O»AIR.INP%% i
for % % i IN (% REP% ) do echo
it
» A 1 R INP%%i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo CH T_W A LL _B O U N D A R Y »A IR INP%%i
for % % i IN (%REP% ) do echo 4 1.000e-003 » A IR .IN P % % i
for % % i IN (%REP% ) do echo C H T_W A LL _B O U N D A R Y »A IR . INP%%i
for % % i IN (%REP% ) do echo 5 1.000e-003 » A IR .IN P % % i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo C H T_W A LL _BO U N D A R Y »A IR.IN P% % i
for % % i IN (%REP% ) do echo 6 1.000e-003 » A IR .IN P % % i
for % % i IN (%REP% ) do echo C H T_W A LL _BO U N D A R Y »A IR.IN P% % i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo 7 1.000e-003 » A IR .IN P % % i
for Vo%i IN (%REP% ) do echo
a
- = = = = = = = = ^ r = = = ^ =^ — : , - ------------------- = » A l R . I N P % % i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo C H T _L IN K »A IR .IN P% % i
for %%i IN (%REP% ) do echo block 0 » A IR .IN P % % i
for % % i IN (%REP% ) do echo C H T _L IN K »A IR .IN P% % i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo block 0 » A IR .IN P % % i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo C H T _L IN K »A IR .IN P% % i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo block 0 » A IR .IN P % % i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo CH T L IN K » A IR INP%%i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo block 0 » A IR .IN P % % i
for % % i IN (%REP% ) do echo
#------------------------- ...............—
» A 1 R . INP%%i
for %%i IN (%REP% ) do echo PRANDTL N U M B E R » A IR INP%%i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo 7.000e-001 » A IR .IN P % % i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo
#
=====
====-= » A I R . INP%%i
for % %i IN (% REP% ) do echo SPE C IES_D A TA »A IR .IN P% % i
for % %i IN (% REP% ) do echo 1.604e+001 » A IR .IN P % % i
for % %i IN (% REP% ) do echo 1.7450e+003 1.5900e-001 0.0000e+000
0 0000e+000 0.0000e+000 » A IR .IN P % % i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo 6.7055e-006 4 5297e-008 -1 2064e-011 1 6092e015 O.OOOOe+OOO » A IR .IN P % % i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo
a .......................
» AIR. INP%%i
for % % i IN (%REP% ) do echo SPECIES_D A TA »A IR .IN P% % i
for % % i IN (%REP% ) do echo 2.897e+001 » A IR .IN P % % i
for % % i IN (%REP% ) do echo 1.0470e+003-1.3417e-001 2.7578e-004-1.5304e007 3.8210e-011 » A IR .IN P % % i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo 6.7055e-006 4.5297e-008-1.2064e-011 1.6092e015 0.0000e+000 » A IR .IN P % % i
.

D:
cd "%A1R%"
SET /a 1=0
if % I% = % IT E % (
GOTO PLOT
) ELSE(
c opy/Y “D:% INPFOLDER%\BLOCK INP1" "D:%BLOCK%\BLOCK INP"
copy A ' "D:% IN PFOLDER% \AIR.IN Pl" "D:%AIR%\AIR.INP"
call r u n a i r
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for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo

for %%i IN (%REP% ) do echo

= » AIR. INP%%i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo S P E C IE S_D A T A »A IR INP%%i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo 2 918e+001 » A IR .IN P % % i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo 1 0470e+003 -1.3417e-OOl 2.7578e-004 -1.5304e007 3 .8210e-011 » A IR .IN P % % i
for %%i IN (%REP% ) do echo 6.7055e-OO6 4.5297e-008-1.2064e-011 1 6092e015 0. OOOOe+OOO » A IR .IN P % % i
for %%i IN (%REP% ) do echo
tt
—
= = = *-------- » A 1 R . INP%%i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo S P E C IE S_D A T A »A IR INP%%i
for % %i IN (%REP%) do echo 2.800e+001 » A IR .IN P % % i
for % %i IN (%REP%) do echo 1.0470e+003 -1 3417e-001 2.7578e-004 -1.5304e007 3.8210e-011 » A I R INP%%i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo 6.7055e-006 4.5297e-008 -1.2064e-011 1.6092e015 0.0000e+000 »A IR .IN P % % i
for % %i IN (%REP%) do echo
tt
-------- - ==------—— = » A I R . INP%%i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo BO D Y _FO R C E»A IR .IN P% % i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo O OOOe+OOO O OOOe+OOO -1 OOOe+OOO 9.810e+000 1 00Oe+OOO»AIR.INP%%i
for %%i IN (2 3 4 5 .) do echo
It
—
- —
» A I R INP%%i
for % %i IN (2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10) do echo RESTART_IN1TI A L C O N D IT IO N
»A IR .IN P % % i
for %%i IN (2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10) do echo 1 0 0 » A IR .IN P % % i
echo D:%AIR%\A1R.RST1_001 » A I R INP2
echo D:% AIR% \AIR.RST1_002 » A I R I N P 3

= = = = = = = = = » B L O C K IN P % % i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo W A LL_BO U N D A R Y »BLO CK .IN P% % i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo 3 » B L O C K .IN P % % i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo 5.000000e+002
O.OOOOOOe+000»BLOCK.INP%%i
for %%i IN (%REP% ) do echo W A LL_BO U N D A R Y »BLO CK .IN P% % i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo 4 » B L O C K .IN P % % i
for % % i IN (%REP% ) do echo 5.000000e+002
0.000000e+O O0»B LOC KINP% % i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo W A LL_BO U N D A R Y »B L O C K . INP%%i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo 5 » B L O C K .IN P % % i
for % % i IN (%REP% ) do echo 5.000000e+002
0.000000e+000»B LO C K .IN P% % i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo W A LL_BO U N D A R Y »BLO CK .IN P% % i
for %*/.i IN (%REP%) do echo 6 » B L O C K INP%%i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo 5.000000e+002
0.000000e+000»B LO C K .IN P% % i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo
—
= = » B L O C K INP%%i
for %%i IN (%REP% ) do echo
EXT TEM PERA T U R E _H TC _B C »B LO C K INP%%i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo 3 3 000000e+002
0 OOOOOOe+000»BLOCK.INP*/o%i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo
EXT_TEM PERATURE_HTC B C » B L O C K INP%%i
for %%i IN (%REP% ) do echo 4 3.000000e+002
0.000000e+000»B LO C K .IN P% % i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo
EXT TEM PERATURE H T C _ B C » B L O C K INP%%i
for % % i IN (%REP%) do echo 5 3 000000e+002
0.000000e+000»B LO C K .IN P% % i
for %%i IN (%REP% ) do echo
EX T_TEM PER A TU RE_H TC_B C»BLO CK . INP%%i
for % % i IN (%REP% ) do echo 6 3.000000e+002
0.0<XX)00e+O00»BLOCK. INP%%i
for %%i IN (%REP% ) do echo
# = = = = = = = = = — = = = = = = = = = = = = = — = = =»B L O C K .IN P % % i
for %%i IN (%REP% ) do echo INITIA L_C O N D ITIO N »B LO C K .IN P% % i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000
0.000000e+000»B LO C K .IN P% % i
for % % i IN (%REP% ) do echo 1.OOOe+OOO O OOOe+OOO O OOOe+OOO O OOOe+OOO
O OOOe+OOO O OOOe+OOO 0.000e+000»B LO C K .IN P% % i
for %%i IN (%REP% ) do echo 1 OOOe-OOl 5.000e-004 1 000000e+005 2.730e+002
0.000e+000»B LO C K .IN P% % i
for %%i IN (%REP% ) do echo O OOOe+OOO 1 OOOe+OOO O OOOe+OOO
0.0O0e+000»BLO CK .INP% % i
for %%i IN (%REP% ) do echo
» B LOC K.INP%%i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo SO LID »B LO C K .IN P% % i
for % % i IN (%REP% ) do echo 1 000e+003 » B L O C K .IN P % % i
for % %i IN (% REP% ) do echo 5.000e+001 O OOOe+OOO 0 OOOe+OOO O OOOe+OOO
OOOOe+OOO » B L O C K .IN P % % i
for % %i IN (% REP% ) do echo 5.000e+001 O OOOe+OOO O OOOe+OOO 0 OOOe+OOO
O OOOe+OOO » B L O C K .IN P % % i
for % %i IN (% REP% ) do echo
» B L O C K .lN P % % i
for % % i IN (% REP% ) do echo C H T_W A LL _BO U N D A R Y »BL O CK . INP%%i
for % %i IN (% REP% ) do echo 3 1.000e-003 » B L O C K .IN P % % i
for %%i IN (% REP% ) do echo CH T_W A LL _BO U N D A R Y »BL O CK . INP%%i
for % % i IN (% REP% ) do echo 4 1.000e-003 » B L O C K .IN P % % i
for % %i IN (% REP% ) do echo CH T_W A LL _BO U N D A R Y »BL O CK . INP%%i
for % % i IN (% REP% ) do echo 5 1.000e-003 » B L O C K .IN P % % i
for % % i IN (% REP% ) do echo CH T_W A LL _B O U N D A R Y »B L O C K INP%%i
for °/.%i IN (% REP% ) do echo 6 1.000e-003 » B L O C K .IN P % % i
for % % i IN (% REP% ) do echo
» B L O C K . INP%%i
for % % i IN (%REP% ) do echo C H T_LIN K »B LO C K .IN P% % i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo air 0 » B L O C K .IN P % % i
for %%i IN (%REP% ) do echo C H T_LIN K »B LO C K .IN P% % i
for % % i IN (%REP% ) do echo air 0 » B L O C K .IN P % % i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo C H T_L IN K »B L O C K .IN P% % i
for %%i IN (%REP% ) do echo air 0 » B L O C K .IN P % % i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo CH T L IN K » B L O C K INP%%i
for */«%i IN (%REP% ) do echo air 0 » B L O C K .IN P % % i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo
#=====— = = = = = = = = — = = = = — = = = = = = = = » B L O C K .IN P % % i
for % % i IN (%REP% ) do echo PO STPR O C E SSIN G _D A TA »B LO C K INP%%i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo LPP_PATCH_DISTANCE = ON
» B L O C K INP%%i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo
» B L O C K . INP%%i
for % %i IN (% R £P% ) do echo BODY F O R C E » B L O C K INP%%i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo O OOOe+OOO 0 OOOe+OOO -1 OOOe+OOO 9 .8 10e+000
1.160e+000 » B L O C K .IN P % % i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo
» B L O C K IN P % % i
for % %i IN (2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10) do echo RESTART_INITIAL_CONDlTION
» B L O C K IN P % % i
for % %i IN (2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10) do echo 1 0 0 » B L O C K INP%%i
echo D:% BLOCK% \BLOCK.RST 1_001 » B L O C K INP2
echo D %BLOCK% \BLOCK RST 1 002 » B L O C K INP3

echo D:% AIR%\AIR.RST1_015 » AIR INP 16
for % %i IN (%REP%) do echo
# = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = » AIR.1NP%%i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo E X T C F D _M O D E L » AIR. INP%%i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo run block »A IR .IN P % % i
for % %i IN (%REP%) do echo
# = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = » AIR. INP%%i
for % %i IN (%REP%) do echo SC A LE_R ESTA R T»A IR . INP%%i
for % %i IN (%REP%) do echo 1 000e+000 » A IR .IN P % % i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo
# = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = » AIR. INP%%i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo B O U N D A R Y _N A M E » AIR. INP%%i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo 3 30 0 K S U R F » A IR .IN P % % i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo BOUNDARY N A M E » A IR . INP%%i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo 4 BLOCK TOP » A IR .IN P % % i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo BOUNDARY N A M E » A IR INP%%i
for %%i IN (%REP% ) do echo 5 BLOCK BOTTOM » A IR .IN P % % i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo BOUNDARY N A M E » AIR. IN P W ii
for %%i IN (%REP% ) do echo 6 BLOCK LEFT » AIR INP%%i
for %%i IN (•/.REP*/.) do echo BO U N D A R Y _N A M E»A IR . INP%%i
for %%i IN (%REP% ) do echo 7 BLOCK RIGHT » A I R INP%%i
for %%i IN (%REP% ) do echo
#— = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = » AIR. INP%%i
GOTO BLOCKINP
: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
:: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
BLOCKINP
D:
cd "%INPFOLDER%"
del BLOCK. INP*
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo !VECTIS_MAIN_INPUT MODULAR VERSION
3.400 » B L O C K .IN P % % i
for %%i IN (1 3 5 7 9) do echo STE A D Y _STA TE»B L O C K INP%%i
for %%i IN (1 3 5 7 9) do echo
— - — = = = = = = = — » B L O C K INP%%i
#------^===== -------for %%i IN (% REP% ) do echo E Q U A T IO N S»B L O C K INP%%i
for % %i IN (2 4 6 8 10) do echo EQ N _TEM PERA TU RE»BLO CK . INP%%i
for %%i IN (2 4 6 8 10) do echo
# ........—
—
- =— = = = = = = = — » B L O C K IN P % % i
for %%i IN (2 4 6 8 10) do echo TEM PERA TU RE»BLO CK .IN P% % i
for %%i IN (2 4 6 8 10) do echo 100 1 0 2 -1 0 » B L O C K INP%%i
for %%i IN (2 4 6 8 10) do echo 1 OOOOe+OOO 1 OOOOe+OOO 1 OOOOe+OOO
1.OOOOe+OOO 1.OOOOe+OOO 1.OOOOe+OOO 1 0000e+O 00»B LO C K INP%%i
for %%i IN (% REP% ) do echo
#==========— = ~ = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = » B L O C K I N P % % i
for %%i IN (%REP% ) do echo SOLUTION C O N T R O L 2>>BLOCK INP%%i
for %%i IN (%REP% ) do echo F » B L O C K INP%%i
for %%i IN (%REP% ) do echo -6 1 OOOOOOe-006»BLOCK INP%%i
for %%i IN (1 3 5 7 9) do echo 0 OOOOOOe+OOO % NoSS% 0e+000
1 000000e+000»B LO C K .IN P% % i
for %%i IN (1 3 5 7 9) do echo 5 1 OOOOOOe+OOO
% N oSS% .0e+000»B LO C K .IN P% % i
for %%i IN (2 4 6 8 10) do echo 0 OOOOOOe+OOO % NoTR% 0e+000
1 000000e+000»B LO C K .IN P% % i
for %%i IN (2 4 6 8 10) do echo 2 %SizeTR% 0e+000
% N oTR % .0e+000»BLO CK .IN P% % i
for %%i IN (%REP% ) do echo
= >>BLOCK INP%%i
for %%i IN (%REP% ) do echo A L G O R IT H M »B L O C K INP%%i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo S IM P L E » B L O C K INP%%i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo
It —
—
—
—
~ = — » B L O C K .IN P % % i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo REFERENCE J>OINT>>BLOCKINP% */.i
for %%i IN (%REP% ) do echo 2 2 2 » B L O C K .IN P % % i
for %%i IN (%REP% ) do echo
# ---------— ----- = = = = = -------- = = = = » B L O C K .I N P % % i
for %%i IN (%REP% ) do echo M O N IT O R IN G _PO IN T_IJK »B LO C K INP%%i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo 8 2 7 » B L O C K .IN P % % i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo block»B L O C K .IN P% % i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo
#------- = = ,
-■ ---------, - = ^ = » B L O C K INP%%i
for %%i IN (%REP% ) do echo C H E C K PO lN T »B L O C K .IN P% % i
for %%i IN (1 3 5 7 9) do echo F F T % NoSS% F F » B L O C K .IN P % % i
for %%i IN (2 4 6 8 10) do echo F F T % noiteTR% F F » B L O C K .IN P % % i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo T » B L O C K INP%%i
for % % i IN (%REP%) do echo
it
- ......= = — » B L O C K IN P % % i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo
PA RA LLEL_PO STPR O _FO RM A T»BLO CK .IN P% % i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo 0 »B L O C K .IN P % % i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo
#------ ------------------------ ---------— - = = » B L O C K .I N P % % i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo O U T PU T_W A LL _D A T A »B L O C K .IN P% % i
for %%i IN (%REP%) do echo T »B L O C K .IN P % % i

echo D:% BLOCK% \BLOCK.RST 1 0 1 5 » B L O C K .IN P 1 6
for %%i IN (% REP% ) do echo SCALE_RESTART » B L O C K .IN P % % i
for % % i IN (% REP% ) do echo 1 OOOe+OOO » B L O C K .IN P % % i
for %%i IN (% REP% ) do echo
tt—
■—
— = » B L O C K . INP%%i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo BO UNDARY_NAM E » B L O C K INP%%i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo 3 TOP » B L O C K INP%%i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo BOUNDARY_NAM E »B L O C K .IN P % % i
for % %i IN (%REP*/o) do echo 4 BOTTOM » B L O C K .IN P % % i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo BOUNDARY_NAM E »B L O C K .IN P % % i
for % % i IN (%REP% ) do echo 5 RIGHT » B L O C K .IN P % % i
for %%i IN (%REP% ) do echo BOUNDARY_NAM E »B L O C K .IN P % % i
for %%i IN (%REP% ) do echo 6 LEFT » B L O C K INP%%i
for % %i IN (%REP% ) do echo
= = ==== ====== == ==== = » B LOC K INP%% i
GO TO RUN
: : XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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J.2 JA V A ™ P R O G R A M
Set u p
The user must create a new directory for each individual CHT model and name it as
the INP file of the corresponding CHT part being modelled (e.g. for BLOCK.INP,
the related files will be stored in a new directory called BLOCK). Furthermore:
• In each directory the user must create a directory called store.
• The user must write the input files for both the steady and transient computations
of each CHT model.
The input file for the transient computations (TR runs) must be setup with the Restart
Initial Condition (RIC) specification (i.e. set to re-start the solution from the thermal
and flow conditions calculated by the previous run). The steady-state computations
(SS) do not require the RIC specification since will have this automatically added to
the code once the first cycle is completed. (NB. If the simulation needs to be
restarted, the RIC specification must be removed from the SS input file).
R un C o m m a n d
java cfd/utils/RunPseudoTrans startNo endNo Rstfreq MODI MOD2
e.g. java cfd/utils/RunPseudoTrans 0 10 2 AIR BLOCK will start a new simulation
(with AIR as the master CHT domain and BLOCK as the second and only other CHT
domain), will run 10 methodology cycles and save restarts every 2 cycles.
S o l u t io n P r o c e d u r e
1.

The SS runs are started from the transient restart files.

2.

The SS post files are copied to the store directory with an incrementing suffix
(the restart file is copied only if this is a n iteration).

3. All the TR files that are in the working directory are deleted.
4.

TheTR runs are started from the steady-state restart files.

5.

The TR post files are copied to the store directory with an incrementing suffix
(the restart file is copied only if this is a n iteration).

6. All the SS files in the working directory are deleted.
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So u r c e C o d e
TEMP.DELETEO n EXIT();
FW = NEW FILEWRITER(TEMP);

PACKAGE CFD. UTILS;

}
CATCH (IOEXCEPTION E) {
S y s t e m .o u t .p r in t l n ("C a n T
SYSTEM.EXIT(-1);
)

IMPORT JAVA. 10.*;
IMPORT CFD.GUIUTILS. *;
PUBLIC CLASS RUNPSEUDOTRANS {
PUBLIC RUNPSEUDOTRANS() {
}
PUBLIC STATIC VOID MAIN(STRING[] ARGS) {
IF (ARGS.LENGTH < 4) {
SYSTEM.OUT.PRINTLNfUSAGE RUNPSEUDOTRANS START END RSTFREQ
PARTI PA R T2
");
S y s t e m .e x it (- l );
}

INT START = 0;
INT END = 0;
INT RSTFREQ = 0;
TRY {
START = INTEGER.PARSEINT(ARGS[0]);
e n d = i n t e g e r .p a r s e i n t ( a r g s [ l ]);
RSTFREQ = INTEGER.PARSEINT(ARGS[2]);
} CATCH (NUMBERFORMATEXCEPTIONE) {
SYSTEM OUT.PRINTLNC'USAGE RUNPSEUDOTRANS START END RSTFREQ
PARTI PA R T2
”);
SYSTEM.OUT.PRINTLNC'CHECK START END AND RSTFREQ ARE INTEGERS");

o p e n t e m p fil e

= "),

TRY {
FILEINPUTSTREAM FI = NEW FlLElNPUTSTREAM(FILE);
INTEXT = NEW STREAMTOKENIZER(NEW B u f f e r e d R e a d e r ( n e w
INPUTSTREAMREADER(NEW BUFFEREDlNPUTSTREAM(FI, 10000000)), 1000000));
INTEXT.RESETSYNTAXO;
INTEXT. EOLlSSlGNIFICANT(TRUE);
INTEXT.WORDCHARSfUOOOO', "OJFFFF');
// INTEXT.W HITESPACECHARS(^0000',^ 0 0 2 0 ') ;
TOKENLOOP : WHILE(TRUE) {
INTEXT. NEXTTOKEN();
IF (INTEXT.TTYPE = INTEXT.TT E O L ) {
FW.WRITE("\N");
CONTINUE TOKENLOOP;

>

IF (INTEXT.TTYPE = INTEXT T T E O F ) BREAK;
FW.WRITE(INTEXT.SVAL);

>

FW.WRITE("# = == = == = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = \ N " ) ;

FW.WRITE("RESTART_INITIAL_CONDITION\N");
FW .W RITEf 1 0 0\N");
FW. WRJTE(DIRS[PART]+"_TR.RST 1 001 \N");

}

S t r in g f i l e n a m e ;
INT NOOFPARTS = ARGS.LENGTH - 3;
S t r i n g [] d ir N a m e s = n e w S t r i n g [n o O f P a r t s ];
STRINGf] TRNAMES = NEW S t r i n g [n o O f p a r t s ];
STRINGf] SSNAMES = NEW STRINGtNOOFPARTS];
FOR (INT I = 0 ; I < NOOFPARTS ; I+ +) {
DIRNAMESfl] = ARGS[I+3];
TRNAMES[I] = A R G S[I+3]+"_TR .IN P";
SSNAMES[I] = A R G S[I+3]+"_SS.IN P";

F W .W R J T E (" # = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = \N " );
FI.CLOSE();
CATCH (IOEXCEPTION E) {
SYSTEMOUT.PRINTLNfERROR READING FILE = "+FILE);
S y s t e m .e x it (-1);

(
FW.CLOSE();
CATCH (IOEXCEPTION E) {
S y s t e m .o u t .p r in t l n ("C o u l d n t CLOSE OUTPUT FILE");

try

}

RUNTIME RT = RUNTIME.GETRUNTIME();
Pro cess p ;
BOOLEAN FIRSTRUN = TRUE;
IF (START != 0 ) FIRSTRUN = FALSE;
TRY {
FOR (INT I = START; I < END+1 ; I++) {
IF (FIRSTRUN & & I != 0) {
FIRSTRUN = FALSE;
// AFTER THE FIRST ITERATION NEED TO ADD R S T SPECS INTO
//INPUT FILES
ADDRST(DIRNAMES);
)

P = RT.EXECfCM D /C S T A R T /D"+DlRNAM ES[0]+n/W A IT CMD /C PHASES
"+SSNAMES[0]);
p .w a i t F o r ();
MOVEFlLES(DIRNAMES, "_T R .", I, RSTFREQ);
P = RT.EXECfCM D /C S T A R T /D"+DIRN AM ES[0]+"/W A IT CMD /C PHASE5
"+TENAM ES[0]);
P.WAITFORO;
MOVEFlLES(DIRNAMES, " _ S S " , I, RSTFREQ);
SYSTEM.0UT.PRINTLN(""+P.EXITVALUE());
)

} c a t c h (E x c e p t io n e ) {
S y s t e m .o u t .p r in t l n (" ”+ e );
E.PRINTSTACKTRACEQ;
S y s t e m .o u t .p r in t l n (" P r o b l e m

}

r u n n in g c o m m a n d s ");

)

STATIC PRIVATE VOID ADDRST(STR1NG[] DIRS) {
STRING ANALYSIS;
//
FOR (INT AN = 0 ; AN < 2 ; AN++) {
//
IF (AN = 0 ) ANALYSIS = "SS";
//
ELSE ANALYSIS = "TR ";
ANALYSIS = "SS";
PARTLOOP ; FOR (INT PART = 0 ; PART < DIRS.LENGTH ; PART++) {
F il e d ir = n e w F il e ( d ir s [ p a r t ]);
F il e f i l e = n e w F il e ( d ir , d ir s [ p a r t ]+ "_ "+ a n a l y s is + ”. i n p ");
St r i n g t o k e n ;
S t r e a m T o k e n i z e r in T e x t ;
TRY {
FILEINPUTSTREAM FI = NEW FlLElNPUTSTREAM(FILE),
in T e x t = n e w S t r e a m T o k e n iz e r ( n e w B u f f e r e d R e a d e r ( n e w
In p u t S t r e a m R e a d e r ( n e w B u f f e r e d in p u t St r e a m ( f i , 10000000)), 1000000));
in T e x t .r e s e t S y n t a x ();
INTEXT. EOLlSSlGNIFICANT(TRUE);
INTEXT.WORDCHARSfUOOOO', ^ F F F F ') ;
INTEXT. WHrTESPACECHARS(l\U 0000',l\U 0020');
TOKENLOOP: WHILE(TRUE) {
INTEXT. NEXTTOKEN();
IF (INTEXT.SVAL != NULL & &
INTEXT. SVAL. COMPA R E T 0IG N 0R E C A S E ("R E S T A R T _IN 1T IA L _C 0N D IT I0N ")

= 0){
// ALREADY HAS A R S T SPE C
CONTINUE PARTLOOP;
}
IF (INTEXT.TTYPE =

; (F1LE.DELETE0 = FALSE) {
SYSTEM.OUT.PRINTLNfCANT DELETE INPUT FILE = "+FILE);
■(TEMP. RENAMETO(FILE) = FALSE) {
SYSTEM.OUT.PRINTLNfFlLE RENAME FAILED = "+FILE),

)
//
>

>

STATIC PRIVATE VOID MOVEFlLES(STRING[] DIRS, STRING FILTER, INT COUNT,
INT RSTFREQ) {
// FIND ALL FILES WITH 001 EXTENSION AND MOVE THEM TO ANOTHER
DIRECTORY
// AND CHANGE THE EXTENSION TO THE NEXT IN AN INCREMENTING SERIES
S t r i n g e x t e n s io n ;
IF (COUNT < 10) EXTENSION = "00"+COUNT;
ELSE IF (COUNT < 100) EXTENSION = "0"+COUNT;
ELSE EXTENSION = ""+COUNT;
FOR (INT PART = 0 ; PART < DIRS.LENGTH ; PART++) {
F il e d ir = n e w f i l e ( d ir s [p a r t ]);
WILDCARDFILTER WCF = NEW W lLDCARDFlLTER("*001");
STRING[] FILES = DIR.LIST(WCF);
STRINGf] TEXT = WCF.GETWILDCARDTEXTS();
FILE OLDFILE;
f i l e n e w f il e ;
FOR (INT 1=0; I<FILES.LENGTH; I+ +) {
IF (TEXTfl].INDEXOF(FILTER) = = - 1 ) CONTINUE;
SYSTEM. OUT.PRINTLN("TEXT= "+TEXT[I]);
OLDFILE = NEW FILE(DIR, FILESfl]),
NEWFILE = NEW FILE(DIR, "STORE/"+TEXT[l]+EXTENSION);
SYSTEM.OUT.PRINTLNfOLDFlLE = "+OLDFILE);
SYSTEM.OUT.PRINTLN("NEWFlLE = "+NEWFILE);
SYSTEM.OUT.PRINTLN("MOVE = "+OLDFlLE.RENAMETO(NEWFlLE));
IF (OLDFlLE.GETNAME().INDEXOF("RST") != -1 ) {
// IF A R S T CHECK IF THERE IS A PREVIOUS VERSION THAT CAN BE
//DELETED
IF ((COUNT-1)%RSTFREQ != 0 ) {
//DELETETHE FILE
St r in g e x t e n s io n D;
IF ((COUNT-1) < 10) EXTENSIOND = "00"+(COUNT-1);
ELSE IF ((COUNT-1) < 100) EXTENSIOND = "0"+(COUNT-1);
ELSE EXTENSIOND = ""+(COUNT-l);
NEWFILE = NEW FlLE(DIR, "STORE/"+TEXT[l]+EXTENSIOND);
IF (NEWFILE,DELETE() = FALSE) {
SYSTEM.0UT.PRJNTLN("CANT DELETE FILE "+NEWFILE);

>

}

}

INTEXT. T T E O F ) BREAK;

}
FI.CLOSE();
} CATCH (IOEXCEPTION E) {
SYSTEM. OUTPRINTLNfERROR READING FILE = "+FILE);
SYSTEM.EXIT(-1);

}

FILEWRITER FW = NULL;
FILE TEMP = NULL;
TRY {
TEMP = FILE.CREATETEMPFILE("PTM",NULL);
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J.3

JAVA™ PROGRAM FOR JOINING OUTPUT FILES

The program was written to concatenate the output files written by VECTIS during a
simulation carried out with the transient methodology devised in this study, enabling
the post-processing of the complete set of CFD results generated.
S e t u p I n s t r u c t io n s
No setup is required to run the code providing that the files to be concatenated do
exist, have a numbered extension (e.g., 001, _002) and they are placed in the same
directory.

R un C o m m a n d
java cfd/utils/Concat SizeStep Files wilcard out.name
e.g., java cfd/utils/Concat 5 AIR TR.GLO_* GLO.OUT will concatenate all the
transient global files of the AIR part into the GLO.OUT file, re-writing the time
progression o f the solution based on timesteps of 5 seconds (SizeStep should not
specified to conserve the original timescale of the solution).

So u r c e C o d e
inText.eollsSignificant(true);
inText.wordCharsC\u0021', ViFFFF'),
inText. whitespaceCharsOuOOOO', 1\u0020');
tokenLoop ; while(true) {
inText.nextT oken();
if (inText .ttype == in T ex t.T T E O L ) {
count++;
try {
Iterator tokenslt = tokens. iterator();
int size= count * step;
tokenslt.next(); // throw away the first column
fw.write(size+" ”); // write count instead
while (tokenslt.hasN ext()) {
token = (String)tokensIt.next();
fw.write( token);
fw.write(" '');

package cfd. utils;
import java.io.*;
import java.util.*;
public class Concat {
public Concat() {
>

public static void m ain(String[] args) {
if (args.length < 3) {
System.out.println("usage Concat SizeSteps Files out.file");
System .exit(-l);

>

System.out.println("Size Timestep = ”+args[0]);
for (int i = 1 ; i < args.length - 1 ;
{
System .out.println(”Cat file = "+args[i]),

}

i++)

}

System.out.println("Output file = ”+args[args. length - 1]);
StreamTokenizer inText;
int count = 0;
int step = 0;
step = lnteger.parselnt(args[0]);
FileW riter fw = null;
try {
fw = new FileW riter(args[args.length - 1]);

fw.write(”\n");
} catch (IOException e) {
System.out.println(""+e);
System.out.println("Error writing to output file =
"+args[args. length - 1]);
System .exit(-l);
}

if (inText.ttype = in T ex t.T T E O F ) break;
//inText. nextToken();
tokens.clear();
continue tokenLoop;

}

catch (IOException e) {
System.out.println("Can't open output file = "+args[argslength - 1]);
System .exit(-l);

)

if (inText .ttype == inText.TT_EOF) break;
tokens.add(inText.sval);

}

}

Vector tokens = new Vectorf);
String token;
for (int i = 1 ; i < args.length - 1 ; i++) {
try {
File inputFile = new File(args[i]);
inText = new Stream Tokenizer(new BufferedReader(new
InputStreamReaderfnew BufferedlnputStream fnew
FilelnputStream(inputFile), 10000000)), 1000000));
inText.resetSyntax();

} catch (IOException e) {
System.out.println("eiTor reading file = "+args[i]);
System .exit(-l);

}

>

try {
fw.close();
} catch (IOException e) {
System.out.println("Couldn't close output file”);

}
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